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1967 NEW ISSULS
Preliminary, but incomplete, details, just released

by the P.T.T., relating to the 1967 programme of new
issues, are as follows:

Date 22'19.KLP±Lla No, Value Set
21. Fr.

13 Mar. PROPAGANDA I 2

Propaganda for use of white
sticks (for blindness) 10
EFTA Customs Union 20 -.30

EUROPA - CEPT 1 30 -.30

1 Jun. 'PRO PATRIA1

5 + 5
lo lo

Portrait: Prof. Dr.Theodor
Kocher (1841-1917)

Ceiling paintings from the 20 + 10
Church roof at Zillis (Gr.) 30 + 10

( 50 + 10 1.60

18 Sep. PROPAGANDA II 4

50 Years of 'Swiss deekl 10
50 Years of organisation

'For the Aged' 20
S.Bernardino road tunnel 30
75 Years of Central Office
of International Rail Transport 50 1.10

DEFINITIVE ISSUE 

Historic monuments (second
series) *

1 Dec. ' PRO JUVENTUTE1 

Indiginous wild animals

Details for the last two issues are not yet
available and will be subject to projected changes in
the postal rates.

A footnote, however, states that there is no
intention of c"Ianging the high value stamps of 3, 5,
lo & 20 Fr. (the Evangelists) for some years to come.

REAINDER TO LONDON GROUP MEMBERS 

The February meeting will be on I_Tgapu.,_92E
when )R. H.L. KATCHER will be entertaining Members at
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood, London, N.W.8.

To help the arrangements for the evening it would
be appreciated if Members (other than those present at
the January meeting) would let the Secretary (Mrs.Rawnsley)
know not later than February 7th.

EDITORIAL 

First of all I
wish to thank the many
members who sent
Christmas Greetings -
more than ever this
year.

It was impossible
to answer them all
individually, but they
were greatly apprec-
iated and will help
to inspire me to
further efforts dur-
ing the year to come.
Aided by the contin-
ued co-operation of
Members this should
not prove too diffi-
cult a task.

The variety of
subjects covered in
articles published
during 1966 bears this
out, so if you can
provide an article on
any aspect of Swiss
philately, not only
will the Editor be
spared many headaches,
but your observations
may open up a new field
for other Members, or
help to elucidate
problems.

Meanwhile, may I
heartily reciprocate
all the good wishes
and trust that Members
everywhere will have a
successful and prosper-
ous 1967.

***

A very sincere apology
is due to the Author
of the latest study on
the 'National Fete and
Pro Patria Issues'
whose name -
H. W. ROBERTSHA7 VVAS
erroneously transcribed
as 'Robertson' in the
December issue of the
'News Letter' 

E.J.R.
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POSTAL VALIDITY OF SWISS STAMPS

In order to clarify the position
regarding the various issues of Swiss
stamps which are still valid for post-
age, the P.T.T. has published the
following list of those still in use:

1938 Symbolic issue - high values
3, f & 10 Fr.

1941
1949

Historical series 50 c. - 2 Fr.
Landscape & Technology series

3 c. - 70 c.
1960/61 Postal messengers & historic

monuments, 5 c. - Fr.2.80
1961 High values - Evangelists

3, 5, 10 & 20 Fr.
1953 Automobile post (summer and

winter) 10 & 20 0.
1966 Alps stamps - Matterhorn 10 &

20 c., Finsteraarhorn 10 c.

1961/66 All Propaganda series
1957/66 All Europa issues
1964/66 All Pro Patria series *
1964/66 All Pro Juventute series *

(*Since 1964 these issues have ceased
to be subject to a restricted period
of use.)

1963 Miniature sheet - Red Cross
1965 INabral

Printed postcards: 30c. surcharge on
25 c., 10 & 25 c., small 10 0.,
large 30 c.

Newspaper wrapper: 5 c. Edelweiss motif
Aerogram: 65 0.

NEW STAMP BOOKLETS

The stocks of booklets of Fr.3 and
Fr.6 value are almost exhausted and they
will shortly be replaced by new ones of
Fr.2 and Fr.5 values. These will be
made up as follOws:

a) 8 x 5 Rp. Fr. -.40
8 x 10 Hp. OOf -.80
4 x 20 Rp. Oft -.80

Fr. 2.00

b) 12 x 5.Rp. ••0 Fr. -.60
20 x 10 Hp. • •• 2.00
12 x 20 Hp. 00* 2.40

Fr. 5.00

The stamps will all be luminescent

The 5 Fr. booklet is expected to be
put on sale some time during January
1967, and the 2 Fr. booklet will follow
later.

TOURIST SLOGAN CANCELLATION 

RHEINFELDEN Solbad - from 9 Jan, 1967

1967 Subscriptions are coming in
quite well ... any still outstanding
will be appreciated*

ILLEGAL POSTMARKS 

Further to the note in last
month's 'News Letter' regarding back-
dated postmarks, the following cancels
have been found:

Hirzel ZH Sihlwald ZH
Rifferswil ZH Sch8nenberg ZH
Vazerol GR

Often only a small portion of
the cancel is shown or part of the
cantonal name, i.e. Zurich or
Graubtinden.

Examples shown in the S.B.Z. are
on the 30 0, values of the Pro Juv. of
1926, 1927 & 1937 and 20 0. 1933, also
on the 10 c. 'Pax' of 1919 and 60 c.
of 1945, and 25 c. U.P.U. 1949.

- Further, a date canceller No.
6522 has been missing from Andermatt
Post Office since 18 August 1966. It
has the postal code No. 6490 before
the name and in the segments are the
typical Swiss cross above, three stars
below and the No. 7A.

It is thought it may have been
taken by a souvenir hunter but it may
possibly be used in an unauthorised
manner to cancel stamps.

Readers may, no doubt,
remember the wonderful suit-
case of covers which I
acquired about 2 years ago,
the contents of which were
'liquidated' within a few
months, much of the material

having found its way into the collect-
ions of Helvetia members. Many
requests could not then be satisfied.

I recently combined a buying trip
with a winter sports holiday in Switzer-
land and managed to bring back a large
carton of similar covers, plus a fabu-
lous accumulation of most interesting .
postmarks off cover.

It will be some weeks before any
of this material is ready for approval
viewing, but it would be helpful to
have applications now from members who
wish to see selections, and these will
be dealt with in strict rotation. (I
shall try to prepare some of the mater-
ial in time for the Helvetia meeting at
our offices on February 9th).

This is quite an exceptional lot
and I will get great pleasure from 'in--
vestigating' it.

P.S. New Helvetia members who do not
know of our 'suitcase' are advised

that the material discussed above is of
the 1850-1908 period.

1
ABU ( H.L. KATCHER) PTS., BPA.

The Amateur Collector Ltd.,
1 151, Park Road, St. John's 7ood, N.ff.8.

Tel: JUNiper 0616 
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NAT lor\JAL FETE & pp° ::AT-RI/2\ ISSUEES
by: H.W. ROBERTSHAW (1939 -19C6 PARC II.

Continuing the background details of the various issues we come to

1942 10 c. This commemorates the 2.2202..th ANNIVERSARY of the founding of the
CITY OF GENEVA, and shows a 16th century view of the city, from

a painting by the artist Albert Yersin of Lutry. Included
- in the design are

the arms of the City of Geneva and the arms of Switzerland.

20 c. Depicts the MONUMENT AT PORCH, near Zurich; a tribute to the memory
of soldiers who died during the Swiss mobilisation in 1914-18.

Although Switzerland remained neutral during both World Wars and was not
engaged in combat, large numbers of soldiers lost their lives through illness
or accidents whilst engaged on frontier guard.

Again a miniature sheet incorporating both values was issued, from
which 

t
out-outs' were allowed for postal use.

1943 10 c. A view of INTRAGNA in Canton Ticino. The Church was built in
1738; its tower is 230-ft. high and houses an unusually fine

peal of bells.

20 c. The second stamp marks the 652nd ANNIVERSARY of the founding of Swiss
democracy and depicts the BUNDESHOS (Parliament House) in Bern, as

seen from across the River Aare. The building is a combination of three build-
ings, all in Florentine-Renaissance style. The western block (on the left)
is the oldest, dating from 1848.

For the next six years a series of four stamps was issued on each
occasion.

1944 5 0. The lowest value shows a view of HEIDEN, a mountain village in
Canton Aargau, where Henri Dunant, founder of the Red Cross, lived.

10 c. View of ST. JAKOB-an-der-BIRS, south-east of Basle. It is famous for
the battle fought here on 26th August, 1444, when 1,800 Swiss resisted

30,000 French marauders, known as Armagnacs. All the Swiss were killed, but
not until they had inflicted great damage to the French forces.

A series of five postcards was issued, commemorating the 500th
anniversary of this battle. They were placed on sale and the proceeds were
devoted to Swiss Red Cross funds.

20 c. CASTTR OF MESOCCO in the Grisons, above the San Bernardino Pass, show-
ing the impressive ruins of the stronghold which was destroyed in 1526.'

30 c. A view of the CITY OF BASLE, with the CATHEDRAL TOWERS in the background.
Basle is the second largest city of Switzerland, and capital of the

half-canton of Basel-Stadt. Basle was first mentioned in the year 374 as
Basilea, having probably been founded by the Roman armies, when they fell back
on the Rhine. It has been a member of the Swiss Confederation since 1501.
The city lies on both banks of the Rhine, which here receives the waters of
the Birs and the Birsig on the south and the Wiese on the north.

The Cathedral or Minster, is a picturesque edifice in red sandstone
and is characterised by two conspicuous towers. The present building was
founded in 1010 by the Emperor Henry II, but it ()Couples the site of a seventh
century °harsh.. A fire in 1185 did much damage and reconstruction was carried
out in the Gothic style. It suffered again, however, in the earthquake of 1356.
1
945. This year sawthe start of a series in which the lowest value, depicting

a typical craft, was engraved and produced at the P.T.T. Stamp Printing
Works, while the other three values, showing various types of houses and farms
of the different Cantons, were produced by photogravure.

5 0 . SILK WEAVERS at work on looms, a woman at an old spinning-wheel and a
man with rolls of finished fabric.

10 c. A farm in the Jura mountain district.
20 c. A farm-house in the Emmenthal valley with large overhanging eaves.
30 0. A timbered house in Eastern 'Switzerland.

1946 5 c. The production of muss CHEESE 
10 c. A chalet near the lake of Neuchatel in west-

ern Switzerland, set in a vineyard covering
the hillside.

20 c. A farmhouse, a combination of house and barn,
of Canton Appenzell.

30 c. A house near St. Moritz, with typical wall paintings.
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NATIONAL FETE AND PR IOPATR. (Continued)

1947 As in this year Switzerland was celebrating the centenary of the Swiss
Railways the typical houses depicted on the earlier issues were replaced

by railway stations:

5 0. 'Tamps' - RAILWAY TRACK LAYERS at work.
10 0. Rorschach railway station, overlooking Lake Constance (the Bodensee)
20 0. Luen-Castiel station on the Chur-Arosa line, which is built in

Swiss chalet style.
30 c. Fluelen station on the Gotthard line (Lake Lucerne)

1948 5 C.
10 c.

20 c.
30 c.

1242 50.
10 c.
20 c.
40 0,

FRONTIER GUARD with dog.
A farm in the Canton of Fribourg.
A farmhouse in the Valais district.
Courtyard and house of the Ticino district.

A POSTMAN entering a large building.
A farmhouse in the Jura district of Basle.
A house in the Canton of Lucerne
A house of the Pratigau (Roman: Val Prateus 'Valley of Mountains'.

1950 For the next two years important anniversaries were
depicted on the lowest value, while sports,

athletics and typical Swiss activities are featured on the
other values:

5 0. The design is based on a pair of the 5 c.
I gfcz1-(344) 'Poste Locale' stamps, issued origin-

ally for local delivery and marks the centenary of issue.
10 c. Putting the stone
20 c. Wrestling
30 0. Runners in action
40 o. Target shooting

1951 5 0.

10 c.
20 0.
30 c.

40c.

Commemorating the 600th ANNIVERSARY OF ZURICH joining the Confederation.
The Zurich lions are shown holding the Arms of Zurich (one shield
reversed) above the arms of Switzerland. Zurich, the capital of the
Canton, is the leading commercial centre of the country. In B.C.58
Zurich (Turicum), with other towns of Helvetii, fell under the sway
of the Romans. In 1292 it joined Uri and Schwyz and in 1351 became
a member of the Swiss Confederation.

The 'Trullpolkal from the Valais district
Flag wavers and throwers
Men engaged in the game of 'Hornussent. According to legend the name

is -taken from the word 'hornets', because of the buzzing sound of
the wooden puck as it flies through the air.

Man blowing the Alpenhorn.

1952 Saw the start of a new series on four of the values depicting rivers and
lakes and this continued for five years:

5 o. To commemorate the 600th ANNIVERSARY OF GLARUS AND ZUG joining the
Confederation and shows the Swiss arms, with the arms of Glarus
on the left and those of Zug on the right. Those of Glarus are
superimposed in part over St. Fridolin or Fridold, a 6th century
monk and missionary, said to have worked among the Alemanni on
the Upper Rhine, where he founded many monasteries and a Bene-
dictine nunnery. He is said to have converted the people of
Glarus to Christianity. The arms of Zug are held by an angel
dressed in a suit of armour and holding in his left hand the
scales of justice.

10 c. The River Doubs, Neuchatel

20 0. Lake of St. Gotthard. This lake is not specifically mentioned in
any of my books of reference. The Pass of St. Gotthard winds
its way between several small lakes, while there are some thirty..
. small lakes within the St. Gotthard mountain group, which is
160 square miles in area.,

30.0. The River Moesa flowing from Lake Mbesa (Grisons).

40 0. The Lake of Maxhelen near Eggishorn (Valais).

(To be continued)



..J. S. AR VISTRON A new year for philately is aboutto commence. Which direction will
you be pursuing? Recent exhibitions emphasize the rapidly increasing interest
in Cover collecting. Many worthwhile themPs can be followed: AIRMAILS,
FIRST FLIGHTS, SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS, and the stamps and cancellations of the
various WORLD ORGANISATIONS, to nnme a few, while early 20th century material
on cover is being more widely sought.

Why not send for approval selections: Special attention given to
requests from Helvetia Members.

14, Low Lane, - Torrisholme, - MORECAMBE, - Lancs.

TO.4
TO.6 TB
T2.5 T.H

U2 U.V.

V2.5 V.B./S.G.
V3.5 VISC

W0.5 W.
13.5 W.S.

Z0.5 Z.

da3.5

dl4a

d18 5S
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SWISS \N PER F I N STAMPS
by FELIX GANZ (Conclusion)

Additions to the IFerfins' list new items - continued:

Number Perfin Type halatt User or used by:

P1.5 22.1calt h 9 (ZUrich 7 Enge; prob.Paul Kehl
(omitted from last month's list) ZUrich)

S1.5 s 8 (Zurich)

S4.5 S.A/LF 2h 4iI6
8
4.8 SB h 6 (Schaffhausen

56.5 SC h 7
S6.7 SC h
813.5 S.R. h 8.3/4
S13.6 S.R. h a (ZUrich,Enge)
S13.8 ST h 7 (Thun)
S18.5 SWR h
S21.5 SAI./G. 2h 4 (Geneve Stand)

10 x 14 (Thomann & Leicht, ZUrich)

h 7, (St. Gallen)
h 7.3/4 (Zarich)

h 8

2h Gi (St. Gallen)
h 7-i- (EmmenbrUcke)

9 (Winterthur)
h 71--- (Kreuzlingen 2)

9 ( airich 7 Enge; prob. part of
perfin design P1.5

(four-pointed star lai (tot.holes 29) Geneve 11
with x inside)
(same as d14, but horizontally perfed-in)

(2 wavy lines)

d19 V7 (triangle)

d20 (diamond)

d21 8 or 00 (figure 8)
This completes the listing to date, but with new items constantly coming

to light, a further list may be compiled some time in the future.

----o0o----

Editor's Note: Our member, Mr. F.H.B. Smith of Royston, Herts., has supplied
an interesting footnote to this subject:

"Mr, F. Hugh Vallancey was one of the first philatelists interested in
'Perfins', and in his little handbook on the subject, first issued in 1933,
he quotes Mx. Charles Bein as the originator of the word I Spifs t , meaning
'Stamps Perforated Initials (of) Firms.' Vallancey, Bein and Charles Nissen
made the initial steps to list the Porfins they knew of, but much has been
done since 1933 (or even 1948) when Vallancey issued a second edition of his
handbook to replace those destroyed by enemy action in May 1941.

"About ten years ago a little group - the G.B. Perfin Study Group -
was formed and issued its first News Sheet for July/August 1957, with Mr. C.
Jennings, of Southsea, as President - he still is. We are now called The
Security Endorsement & Perfin Society of Great Britain and are affiliated to
the B.P.A."

12-i (tot. 22 holes)

8 (tot 18 holes)

lai (tot. 24 holes)
(tot. 12 holes)
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YORKS LA
According-to the syllabus the

December meeting should have been a
display of postal stationery on slides
given by Dr. Ritchie, but unfortunately
at the last minute he had heard that
the slides, which were coming from
Switzerland; were being held by the
Customs at Dover and so he had pre-
pared an alternative display and paper
from his own collection at only 24
hours notice.

Dr. Ritchie is also an expert on
the postal history of Liechtenstein
and the first part of the display was
devoted to that country which, in his
opinion, had the most beautiful postal
stationery in the world. The earliest
items were Austrian ones used in
Liechtenstein, followed by the first
items issued by the latter country,
but still Austrian in design, followed
by Swiss style issues, right up to the
latest coats-of-arms series of 1965.

The second part of the display was
devoted to the postal stationery of
Switzerland, dating from 1867 and, was
a, representative collection of all
issues up to the present day. Itemsof
particular interest included a complete
used reply card of 1886 and a strip of
four cards for use in a typewriter.

Dr. Ritchie concluded his display
by discussing various ways of mounting
postal stationery-a topic of interest
to most members (and one to which we
may return in more detail later).

The display was voted one of the
finest ever seen.

The January meeting consisted of
the display, postponed from the
previous month, and given by Dr. G.G.
Ritchie of Harrogate; who presented a
POSTAL STATIONERYDISPIAY by means of
slides which he had obtained from
Switzerland.

These were magnificent photo-
graphic reproductions of all aspects
of Swiss Stationery, from the earliest
Cantonal envelopes, including many
rare items, and it would be difficult
to think of a single theme in postal
stationery which was not represented.

Dr. RitChie also gave a comment-
ary on the slides (from the script
supplied, which was in French and
German, and which made many members
envy his linguistic knowledge.

He concluded the display with
some beautiful slides of his own of
Liechtenstein and places along the
Chur-Arosa railway and, together with
Mr. J.N. Highsted, showed many of the
items seen on the slides.

Hon. Secretary: R.A. HOYLE,
6t Limes Avenue, Huddersfield Road,

Halifax, Yorks.

ULRICH J. F. GOSLING

The Helvetia Society, and the
Yorks/Lancs Group in particular, has
lost one of its oldest and most
valuable members by the recent death
of ULRICH J.F. GOSLING. Mr. Gosling
was one of the founder members of
the Group since its inception and he
contributed to its success in every
possible way. He gave several
displays, each of which was accompan-
ied by an informative paper; and was
always ready to give helpful advice
to newer members.

His special Swiss interests were
the U.P.U. issues of 1900, and post-
marks of the middle period._ It was
his great wish that some publication,
carrying on where Emmenegger left off,

; would appear, and he did a.lot of
investigation and preliminary work
towards that end. Articles of his
have been published in the 1News
Letter' from time to time. He was •

also keenly interested in Postal
Stationery, of which he had a valuable
collection.

Ho remained throughout a general
collector, with world-wide interests,
but a rare knowledge of the earlier
stamps of Central Europe - Germany
and Austria, as well as Switzerland.
A special delight for Group Members
was on those occasions when they were
studying any special issue and Ulrich
Gosling would produce a most marvell-
ous range of postcards bearing the
stamps in question, all from his
Grandparents during their Swiss tours
towards the end of last century.

The Yorkshire Group Members and
the whole of 'Helvetia/ have lost a
colleague, a collaborator - and a
great friend.

Meanwhile Group Members have been
busy. Halifax P.S. has had quite a
spate of Swiss meetings, from a visit
by Mr. H.W. Rebertshaw who dealt with
the subject of stamp printing, then
Dr. G.C. Ritchie who showed the stamps
and postal stationery of Liechtenstein,
to Er. R.A. Hoyle who presented
miniature sheets and Pro Patria issues
for his Presidential Display.

Mr. J.N. Highsted also gave a
display on Switzerland to Leeds Junior
Society. * * * * *

P.S. We have just heard that Mr. J.A.
Eastwood has also visited Halifax P.S.
with a Philatelic Quiz that included
many brain-teasers.

\ICS G
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LUMINESCENCE iN SWISS STAMPS
by: FREDERICK H. FROST

When a philatelist thinks of luminescence he usually visualizes
merely a postage stamp which glows when illuminated in the dark, under ultra-
violet light. The scientist, on the other hand, has experimented for many
years with luminescence and has formed complex theories regarding this
phenomenon.

Briefly and broadly, when an object is illuminated with a light of a
specific wave-length, but reflects a light of a longer wave-length, then
luminescence has taken place. We see that an object can be exposed to a
light source, yet reflect a light wave-length that was not even present in the
illuminating source: Theory indicates that under illumination such objects,
which may be solids, liquids or gasses, absorb the 'exciting' light, their
electrons are forced into and fall back from larger orbits and, as a result,
light of a longer wave-length and a lower energy level is given off. This is
not true reflectance but a pseudo type.

Thus, if the paper or the ink of a postage stamp is illuminated by
ultra-violet light (which contains no visible light) yet produces a visible
image, the stamp is said to be luminescent.

If the glow ceases when the ultra-violet light is turned off the
effect is called fluorescence, but if the object continues to flow the effect
is then known as phosphorescence. Both are luminescence. Even though both
involve changes in the orbits of the electrons the two phenomens are different
in character. Sometimes substances may show luminescence with exposure to a
specific wave-length but not to another.

In recent years the t br1ghtnes4 of a sheet of paper has become a
sales feature of great importance. If a blue-white fluorescent dye is added
the paper may appear much brighter to the eye and much paper has been so pro-
duced. Often such dyes are soluble in water and when a stamp is affixed to
such paper the dye may transfer to the stamp and when the stamp is soaked off
the stamp may have acquired a bright and uniform fluorescence from the paper.
It is often difficult to believe some such stamps were not produced in the
paper mill.

Swiss fluorescent stamps are usually treated on the side to be
printed with a fluorescent material that is decidedly yellow or golden. Used
stamps which have acquired fluorescence from the paper are nearly always blue-
white on the reverse side. Gums often show some fluorescence, the area around
the silk thread of the Strubels shows the effect, and inks may be decidedly
fluorescent. This is especially true of some of the red shades.

MEMBERSHIP LIST
Pending puolication of an up-to-date list, which it is hoped to

issue in the Spring, the following additions etc., should be noted:

NEW NEUTERS:

BALLEY, S.G.,
CANT, J.E.
CARTER, E.F.,
EGGEN, D.R.
GURNEY, H.F.,
HUBBARD, G.W.
JENNISON, R.R.
ROPER, B.A.
SPINNER, A.H.
WORSLEY, E.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:

QUINTON, H.E.
SCARBOROUGH, B.,
WHITELEY, R.M.

DELETIONS:

GODTZ, DR. G.E.
GOSLING, U.J.F,

59, Heol Nant Castan, Rhiwbina, Cardiff.
39, Dalrymple Street, Dundee, 3cotland.
125, Newport Road, Stafford.
2828, Palm Springs Way, Las Vegas, Nevada 89102, U.S.A.
76, Botany Road, Margate, Kent..
52, Allcroft Road, London, N.W.5.
t Overdale t

, 129, Manchester Road, Wilmslow, Cheshire.
t Ladymead t , Hurstpierpoint, Sussex.
2419, Helena Road, Lancaster, Pa.17603„ U.S.A.
8, Pembroke Court, Queen's Promenade, Blackpool.

now at: 
441 High Road, Southtown, Gt.Yarmouth, Norfolk.
St. Margaret's Lodge, Churchgate, Leicester,

tt tManleyst, Broadhembury, Honiton, Devon.

p
esignel
Deceased



It give us very great
pleasure to announce that

MR. LAWRENCE MOORE

our enthusiastic Yorks/Lancs Group
founder, has been elected a Fellow of
the Royal Philatelic Society.

He has been a member of that
august body for many years, but richly
deserves this recognition of his
sterling work in the cause of philately.

LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec: MRS.E.J.RAWNSLEY

Mr. S. Kander and Mr. A.F. Newman
were given a warm welcome at the London
meeting in December when they gave dis-
plays of awns FORGERIES. The many
pages covered mainly the tClassic/
stamps of Switzerland: the Zurich 4 & 6,
the issues of Geneva, the Basle Dove,
Vaud 4 & 5, Poste Locale and Ortspost,
Rayon I (dark blue) and Rayon II.

When a number of each stamp are
seen together, differences in theprint-
ing, paper and colour frequently show up
quite distinctly, but taken individually
would be much more difficult to classify.

Mx. Kander explained that because
there have been a number of very clever
forgers: Fournier, Faur6„ Sperati and
Venturini - to name some of the best
==========  - - - = =  = - - - - - - - - - - -

ZUMSTEINCATALOGUES
1967

LIU! 0PLf on.
Price: 57/- + 3/- postage
With thumb index: 66/- + 3/- postage
German text with English introduction.

EgMETAELEZMIC11112;g1
Price: 6/6d. + 10d. postage
Bilingual: Text in German & French

Switzerland complete with Railway Stamps,
Liechtenstein and Campione d'Italia.
About 200 pages with listing of the most
important varieties, prices for mint and
used blocks of 4 and FDO's, also numbers
of stamps issued. Well illustrated.

Place your order with:
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED

27, Maiden Lane, Strand, London, ALC.2.

Supplements to the Catalogues are
published in the BERNER BRIEENARKEN*
ZEITUNG. Annual Fee: 25/-d.

For First Class stamps .... sOSO,0

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE ....

send your Want Lists to:

ZUMSTELN &  CIE
Propr. Hertsch & Co.

P.O.B.2585, CH 3001 Berne 1, Switzerland.

London Group Report (Cont. from Co1.1)

known, it is only by continual and
detailed scrutiny of the stnmps that
they can be detected. Even the ex-
perts are baffled at times, but
through years of study acquire an
'instinct' which can spot even the
most minute differences. That there
are still far too many forgeries in
existence is borne out by the fact
that about 605/0 of the swiss classics
contained in some 200 collections seen
by one of the leading stamp dealers
proved to be forgeries.

Among later issues, some of the
'frauds/9 as distinct from forgeries,
were quite audacious. For example
a I Fr. IStrubel' in a distinctly pale
blue colour, instead of grey, and
deeply embossed, and a cover bearing
2, 3 & 5 Hp. stamps of the 1862 issue,
but imporf. - actually essays.

A great deal of unusual and fas-
cinating material was shown, serving
to emphasize the need for the greatest
care when acquiring these early stamps.

A very hearty vote of thanks was
extended to both visitors for bringing
along displays of such groat interest
and for giving members the benefit of
their experience on the subject.

* * * * * *

January 11th, the opening meeting
of the new year, was CHAIRMAN'S EVEN-
ING, when Mx. E.C. Slate gave a display
of SWISS SOLDIER STAMPS.

The material, which consisted of
the 1939-45 issues, was contained in
three of the Locher albums, especially
printed and formerly available for
these stamps.

Mr. Slate was accused - perhaps a
little unjustly - of providing a 'Do-it-
yourself' evening, because instead of
passing the sheets round, he arranged
for those present to split up into small
groups and go through the albums in turn.
However, this had the advantage of allow-
ing plenty of opportunity to discuss the
stamps and to ask questions.

These stamps make a most interest-
ing side-line and are worthy of study
from the production point of view. Many.
are exceedingly artistic, while the way
in which designs suitable to the various
army corps have been incorporated into
the limited space of a postage stamp,
are in many cases, quite remarkable.

RECENT AUTOMOBILE CANCELS:

Auto 3 XVIes Epreuvres internationales
de ski, 21-22 Janvier 67
LE BRASSUS Val16e de &Ali

U ' II. Schweiz. PTT Skimeister-
schaften Engelberg 27-28.1.67.
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HRST ISSUES OF 1967
This year's special Publicity postage stamps (without additional surcharge)

have been tentatively split up into a spring series and an autumn series, the first

of which will be issued on 13th March 1967;

10 c. Publicity for the white cane of the blind. The rapidly growing motor
traffic presents a particular threat for the weak-sighted or blind users

of the road i who rely on the white cane for protection. The special stamp is

designed to call the attention of the public to this official distinctive mark

identifying blind persons.

20 c. ETA tariff abolition: By
- 31st December 1966 industrial customs duties

between EFTA member states were completely eliminated. The special stamp

showing the flags of the eight member countries marks this memorable event.

On the same day the 1967 EUROPA (CETT) stamp will also appear;

30 0. The administrations associated in CEPT (Conference europeenne des Administ-
rations des Postes et des Telecommunications) will issue a Europa stamp

with a common picture subject. The design of the Belgian artist, Oscar Bonnevalle

shows gear wheels symbolising the close European co-operation existing in the

postal and telecomAinication fields.

Technical details are as fellows;

10 c. White cane and automobile wheels; three colours - bluish-gr‘en, dark grey
and yellow.

20 0. Flags of the EFTA member countries: four colours - yellow-brown, red, blue,
and reddish-blue.

Designers: 10 c. Jtirg Mauerhofer, Ostermundigen
20 c. Rudolf Mumprecht, lOniz

Process: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds

Stamp size: 36 x 26 rum., Picture size: 33 x 23 mm.

Paper: White postage stamp paper with luminous substance and violet fibres
No. of sheets per form cylinder: Four (A,B,C,D) No.of stamps per sheet: 25

30 c. Gear wheels: one colour - bluish-grey,

119.simes: Oscar Bonnevalle, Ghent (Belgium), adapted for the Swiss issue by
Jaw Mauerhofer.

Engraver: Albert Yersin, Eschandens
Process: Line-engraved rotary intaglio printing by the Postage Stamp Printing

Office P.T.T., Bern.
Stamp size:24 x 29 mm., Picture size: 21 x 26 mm.

Paper: White paper for intaglio printing; luminescent; violet fibres

224 SLf_g_lee.,..ta L' formclinder: Four (Nos. 1-4) No. of stamps per sheet: 50

The stamps will be on sale at all post offices and Philatelic Agencies

from 13th March as long as stocks last, but not longer than 30th September 1967.

The stamps will have unlimited postal validity.

Special First Day Covers will be available as usual. A special First

Day cancellation; 3000 BERN - 13.3.1967 AUSGABETAG - will be in use at the Bern

Philatelic Agency. Other postmarks will be 3000 Bern 1 Annahme; Basel 2 Wert-

zeichen; 1000 Lausanne Bureau philatelique and Zurich 22 Wertzeichen.

Collection sheets and folders will also be available for both issues,
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NUMBERS ISSUED,:

released the follow-The P.T.T. have
ing figures:

Europa (CEPT) 1965 50 c. 15,561,000

UTT 1965 10 C. 25,208,000
30 c. 5,067,000

Publicity 1965 5 c. 16,330,000
10 C. 30,366,000
20 0. 22,446,000
50 c. 11,217,000

'La cinquieme
Suisse' 20 C. 20,304,000

TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCELS 

The following have been put into
use:.

As from 8 February 
7514 FEX
7500 PLAUNDALEJ
7515 SILS/SEGL. BASELGIA
7514 SILS/SEGL MARIA

As from 22 February 

1604 PUIDOUX-GARE - au coeur de
Lavaux

9042 SPEICHER - Ferien im Appenzeller-
land

Page 10.

WHO'S WHO ON SWISS STAMPS

CALVIN & de BEZE, 1959, Z.346
John Calvin" 7:509-1564, was born at Noyon

in Picardy and
was destined for the Roman Catholic
church. A remarkable scholar, in 1529
he was 2ppointed cure of Pont l'Eveque,
his father's native town. Then, obeying
his father's command, he gave up theology
for the law, studying first at Orleans,
then at Bourges. Here he learned, Greek,
read the Greek Testament and became a
Protestant. He went to Paris and began
to write in support of the new religion'
•• but following persecution he went to
Switzerland, first to Basle and then to
Geneva, where he joinedthe reformer Farel
and received a ministerial charge and the
chair of divinity in the academy. Forced
to leave Switzerland for a time, he later
returned and remained there until his
death, forming a lasting friendship with
John Knox and corresponding with Luther
and other reformers.

Theodore Beza or de B6ze, 151.2z1,602.
Was born at

-Vezelay. In 1548 his religious convict-
ions became so strong that he felt
'compiled to join Calvin in Geneva. For
about 10 years he was professor of Greek
at Lausanne; but returning to Geneva in
1558, he was appointed professor of
theology and president of the college.
The great tact with which he conducted
negotiations on behalf of the oppressed
Vaudois in 1557 and 1558, led to his
appointment as representative of the
Protestants at the Conference of Poissy
(1561). Detained in Paris by the re-
ligious wars, he became the most trusted
ad viser of the reformed leaders. In1563
he returned to Geneva and,after Calvin's
death, was appointed as his successor. In
1562 the French government permitted the
publication of the Huguenot Psalter, most
of which was written by B6ze. To him
also the Huguenots owed the final revis-
ion of their Bible.

The current publicity cancels for
the following places will be with-
drawn and replaced by similar designs,
but including the postal code number:

6614 Brissago 6411 Rigi Kulm
3984 Fiesch 3852 Ringgenberg
3805 Goldswil b. (BE)

Interlaken 8260 Stain-am-Rhein
3652 Hilterfingen 6950 Tesserete
4950 Huttwil 2513 Twann
7130 Ilanz 3451 Weier im
5630 Mi]ri (AG) Emmental
1672 Oron-la-Ville 3812 Wilderswil

SPECIAL CANCELLATION 
For the period of the 37th Inter-

national Motor Show in Geneva, from 9 -
19 March 1967, a special cancel will be
in use reading: '1211 GENEVE - date -
SALON DE L'AUT01.

NR. H. L. KATCHER

wishes to thank all
those members of the
Helvetia Philatelic
Society who attended
the informal meeting

held at 151, lark Road.

Together with the other
members of his Staff he looks forward
to seeing them again, with many other
friends, old and new, at

I S T AMPEX1

which this year will be held at the
Central Hall, Westminster, from

7 - 15th April, 1967.

The Amateur Collector, Ltd., stands - Nos.
44, 45 and 46, will be bigger and better
than ever, and will include one on behalf
of the P.T.T. Bern, at which will be seen,
amongst other things, some exhibits from
the P.T.T. Postal Museum in Bern, sent
over especially for the occasion.

ahowww. n•n••••n•••n•••nnnn•n••nnn•

STAMPS WORTH WATCHING! 

The four values of the 'Historical
Series' which were re-issued in 1958-9
on different coloured paper are becoming
highly desirable items, particularly

- fine used copies.

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
151, Park Road,

St. John's Wood, London, N. W. 8,

Telephone:
JUNiper 0616
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EARLY SWISS POSTAL RATES
There is a growing interest in postal history these days, but in

order to fully ap
preciate this subject it becomes necessary to be able to

understand the postal rates. In Switzerland, prior to 1848 and the unific-

ation of the country, the problem is extremely complex, since the transmiss-

ion of mail was carried out in many ways, some services being privately run,

some official by individual cantons or groups of cantons, further complicated

by the three languages of the country, French, German and Italian, and the use

of different currencies, all of which combine to make it difficult to estab-

lish all the required details.

With the inauguration of a Federal Government in 1848 work began to

unify the pustal services and as from 1st October, 1849 definite postal rates

were brought into use, As with all major re-organisations, however, it took

timetobring everything into line and, inevitably there was some overlapping.

Following a plea for enlightenment on the subject by an overseas
member, a request was sent to the P.T.T. in Bern and we are indebted to the
Library & Documentation Service for the following information which may help

many members to pursue this fascinating branch of Swiss philately.

SWISS RATES OF POSTAGE FOR LETTERS AND CARDS

Date Weight Letters

Abroad

Postcards

Local Internal, beyond
10 kilometers

Switzer
-land

Abroad

1 Oct. 1849 -- Loth . 4 rates depending on - -

7-1-- grams distance: 5,10,15,20 c.

1 Jan. 1852 3 rates: 5,10 & 15 c. - -

1 July 1862 up to 10 gr. 5 0 . 10 c. ** . -

10-250 gr. 10 c. 20 c.

1 Oct. 1870 5 c. -

1 Sep. 1871 up to 15 gr,
15 - 250 gr.

5 c.
10 c.

10 c.
20 c.

1 Oct. 1873 10c.

1 July 1875

1 Oct. 1884

15 gr.

up to 15 gr. 5 0.

25c.*** 100:11**

15 - 250 gr. 10 c.
up to 250gr. - 10 c.

1 Dec. 1891 up to 250gr. 5 . 10 c.

1 Oct. 1907

1 Jan. 1918

up to 20gr,

up to 250gr. 10 c. 15 c.

25c.

7-1-- 0.

1 Jan. 1921 up to 250gr. 10 c. 20 c. 10 c.

1 Feb. 1921

15may 1924

up to 20gr, 40c. 25c.

20c.

1 Oct. 1924

1 July 1925

up to 20gr.

up to 250gr. 10 0. 20 c.

30c,

10 c.

* 10 centimes only for Germany and Austria
** Different rates to every country from 1848 up to 1874

*** For all countries members of the Universal Postal Union

Some further details with regard to the rates of 1849 and 1852 may

also be useful:
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up to 2 Loth
from 2 - 4 Loth
from 4 - 8 Loth

For the four Rayons the rates

2- centimes (Happen)
•*• 5 11

.0, 10 11

according to weight were:

IT

Rayon I Iksa_II
Hp.

Rayon III Rayon IV
Rp. Rp. Rp.

Up to Loth 5 10 15 20
From Loth 15 22-i 30
From 1 - l " 10 20 30 40

11From 2 12-i 25 50
11From 2 - 4 15 30 45 60

From 4 - 8 20 40 60 80
From 8 - 16 25 50 75 100
From 16 Loth - 1 Pound 30 60 go 120

1852

	

	 The number of Rayons (zones) was reduced to 3 and the rates were
changed accordingly to:

Rayon I Rayon II 1,z2LLIn
(up to 2 hours) (2-10 hours) (over 10 hours)

Rp. Rp. Rp.

Up to Loth 5 10 15
From - 1 Loth 10 15 20

From 1 - 1-1- Loth 20 25

The time was calculated on a journey hour (degstunde) of 4800 metres.

Registered mail This is described on covers under various terms: Chare,

Recommand61 Rekommandiert or Einschreiben.

From 1849 to 1871 these were charged at twice the rate of
normal letters.

Thereafter they were subject to an additional fee above

the normal postage rate as follows:

1871 10 Rp., 1876 20 Rp., 1884-1917 10 Rp.,
1918 15 Rp., 1921-1925 20 Rp.

The rates indicated above do not, of course, cover all the various

scales of charges for such things as samples, printed matter, 'Nachnahmet

(C.O.D.) etc., but it is hoped, will serve to make the study of old covers

more interesting and comprehensible. E.J. RAWNSLEYi

RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLLTIONS 

Salon de lfautomobile 9-19 mars 1967
Geneve - 1200 Geneva 1 to 19 March.
(From 18 Feb.-15 Mar. on alt. days)

XV. Blindner Kantonalschiessen Chur
Tiro cantonale grigione
Tir cantunal grischun

- 7270 Davos

67. Eidg. Turnfest Bern 17-25 Juni 1967 -
3400 Burgdorf; 4600 Olten; 6340 Baar;
8200 Schaffhausen; 9400 Rorschach

67e Fete fklArale de Gymnastique Berne
17-25 juin 1967 - 1700 Fribourg;

2500 Biel/Bienne
67e Festa federale di ginnastica Berna

17-25 giugno 1967 - 6900 Lugano 1

Liechtenstein Weltweit Internationale
Briefmarkenausstellung 10-13 Marz
1967 M8nchengladbach - 9490 Vaduz

13 Feb. - 13 Mar.

A most attractive slogan type
publicity cancel showing a wrought iron
decorative sign with the black bear and
reading !Gastliches APPENZELL1 was put

nil 9211(1 Pphrlin.rv.

To help build up your
Swiss collection:

From stock I can supply
stamps, mint or used, commemoratives
Pro Juventute, Pro Patria, miniature
sheets, airmails, postage dues,
officials, soldier stams etc.

Also a wide selection of
flaws, varieties and postmarks.

If your interest is in
covers, send for selections of
First Flights, First Day, Soldier
Stnmps etc.

New issue service for all
issues of Switzerland and
Liechtenstein

Want Lists welcomed.

---o0o---

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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NATIONAL FETE AND

PRO PAT Ryl ISSUES 19 38-
III

Another important event, the 600TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE ADMISSION OF
BERN INTO THE CONFEDERATION was celebrated in

A pair of 14th century Bexnese burghers are shown, each holding the
coat-of-arms of the City of Bern (again one shield is reversed).
Bern occupies an elevated position 100 feet above the river Aare,
and is the Capital of the Canton of Bern; it has been the seat of
Swiss government since 1848, and is also the Central Office of the
Universal Postal Union. The Cathedral of Minster, a fine late
Gothic edifice, 285-ft. long, 118-ft. broad and 77-ft. high, was
begun in 1421, completed in 1598 and restored in 1850. The tower
is 328-ft. high and was completed in 1890-94.

10 c. The River Reuss at Schtillenen near GBschenen„ A quarter mile
beyond G8schenen begins the sombre defile of the Sch811enen
miles long) bounded by lofty and almost perpendicular rocks,
at the base of which dashes the Reuss.

20 c. Lake of Sihl in Canton Schwyz.

30 c. A I bisse i of Canton Valais. These are small artificial water-
courses, dug into the ground, hewn into rock and carried over
mountain torrents in wooden troughs to convey the water from the
glacier streams down to the valleys.

40 c. Lake of Geneva (Lac Leman). It is 1230-ft, above sea level, about
50 miles long on the north shore and 45 miles on the south. Creacent
shaped, with an area of about 240 square miles, it is 8 miles broad.
between Morges and Amphion and lk miles between Pointe de Genthod
and Bellerive. The depth varies from 250-ft. near Chinon to
1095-ft. between Ouchy and Evian, Besides the swift-flowing Rhone,
the lake receive? about 40 rivers and streams. The lake differs
in its deep blue colour from the greenish hub of other Swiss Lakes,
A phenomenon observed on the Lake of Geneva, and on some other lakes
also, consists in the so-called I Seiches

i
 or fluctuations in the .

level of the water, caused by sudden alteration in the atmospheric
p2essure, The highest swell on record was over 6-ft. in height.

1254 5 0. To commemorate the 100TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE DEATH  OF FATHER ZWYSSIG 
of Bauen in the Canton of Uri, The opening bars of the Swiss
National Hymn and words are reproduced on the stamp with a background
of an alpine sunrise behind a mountain.

10 c. Lake Neuchatel at the foot of the Jura mountains; 25 miles long and
4-6 miles broad. It covers an area of 90 square miles and the great
-est depth is 500-ft. At the N.E. end the Thiele or Zihl issues
from the lake. This has been widened and links with the lake of
Biel (Bienne). A little to the south it is also linked with the
Lake of Murton (morat) by the Broye,

20 c. The Maggio. River in Canton Ticino.

30 c. The Cascade of the River Schuss in the Taubenloch
Gorge.

40 c. The Lake of Sils (Silsersee), 3 miles long, 233-ft. deep
It is the largest of three small, but very lovely, lakes
in the Engadine Valley (Grisons) between Haloja and St.
Moritz,

To commemorate the 100TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FEDERAL INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY in Zurich.

10 c. The River Same in Canton Fribourg, with snow-covered mountains
in the background.

20 c. The Lake of Aegeri, northern shore, as seen from Mt. St. Joseph
(Canton Zug), 2380-ft. a.s.1., and ai miles in length.

30 c. The Lake of Gr?Ippelen, a very small lake, with the Wildhauser
Schafberg in the background, in Canton St. Gallen.

40 c . The Lake of Bienne (Bielersee) in Canton Bern, 9; miles long and
0,--3 miles broad. Its scenery is rather tame, and it owes its
chief interest to the Ile St. Pierre, for some time the residence
of RonsPon(nr Rnnstpon)_ ahinh nnw n Hrt ninnn (Scn 1arlQ2 n)

1953 5 •

PRO PAIR IA 19454

1955 5 c.
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' YORKS/LANCS GROUP: Hon.Sec: Mr.R.A. Hoyle,
6, Limes Avenue, Huddersfield Road,

HalSax, Yorks.

The February meding was devoted to the
'Standing Helvetia' 'impressed control
mark' 'issues, with Mr.L.Mbore giving the
main display. He read a paper regarding
these issues and dealt with their history,
details of printing and layout of the
sheets and provided information regarding
the different control marks and hints for
their identification, and variations in
the perforations. He also described in
detail many of the varieties (such as
cracks and wear) and offsets which occur,
explaining how these were caused, together
with subsequent retouchings.

The stamps displayed consisted of a
study of the main types, together with
proofs, offsets, plate flaws, used abroad
and covers. The whole display was fully
described and illustrated with photographs.
Those present enjoyed a wonderfully in-
structive afternoon from an expert in this
subject.

In addition to Mr.Mbore, Mr. Hoyle
also showed a remarkable range of shades
of all the values, together with major
varieties, all beautifully presented as
is his custom. Dr. Ritchie displayed more
interesting items, while Mr. Highsted con-
tributed a 25c. Head of Libertas .on the or-
iginal thick oval card and Mr. Gilchrist
produced a 'Standing Helvetia' cover with a
Hotel Stapp on the reverse.

I ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUES
1967 

EUROPE- 50th Edition 

Price: 57/- + 3/- postage
With thumb index: 66/- + 3/- postage.

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN

Price: 6/6d. +10d. postage
Bilingual: Text in German & French

Switzerland complete with Railway Stamps
Liechtenstein and Campione d'Italia.
About 200 pages with listing of the most
important varieties, prices for mint and
used blocks of 4 and EDCs, also numbers
of stamps issued. Well illustrated.

• Place your order with:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED
27, Maiden Lane, Strand,WC2.

Supplements to the Catalogue are pub-
lished in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG 

Annual Fee: 25/-d.

For First Class stamps ...
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE..

send your Want Lists to:

ZUMSTEIN & CIE

Propr. Hertsch & Co.

.0.B.2585, CH 3001 Berne 1, Switzerland

LONDON GROUP: Hon. Sec: Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley,
32, Ethelbert Gardens, Gants Hill,

Ilford,, Essex.

The available space at 151, Park
Road was almost swamped by the large
number of members - some from quite
long distances - who met on February
9th and were royally entertained by
Mr. H.L. Katcher and his staff.

Mr. Katcher reported on his
recent buying trip and showed some of
his acquisitions, which included many
superb early items and a quantity of
cover material from 1062 on, with
interesting postma&s.

One very intriguing item had
quite a story: a cover with a Geneva
Dark Green Eagle with cancellation and
a postage due charge of 5 c. both in
crayon. Why the postage due?

The cover, which carries a
certificate, is genuine and the date
of use, 28 July, 1849 is valid. It
was sent from Geneva to Bossex (now
listed as Bossey). The answer lies
in the fact that Bossey is very close
to the Geneva enclave of Celigny
which had a post office, while Bossey
had none, but it was just outside
canton Geneva and used Swiss currency
which was not generally adopted until
1852. The postal rate, therefore,
differed, hence the postage due.

This and other items provided
plenty of interest and a most enjoy-
able evening was spent discussing
many subjects.

It was disclosed that A.C. would
this year staff a stand at 'Stampexl
on behalf of the P.T.T. which will add
yet another attraction to this annual
exhibition.

(JBE; .. SUBS.. Subs
We congratdlate the majority of

Members on their prompt paymentsthis
year. May we ask for the very few
still outstanding to be sent as soon
as possible. Thank you.

ORTSVERZEICHNIS - LOCALITY DIRECTORY

The latest issue will be pub-
lished on 28th May, at a cost of 9ORp.

This is a most useful aid for the
postmark collector. It contains 7000
place names, with details relating to
post, telephone and telegraph as well
as transitting facilities - rail, boat
coach or postman. Advance orders may
be placed with the P.T.T. from 7 March.

NEXT LONDON MEETING

This will be on Wednesday, 8th March,
when three members: Mrs. C.M. Scholey,
Mr. L.E. Stiles and Mr. I Tillen will
present displays.

—

HELVETIA NEWS LETTER
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The Swiss are justifiably proud of their national railways; in a country

measuring 226 x 137 miles there are 3536 miles of railroads, much of it
over very difficult terrain and yet it is run punctually,
efficiently, comfortably and safely in spite of snow,
avalanches, mountains and other natural obstacles. The
road includes 5800 bridges, 193 miles of tunnels, 173
miles of rack & pinion railways, 250 miles of tramways,
40 suspension lines, 40 miles of funiculars and employs
50,000 workers. Slightly over half the mileage is
federalized and operated by the SBB (Schweizerische
Bundesbahnen), the balance is run by 173 private companies and

In 1838 the Zurich Chamber of Commerce asked for a government subsidy to pay

for a study of a proposed railway from Zurich to Basle, but the latter Canton

refused to co-operate. However, the Canton of Aargau became interested and

eventually concessions were granted for a railway from Zurich to Baden, 14

miles distant. This short line was completed with opening ceremonies on August

8, 1847, and regular service the next day. The centenary was marked by the

issuance of four stamps with the first locomotive called the 
i liimmat' depicted

on the lowest value.

A decentralised government prevented any rapid building, but on 17th

February 1848 work began on a Swiss Constitution, the draft was finished on
8th April and was finally ratified by the last Canton on 12th September. The

immediate benefits of a stronger central government included jurisdiction over

the military forces, coinage, weights and measures, the post, frontier duties

and the choice of Bern as the permanent capital. Also a serious approach to

railroad construction began.

A British engineer, Robert Stevenson, son of the famous George Stevenson, was

invited to Switzerland to make a survey. His plan visualised a main line from

Geneva to Zurich with various branches, including lines to the German and

Austrian borders. Most of these lines have since been built. In 1852 a

Federal Act was passed making final approval of new railways a federal decision

as well as control of tariffs, time tables, safety details and routes, with the

national defense in view. Railroad building proceeded in an earnest but piece-

meal fashion from 1852-1872. Construction was local rather than national.

Small lines linked up and later merged. By 1872 a number of small companies

existed as well as four fairly large ones: The North Eastern, the Central, the

(Continued on Page 16,)

    

First Swiss loco

city administrations.
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LIECHTENSTEIN NEW ISSUES 

The following stamps will be issued
on 20th April:

A. 'EUROPA' (CEPT) 

50 Hp. Adaptation of the basio design
of cog-wheels and CEPT motiv-
4 colours: yellow/red/blue/black

Designer: Adapted by Martin Frommelt,
Schaan, from the design by
Oscar Bonnevalle, Ghent.

B. LIECHTENSTEIN LEGENDS 

20 Hp. 'Der Schimmel von Malanserl(The
White Horse of Malanser) - 4
colours: grn-blue/reddish-blue/
blue-grey/green.

30 Hp. 'Der Hort auf Gutenberg' (The
Gutenberg Treasure ) - 4 colours
bluish-red/violet-red/ochre/green

Fr.1,20 'Der Riese von Guflinal 'The Ogre
of Guflina" - 4 colours: dk green
blue-gm/grey/greenish-yellow.

Designer: Louis Jager, Vaduz.

Printers: All - Courvoisier S.A.
Stamp size: All - 36 x 26 am.
Picture size: All - 33 x 22.5 mm.
Paper: White, with brown & green fibres
Sheets: Unnumbered sheets of 20 stamps,

A special cancellation in decorative
lettering, and with a snake surmounted by
a crown, will be used on the first day of
issue, 20th April.

NUMBERS ISSUED 

Figures just released are as follows:

Alpine Post 1953 	10 Hp. 35,1190,00
20 Hp. 17,039,000

Swiss Alps (I) 1963 10 Rp. 10,057,000
30 Hp. 5,636,000

Pro Patria 1966 5+ 5 Hp. 7,203,000
10+10 RID, 8,945,000
20+10 Rp. 8,268,000
30+10 Rp. 5,199,000
50+10 Rp. 5,328,000

SWISS RAILWAYS (Continued)

United Swiss Railways and the beginn-
ings of the Jura-Simplon.

In 1871 the Gotthard Railway Company
was formed in Lucerne with the plan of a
direct North-South route through the Alps
to be financed with Swiss as well as
German and Italian money. Important
backers of the plan were Alfred Escher
(1819-1882), a Zurich statesman, Emile
Welti (1825-1899), a statesman from
Aargau and Louis Favre (1626-1879), a
contractor from Geneva, who had made a
study of tunnelling.

(To be continued)

NEXT LONDON GROUP MEETING 

To be held on Wednesday, 12th April
when there will be a FILM SHOW., organ-
ised by Mr. A.J. Harding. Visitors will
be welcome.

MARCH 1967
A.111•01.0001..

TIGHTENING UP STAMP PRODUCTION

Following a report in the 'Neue
Zarcher Zeitungl, drawing attention
to the increasing number of 'errors'
amilraritiest which are being offered
for sale, the Federal Board of
Communications in Bern announce the
holding of an official enquiry, with a
view to strengthening control and thus
prevent 'waste material' from getting
onto the philatelic market. It is
thought that the present leakage of
such material is not always accidental.

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS 

1, Principality Liechtenstein -

International Philatelic Exhibit-
ion in Menchengladbach (Germany). A
special cancel showing the coats-of-
arms of that town and Vaduz and in-
scribed 'MBNCHENGLADBACH - 10-13 Marz
1967 - LIECHTENSTEIN WELTWEIT POST-
WERTZEICHENSTELLP DER FUESTLICHEN
REGIERUNG.'

2, 5th World Meterological_Congress
Geneva, 1967. This will be held

from 3-28 April in the Palais des
Nations, Correspondence posted during
the Congress will receive a special
cancel: '1211 Geneve - Congres
meterologique mondial.

----o0o----

STM PEX
Central Hall, Westminster

Ve shall have with us at
STAMPEX this year a large

proportion of our extensive stook of
Swiss stamps & other items of interest.

There will be on display a
selection of choice items, at prices
to suit every grade of collector, rang-
ingfrom 'classics' to unusual postmarks,

A visit to Stampex will
give you an opportunity to secure some
of these exceptional items, as well as
to enjoy the exhibition itself.

Make a note of the dates:

Friday April 7th to Saturday April 15th
Stands 44, 45 and 46.

If, unfortunately, you are
unable to attend, we will be pleased to
receive your Want Lists or to send mat-
erial on approval.

B.P.A.
A.S.D.A.

H. L. MATCHER

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LIMITED

151, Park Road
St.John's Wood
London, N.W.S.

Telephone: JUNiper 0616

HELVETIA NEWS LETTER
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1956, The last year to include designs based on lakes and rivers.

5 o. Scissors and a rose, symbols of feminine work, and a tribute to
the Swiss Housewife.

10 c. The River Rhone at St. Maurice (Valais). The Rhone issues from

the beautiful vault of blue ice at the Rhone Glacier at Gletsch,

flowing swiftly for 500 miles to Marseilles.

20 0, The Katzensee (or Cats' Lake) a tiny lake east of Regensdorf,
in Canton Zurich.

30 c. The defile at Trin, in the 'National Park Canton' of Grisons,

showing part of the Rhine river,

40 c. The Walensee, or Lake of Walen (at. Aargau), miles long and

timiles wide and 495 ft. deep. It is haraly inferior to Lake
Lucerne in grandure. The northern shore, with precipitous cliffs,

crags and precipices is rugged and almost savage in its character,

while on the southern shore the scenery is fertile and pretty.

1251. This issue was to commemorate the Swiss National Day and to raise funds

for the Red Cross Organisation.

5 0. The design stresses the connection between Switzerland the Red
Cross Organisation by depicting the two shields side by side.

10-40 c. These are symbolic of charitableness, and depict help being
extended to an indigent person.

1958 The surcharge on this year's series was devoted to helping needy mothers,

while the subject design of the main values saw the start of a new series

of rocks, crystals and fossils found in Switzerland.

5 0, A needy mother holding her child, with a large white cross on the
right.

10 c. The mineral FLUORITE which is found mainly in ore

deposits in the Jura Mountains.

20 c. A coiled AMMONITE, a fossil found in the sediment-

ary formations of the Swiss plateau, which in

primeaval days was covered by the sea.

30 0. ALAMAND/NE I. belonging to the garnet family.

40 c. ROCK CRYSTAL, or Quartz Crystal, in its typical pyramidal form.

1959 5 0 . For Swiss Nationals abroad. It shows a terrestrial globe and

• Swiss flags, symbolising Swiss nationals throughout the world.

10 c. AGATE, the name of several varieties of semi-precious stones

(semipellucid variegated chalcedonies).

20 0. TOURMALINE, a mineral of various colours,
possessing powerful electric properties

and used as a gem.

30 c. AMETHYST, a precious stone, a kind of quartz,

purple or violet.

40 0. A PETRIFIED SALAMANDER, a lizard-like creature

said to live in fire.

1260 Commencing this year, the 40 0. stamp was eliminated and the 50 c, stamp
substituted, to meet increased postal rates abroad4

5 c. SMOKY QUARTZ, varieties of mineral, massive or crystallizing in
hexagonal prisms, containing in pure form silica or silicon

dioxide, and often containing gold.

10 0. ORTHOCLASE (Feldspar). Common feldspar in crystals with two
cleavages at right angles.

20 c. GRYPHAEL (fossilised shellfish).

30 0. AZURITE or Chessylite, a basic copper carbonate found in nearly
(Cont. overleaf)



COMPETITIONS AND DISPLAYS

DEMAND JUST THAT LITTLE EXTRA
TO MAKE THEM OUTSTANDING.

If you are preparing your
entry for the Helvetia Cup Compet-
ition, let me send you, on approval,
selection of material which will put
yours into the winning class.

If, on the other hand, you are
giving a display in the near future,
then the addition of relevant covers,
flaws or varieties of stamps, and
the like, will add enormously to the
interest.

Material despatched promptly on
request. Write to:

J.SARMSTERCNG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholmel

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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will be held at THE KINGSWAY HALL (Room 31), Kingsway, London, W.C.2.,
on WEDNESDAY, 10th MAY, 1967, at: 6.45 POMO

In order to give members the maximum amount of time to prepare their
entries, the Rules for the forthcoming Competitions are given in full.  Final
details, including the names of this year's Adjudicators, will be published in
next month's 'News Letter,'

RULES 

1. The Competition shall be held annually at a date determined by the
Committee of the Helvetia P.S., as a display of album leaves from collect-

ions of Swiss stamps owned by Members of the Society, The display shall be
held at a meeting of the London Group and will be open to all Members resident in
Great Britain.

2. Competitors may enter not less than EIGHT and not more than TWELVE sheets,
comprising any posta#e stamps, charity, airmail, special, postage dues,

official or any other items; miniature sheets, flown covers, postal stationery,
etc. (Note: Thematic entries will not be excluded, although judges frequently
have difficulty in assessing these in comparison with other more philatelio entries

3. Entries sent by post ahould be packed carefully and despatched by Registered
Post and must be in the hands of the Competition Organiser: Mrs. E.J.

Rawnsley, and sent  cio 48,  Ethelbert Gardens, Gants Hill, Ilford, Essex, not later
than Monday, 8th May. Members attending at the meeting may, of course, bring
their entries personally.

4. All entries will be fully covered by insurance during the period from
receipt until return to their owners.

5. A Jury appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia P.S. shall judge entries
and award the HELVETIA SILVER CUP to the owner of the entry which they shall

select as most worthy, In addition a consolation prize will be awarded.

6. Entries will be judged by a system of points based on the general headings:

(a) General philatelic interest 30 (0)

(b) Philatelic knowledge • • 0
 30 (d)

Writing up, arrangement and
condition **I 25
Originality 15

7. The Helvetia Silver Cup, awarded annually shall remain in the possession of
the winner for 11 months and then be returned to the Competition Organiser

named by the Committee. The Cup shall then be awarded to the next winner, but if
the same person wins three successive Annual Cup Competitions the Cup shall become
his or her property and the Committee shall provide a new Cup for the next
Competition.

NATIONAL FETE & PRO PATRIA ISSUES (Contd.)

all copper mines, The vivid blue colour
contrasts strikingly with the emerald
green of malachite which it usually
accompanies.

50 c. In this year
1960) the Golden

Jubilee of the Pro
Patria Organisation was
celebrated, and the
design of this value,
which shows symbols of the various groups,
is in gold on a blue background.

A miniature sheet consisting of
4 x 50+10 c. stamps was also issued, in
which the colours were reversed. The
surcharge was devoted to various cultural
purposes.

(to be continued)
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You are all familiar with the high values of the 'Symbolic Issue'

which began life in 1938 (Z.216-218). I have studied these for the past few

years, largely because the life of this issue covers the great advances which

have been made in the pulping and bleaching of pulp.

The 2 Fr, was printed in red, the 5 Fr. in blue and the 10 Fr. in
green. Naturally in all the years of issue there were colour variations.

The 2 Fr. can be found in two shades of red and there are 2 shades of green

with the 10 fr*

The first printings were on bluish surface tinted paper, probably

done on the size press of the paper machine. Dyes were used which dissolve

in water and fade in the sun. This is in no sense a coating; there is no

real depth or weight, only a surface stain.

However, as is often the case, certain specific types of fibres

which made up the paper liked the dye and others did not and refused the stain-

ing process * So we have only a portion of the surface paper making fibres

stained blue, which caused a varigated effect in which there are blue fibres,

but also many white areas of unstained fibres. Since a few red and black

'safety' fibres were also used, which were stained separately, there are

actually four different colours of fibres. This is probably a record.

The black safety fibres varied in the degree to which they were

stained. Some were jet black, others grey. Grey fibres, especially if

buried, often look bluish and can fool an expert. Endeavours to photograph

these colours exactly prove difficult and they are easier to see under proper

microscope lighting.

In 1942 the tinted paper was given up and the stamps were printed
using a yellowish-cream dye which is quite even, but continued with the black

and blue safety fibres. This produced the second phase of this series.  The
fibres are somewhat whiter (or brighter) but show no real natural fluorescence.

These stamps usually have a yellowish back, but some were back coated with a

white gum. White gum copies are nearly always sold for the third phase of

this issue which is on much brighter paper.

In 1956 it was decided to use a modern fully bleached, white fibre
furnish and, at the same time to change the 'safety fibres' to red and blue -

a bright blue. This paper is white and shows considerable natural fluor-

escence. Thus we see the strides made in paper-making reflected in a series

of issues of the same stamp or 'image', if you prefer this term.

The most interesting facet, however, is the double transfer on the

10 Fr. of the second series. I have this used as early as November 23rd 1946
(a pair) also in 1947, 1948, 1949 and the last one on May 20th 1950. I have

one block of 12 used in 1948 and two blocks of four. I have never seen a
pair or larger group without all the stamps showing the transfer, if any showed
it at all.

There is no doubt that the whole plate showed doubling in each

position, because I have a mint 'Sante' (World Health) overprint on this stamp

and all items are doubled.

What has been missed is the extent of the transfer.  On the left

side of the tA" of 'Helvetia' the first figure shows doubling of the legs, on

the coat sleeve, on the shoulder, in the face and strongly in the hair. This

is a major jobl

Occasionally a stamp will be affixed to a fluorescent picture and the

design will be transferred to the stamp. * Since such a plate existed the over-

prints should show double transfers if the plate was used.  I have found them

on League of Nations, European Offices (No. 20), the Labour Office (No. 83)

and the World Health (No. 25), but not on the other issues. Possibly they

are in your collections:



NEWS FRaA CANADA 

We are very pleased to announce that
MR. J.M.SCHUMACHER of Windsor, Ontario,
whom members will recall as the author
of the exoellent article on Postage Dues
published some time ago, received the
GRAND AWARD at the 53rd Annual Exhibit-
ion of the Peninsular Stamp Philatelic
Society of Michigan (USA)(with 23 Clubs
& Societies), for his display of the
POSTAGE DUE issues. Knowing his long
study of the subject, this is a well-
deserved award.

He will also be exhibiting these
issues at Cincinnati, Ohio, in Septem-
ber, and we wish him further success.

a • •
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LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec. Ers.E.J.Bawnsley

The Three Member Displays given at
the March meeting provided a wealth of
material on widely differing subjects.

MRS. C.M. SCHOLEY showed AIRMAILS/
mint and on cover. Of the early issues
the 10 on 65c. provisional is the most
interesting. All Pro Aero stamps on
flown covers were shown, followed by a
seleotion of others, not all of special
flights, but of interest because of the
cachets and postmarks, many of which
remind one of the hazards of those early
days of flying. The whole demonstrated
the interest to be found in this branch
of collecting.

MR. I. TILLEN, who had travelled
from Birmingham to give his display,
presented his EXPRESS LABELS, a side-line
started with a competition entry which
had developed into a specialised study of
13 different types. In a few cases it
had been possible to obtain a number of
mint copies of these labels to add to
the many examples on covers.

MR. L.E. STILES brought along a very
fine selection of POSTAL HISTORY from
1781 onwards. Each cover had some point
of interest; among the more unusual was
one of 1791 with straight-line cancel of
'BASLE/1 a spelling not often seen; an-
other from Gruy6re in 1833 with tBULLEI
in oval, also a nice Ticino oval of
t11LDONNA DEL PIANOt of 1863 and many items
with differing frontier marks. To end
Mr. Stiles also showed examples of
Internees mail of the last wrIr period.

Altogether an excellent and
instructive evening.

ZUMSTEIN CATALOGU
1967 

EUROPE - 50th Edition 

Price: 57/- + 3/- postage
With thumb index; 66/- + 3/- postage

Price: 6/6d, a- 10d. postage
Bilingual: Text in German and French

Switzerland complete with Railway Stamps,
Liechtenstein and Campione d'Italia.
About 200 pages with listing of the most
important varieties, prices for mint and
used blocks of 4 and nets, also numbers
of stamps issued. Well illustrated.

Place your order with:
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED,

27 Maiden Lane, Strand, London, 1.C.2.

Supplements to the Catalogues are pub-
lished in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG
Annual Fee: 25/-d.

YORKS/LANCS GROUP: Hon.Sec,
MR.R.A.HOYLE, 6, Limes Avenue,
Huddersfield Road, Halifax, Yorks.

March 4th was the date of the
Group Competition for the Highsted Cup,
the Judges being Helvetia Member, Nr.G.
Heaps, now living in Scarborough, and
Mr. E. Whitley of the Bradford P.S.
After long and careful deliberation they
gave their verdicts as follows:

Thematic: First and also winner of the
Cup was Mx. R.A. Hoyle, with a display
of the Pro Juventute limas Stamps.

Philatelic: Mr. A.Gullis with a detail-
ed study of Chillon Castle small land-
scape stamps, the display illustrated
with drawings of the types & varieties.

Postal History: Mr. Hoyle with a study
of early Swiss Marks and Canoellations.

Postal Stationery: The winner in this
section was Dr. G.G. Ritchie with a
magnificent study of Liechtenstein cards.

Both judges commented on the
entries and also thanked members for the
invitation. Altogether a most success-
ful and enjoyable afternoon*

The Group has also been active in
other spheres:

On 24th February 9 members of the
Society visited HARROGATE to present a
Swiss evening. As many aspects of Swiss
philately as could be given in hours
were presented. All agreed that this
had been yet another enjoyable visit
to a Yorkshire Society.

Preceding his success in the
Group's Competition, Mr.R.A.Hoyle also
won two trophies for Swiss entries in
the Thematic and Philatelic sections at
the Halifax P.S. Competition on Feb.27th.

Y.P.A. Convention at Sewerim_Eall,
Bridlington on May 6thl 1967.

The Group is holding a Study Circle
at the next Yorkshire Convention and
offer a special welcome to friends, both
old and new, especially any Swiss
members who live in East Yorkshire.
Mr. Hoyle will be pleased to give
details to anyone who is interested.

For First Class stamps - RARITIES OF SWITZ
ERLAND AND EUROPE - send your Wants Lists
to: ZUMSTEIN & CIE •

Propr. Hertsch & Co.

P.O.B. 2585, CH 3001, Berne 1, Switzerlan
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Viaduct 

Rochers-de-Naye LandVasser
Railway Viaduct

J.IL, SIMPSON

SWISS RAILWAY S bY(Conclusion)
The Gotthard railway is a wonder of engineering, even today. Gradients

had to be kept to a maximum of 1 in 37. A tunnel had to be bored through

5i miles of solid rock between G8schenen and Airolo. The tunnel was begun in
June 1872 and crews, working from both ends, met on December 23, 1881 at a

tunnel altitude of 3786-ft. with 6000-ft. of rock above.  The Gotthard line is

140 miles long and comprises 80 tunnels and 324 bridges, all over 32-ft. in

length. Unfortunately Louis Favre did not see his work completed, he died of

a seizure in the tunnel in 1879.

Another famous road is the Berne-L8tschberg-

Simplon line, more commonly called the Lbtschberg
or the B.L.S. The original scheme for a direct
line from Berne to Italy was forumulated in 1857
but did not take mature form until 1891
when the Canton of Berne backed the
plan. A company was formed in 1855
with Franco-Swiss capital. The railway
is 72 miles in length from Berne to
Brigue, and with the tunnel 12 miles in
length with the centre at an elevation
of 4067-ft. Actually today the Simplon
is composed of two tunnels, 56-ft apart
the first completed in 1906 and the
socamiin 1921. The contractors of the
project were the Hamburg firm of
Brandt, Brandau & Co. Many more problems were encountered than in the construct-

ion of the Gotthard Tunnel; temperatures of up to 127
0, rock pressure, underground

streams and 'rotten rock'. (Z.325 pictures the North Gate of the Simplon Tunnel).

Rack & pinion railroads (called 
i cr6mailli6re t in French and 

i Zahnradbahn in

German) did not originate in Switzerland. Crude systems had been used in a coll-

iery in Great Britain in 1811 and a cog-wheel mountain railroad had been built in

the White Mountains of New Hampshire by Sylvester Marsh. In

Switzerland Niklaus Riggenbach, with no knowledge of the White

Mountain Railway, took out a patent on August 12, 1863 for a

railway operation using a rack and pinion system. When
Riggenbach heard of the cog wheel line in the United States,
he visited this country to observe it in operation. Upon his

return to Switzerland he conducted experiments with such a

device in a Bern quarry. Riggenhach, after that success,

along with a number of associates, obtained the concession to

build a railway to the top of the Rigi from the Canton of

Niklaus Lucerne, The road was built to Staffelhohe and opened on May

Riggenbach 23rd, 1871. It reached the summit of Rigi Kulm in June 1873

and was followed by the Axth-Goldau-Rigi Railway in 1875. The
limit of the Rigi gradient is 1 in 5. Riggenbach l s system was an improvement

over Marsh's; by using a tapered rung of greater width at the top than at the

bottom, better locking was achieved which guarded against the tendency of a gear

wheel to climb out of the rack in steep ascents.

The first Rigi locomotive was steam, with vertical boilers. These engines

(Continued on page 26.)



Supplements to the Catalogues are
published in the BERNER  BRIEFMARKEN-
ZEITUNG. Annual Fee: 25/--d.

For first-class stamps

RARITIES OF SILLIZERLAND AND EUROPE ..

send your Want Lists to

ZUMSTEIN and CIE (Propr.Hartscheceo.)

The focal point this year of the
TTA1PEX1 Exhibition, held in London in
April, was undoubtedly the section on
/SWITZERLAND', comprising not only the
Amateur Collector's stand, manned by
Mr. H.L. Katcher and his indefatiguable
assistants, but also the excellent ex-
hibit provided by the P.T.T., consisting
of a number of frames depicting aspects
in the production of Swiss stamps, with
proofs and trial designs of finished
stamps for some of the more recent
Publicity, Pro Patria, Pro Juventute
and definitive stamps, including the
high value 'Evangelists', together with
colour strips showing the stages of the
actual printing process. Similarly shown
were the miniature sheets of 1940,Basle
Centenary and Pro Juventute 1962.

The many interpretations of the
given themes, submitted by designers,
help one to realise the immense task
involved in selecting the final designs.

Herr E. Greminger or the P.T.T.,
who was in London for the opening of the
Exhibition, must have been gratified at
the great interest taken in the display.

Literature was available explaining
the P.T.T. New Issue Service. Any
members interested can obtain details
from the Philatelic Agency, General
Direction of P.T.T. Parkterrasse 10,
CH-3000, Bern, Switzerland.

= =^ .."7== = n

J (JA-fAtOeitisri
1967

EUROPE - 52"1.11.1.12:112a

ftioet 57/- 3/- postage.
With thumb index: 66/- 3/- postage.

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN

'rice: 6/6d. 10d. postage

!Bilingual: Test in German and French

Switzerland complete with Railway Stamps,
Liechtenstein and Campione d'Italia.
About 200 pages with listing of the most
:important varieties, prices for mint and
iused block of 4 and FDC's, also numbers
of stamps issued* Well illustrated,

Mao() your order with:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED
27 Maiden Lane, Strand, London W02

44 x
Two members of 'Helvetia' contrib-

uted material for the exhibition:

ligt. P.C. TURTON was awarded a Silver
medal for his ISTRUBELISI -an impecc-
able display of the various issues;
the used examples showing a selection
of the many interesting postmarks:
straightline, grilles, P.D.& P.P. and
early circular.

NR. L. MOORE received a Bronze Silver
medal for his 'POTTED POSTAL HISTORY'.
On 9 superb sheets this traced the
sequence from a cover of 1458 sent by
courier from Geneva to Venice; a letter
of the Valtellina War from Constantin
Planta of Zuoz, dated 17/7/1621 and
addressed to the Venetian Ambassador in
Zurich; a number of Helvetic Republic
covers, including an 'Extra Courier'
marking and one with 'Le Landamann de
la Suisse'; a Zurich 6, a half Double
Geneva and a so-called 'Neuchatel' rep-
resented the first adhesive stamps and
the last frame showed examples of the
Thurn & Taxis posts of Ct. Schaffhausen
which lasted until 1852.

am •••• :maw A.

A FOOTNOTE ON 'T' CANCELS 
A few very rare examples of covers

with IT' in circle on Technical & Ind-
ustry stamps overprinted 'Officiell
have recently come to light. They could
of course, exist only on mail addressed

bto Swiss Government Offices which was
underfranked by the sender, and until
now it was not known that official
stamps had been used for postage due
purposes.

The covers were shown at 'Stampex'
- just a few of the many items of
exceptional interest offered by The
Amateur Collector Limited.

MR. H. L. KATCHER

and other Members of the
Staff of

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

wish to thank all Members and Friends of
the Society who visistaithe

iSTAMPEX' EXHIBITION

The resources of our vast stock
are available to help you to build up your
Swiss collection,

Write to US at:

151 Park Road,
St. John's Wood, London N.1.8.

The much enlarged stand, in-
corporating the contribution from the PTT
in Bernie, received great acclaim from the
public and special commendation from Mr.
Edward Short, the Postmaster General.
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1938-1966
By H.W. ROBERTSHAW (Conclusion)

1961 saw the completion of the 'Rocks & Fossils motifs:

5 C . Symbolic design showing the Swiss cross, and book of history with
sumbols for time and eternity.

10 c. FLUORITE - types of gem-like readily fusible mineral containing
fluorine.

20 c. A PETRIFIED FISH
30 0. LAZULITE - a mineral, sometimes known as blue spar, from its blue colour.
50 c. A PETRIFIED FERN.

1962 5 0. Portrait of JEAN-JACWES ROUSSEAU (1712-1778), the 25 0th anniversary of
whose birth was celebrated on 28th June. A great Genevan author and
philosopher, he is shown wearing Armenian costume, after a painting by
Allen Ramsey (1713-1784) in the National Gallery of Edinburgh.

The designs for the remaining designs in this and again in 1964 are
reproductions of old Swiss coins:

10 c. Obwalden - Half Thaler, silver coin
20 o. Schwyz - Ducat, gold coin
30 c. Uri - Batzen, small coin
50 c. Nidwalden - Batzen, small coin

1963 The designs for the stamps issued in this year were chosen to mark the
centenary of the Red Cross:

5 0. Portrait of ANNA HEER (1863-1918), the first Swiss woman doctor.

10-50 c. Symbols of Red Cross activities: bandage, Red Cross gift parcel,
blood plasma bottles and Red Cross arm band.

1964 5 0. Portrait of JOHANN GEORG ROMER (1786-1864), the Zurich inventor who
was a pioneer in the field of machine design.

10 o. Zurich - -Copper coin
20 c. Basle - 1Doppeldicken', silver coin
30 c. Geneva - Silver Thaler
50 c. Bern - Half Gold Florin

In 1965 and 1966 for the 10 - 50 0. in each year, a new series of
'ARTS & CRAFTS' designs began, taken from the ceilingpaintings in the church of St.
Martin in Zillis (Grisons). I visited this church in 1962 and obtained a small
booklet, with many illustrations of the interior and details of many of the paintings.
An admirable account appeared in the 'Helvetia News Letter' of September 1965, and I
cannot do better than repeat this and thus complete the Pro Patria series to date.

The small village of Zillis lies on the route from Chur over the Splftgen
and S. Bernardino Passes, a place of very ancient origin, but how came this small
church to possess such a rich treasure, a painted ceiling with over 150 pictures?
Zillis was at one time the centre of a vast diocese which included Schams, Rheinwald,
the Hinterrhein Valley from the Via Mala to Spltigen and probably as far as Avers.
This l ecclesia plebia l is recorded as far back as A.D.830 as a royal possession and
in 940 was gifted by Otto the Great to the Episcopate of Chur.

The ceiling of the 12th cent, church consists of 17 rows of 9 panels, 153
in all each approx. 90 cm. square.  They are arranged in an outer border (panels
1 - 48), while the inner section (49 - 153) are read in lines from south to north.
The outer panels are linked by a design similar to that representing water on
medieval maps, while at the corners are angels typifying the four winds.  The major-
ity of the fish-tailed animals, such as the wolf, bear, lion, deer, ram and elephant,
represent the emblems of evil. The inner section is a vast picture book devoted to
scenes from the Old and New Testaments and life and teachings of Christ.

The last seven scenes are from the life of St. Martin, showing a marked
difference in the quality of workmanship and may have resulted from the death of the
creator of this work, which was probably completed by a pupil. It is thought that
the 'Hauptmeister t and his companions were from Rhatia and that the work was carried
out between 1130 and 1140.

It was not a simple task to select from this galaxy of pictures, scenes
that could be reduced to the size of a postage stamp, which, because of its purpose,

(Cnntinued on page 24.)
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SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS 

1. 1,1t .
During the period of the 'Muster-

messel, 14-25 April, mail posted there
will receive a special cancel reading:
'4000 BASEL - date - SCHWEIZER I/OSTER-
MESSE'.

2. 20th Anniversary of the European
Economic Commission of the U.N. 

This took place on 12th April at the
Palais des Nations in Geneva and mail
posted received a special cancel showing
the U.N. symbol & reading: '1200 GENEVE
- 12.4.47 - 1947-1967 - NATIONS UNIES
COMMISSION ECONOMIQUE POUR LIEUROPEI.

3. Aerophilatelic Day.1961. To be
held in Samaden, (Grisons) on 29th

April. The Mobile P.O. Auto 3 will be
in attendance and mail will receive a
special cancel depicting a winged globe
with the letters 'PISA' and reading:
17503 SAMADEN - 29.4.67 - DI DA L'AERO-
FILATELIA'.

4. 20th AnniverseAL2f the North
Atlantic Swissair Service will be

marked on 2nd May by special flights
from Zurich and Geneva to New York.
Mail carried will be rated as follows:

Postcards: 30 0.
Letters: 50 c. up to 20 g.

30 c. for each extra 20 g.

In addition there will be an airmail
surtax of 25 c. per 5 g.

Aerograms: covered by 65 c. charge.

Registered mail requires a 70 c. fee
and must be so marked.

Two cancellations will be used:
'1215 GENEVE 15 - 2.5.1967 - SWISSAIR
symbol - 70 ANS PAR DEUSSUS l'ATLANTIQUE
DU NOD' and '8058 ZURICH 58 - 2.5.1967
- SWISSAIR symbol - 70 JAHRE UBER DEN
NORMATLANTIK'.

PUBLICITY CANCELS (TOURIST)

From 13 March:
6423 SBEWEN (SZ) 1217-1967 - a, -

Lauerxersee
from 6 April:
6927 AGRA - Conine, d'oro
6925 - GENTILINO Collina dloro

From 1 May:
3451 WEIER IM EMMENTAL - Wanderparadies

PICTORIAL SLOGAN CANCEL 

From 28 March:
BAAR - Allgrotten

AUTOMOBILE CANCELS 

Auto 3 Zurcher Sechselnuten 1967 -
Vereinigte Z12nfte zur Gerwe
und zur Schumachern. 16/17/4.

" 4 BEA - Ausstellung far Gewerbe,
Landwirtschaft, Industrie,
Handel - Bern 29,4 - 9.5

PRO PATRIA ISSUES (Cont.)

must include certain inscriptions and,
for printing, not exceed 4 colours. The
commissioned artist, Hans Schwarzenbach,
has succeeded admirably in combining
artistic and technical requirements with
those of the post. The subjects sel-
ected with the help of the art-histor-
ian, Dr. Chr. Simonett.

1965: 5c. Marks the centenary of
death of Father

Theodosius Florentini (1808-1865) of
MUstair (Gristons), founder of Sister-
hood Institutes of Menzingen and Inge-
bohl, the 'Kreuzspitall in Chur and the
IKollegium' in Schwyz.

10 c. Symbolic figure of
evil: goose with
fish tail

20 c. One of the Magi
on his way to
Herod

30 c. Fishermen
50 c. The temptation of Christ.

1266: 5 c. Commemorates the centenary
of birth of Heinrich

Federer, author (L866-1928).

10 c. Joseph's dream
20 c. Joseph on his way
30 c. Virgin and Child
50 c. An Angel showing the way

1

The series is to be continued in
1967, but details have not yet been
disclosed. (THE END)

1 
RECENT SLOGAN CANCEILATIONS

Nations Unies - Commission Economique
pour l'Europe XXe anniversaire
1947-1967. Geneva 13 Mar. - 12 Apr.

IBA Luzern Internat. Boot- und Wasser-
sport-Ausstellung - Luzern 29/4 - 7/5

Schweizer Mustermesse Basel 15.4 -
25.4.1967 - Basel to 27 April

BEA Ausstellung 29.4 - 9.5.1967 -
Bern to 8 104

Eidgenbssisches Harmonika-Musikfest
27/28 Mai 1967 Zurich - 28 May

9, Internationales Bach-Feat Schaff-
hausen 30.IV - 7.V.1967 -

Schaffhausen 12 April to 5 May
Luzern 1967 - 29. Bldg. Sttngerfest -

Luzern 10 - 28 May
XV Bflndner Kantonalschiessen Chur

Tiro cant onale grigione
Tur Cantunal grischun
17-25 Juni 1967 - Arosa

67. Eidg. Turnfest Bern 17-25 Juni 1967
- Langenthal, Baden, Schwyz, Thun,
Rapperswil, Frauenfeld, Zurich, Chur,
Solothurn, Winterthur.

67e Fete Federale de Gymnastique Berne
17-25 juin 1967 - Sion, La Chaux de
Fonds, Lausanne, Neuchatel

67e Festa federale di ginnastica Berna
17-25 giugno 1967 - Locarno, Chiasso

Nehmt teil an Eidg. Feldschiessen -
Tag der SchUtzen 3/4 Juni 1967 -

Interlaken, Biel/Bienne



Our Member, Mx. F. H. Frost,
offers his apologies for an error
which occurred in his recent article
on the luminescent stamps, by stat-
ing that the stamps were fluorescent.
The line should read:

"Swiss apparently fluorescent
stamps are usually treated on the
side to be printed with a phosphor-
escent material...."

GENEVA - A new PHILATELIC BUREAU was
opened on 3rd April at the main

Post Office (1st Floor), rue due Mont
Blanc 18. This is for personal
callers only. Enquiries etc. by
post shouldasusual be sent to Bern.
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(Editor's Note: Appropos the coin design stamps mentioned in the article
on the 'Pro Patria' stamps, newer members may be interested

in the following article, originally published in the 'Helvetia News Letter'
a few years ago.)

Admiring the beautiful old 'Coin' set of the 1962 Pro Patria
issue, it occurred to me that it might not be generally known that Batzen, the
coins represented on the 300. and 50c. values (Uri & Nidwalden) were in common
use throughout the greater past of Switzerland until the latter half of the
last century. I am no Numismatist, but no collector of Swiss stamps can afford
to be without knowledge of the monetary tangle which existed right up to the
unification of currency in 1852.

At the time of the introduction of the first stamps Canton
Geneva was linked to the French Franc, although the copper coins differed, be-
ing of values of 1, 4, 10 and 25 centimes. In Zurich the main monetary unit
was the Florin of 40 Schillinge, 1 Schilling being 4 Rappen, worth about 5i
Geneva centimes. The Basle Franc was a quarter of the tem neuf' (new Crown),
but a notice in'the 'Basler Intelligenz Blatt', announcing the issue of the
first stamp, the 2i Rappen 'Basle Dove' of 1845 reads: '... letters can now be
sent prepaid, so that the recipient will pay no charge for their delivery,
provided that one of the new little tickets (Frankzettelchen) is affixed to
each letter ... These little tickets are obtainable at the Post Office at the
price of 5 Batzen for 20'. The Basle Batz was, therefore, the equivalent of
10 RaPPen , or. 14.3 centimes in Geneva money. The Swiss Franc, of 10 Batzen or
100 Rappen, was used in Cantons Aargau, Bern, Fribourg, Solothurn, Vaud and
Valais, in addition to the central Cantons, and was equal to 1.43 Geneva Francs.

The commonest coin being the Batz, worth about one penny,
people were accustomed to using it as the unit expressing small values, and
this custom lingered, to nty knowledge, up to 1868. The only postal use of the
coinage I have found, apart from the 'Basle Dove' notice, is on iNachnahmet
(C.0.T(.) instructional marks. These are usually in manuscript, although I have
one piece of 1851,bearing a 'Poste Locale' together with a 'Rayon I t on white,
mhich_iq  a_printed reminder for the subscription to the 'Bernerzeitung t . In
the upper right corner is the printed inscription: 'Nachnahme Batzen ....
with the figures t23i l inserted in manuscript. In other words, 23i Batzen or
2 Francs 35 centimes, to be collected. Very often these 'Nachnahme' markings
state the actual postal rate and I have one case where this confirms the
authenticity of a bisect. It is a piece bearing one 10 Rappen 'Strubel' along
with a half of a 10 Rp. and marked 'Nachnahme 15 btz (Batzen), Porto 15 Rp.'
thus confirming the postage of 15 Rp. It will be noted that the collectable
amount is in Batzen, although the postage rate is quoted in Rappen and this
in 1856.

Another interesting use of the now •bsolte currency is on a
fiscal stamp of Canton Vaud: a single circle about the diameter of a penny,
with the Cantonal Arms and motto ('Liberte et Patrie') in the centre, and the
wording 'Timbre Ordinaire - 1 Batz' around it.

So look around for mention of Batz, Batzen or even I btz l on
Nachnahme' or other covers. It adds just a little more interest to collecting.

MINT 202H CENTURY NEEDED 

On this side of the pond we find
mint 20th century Swiss stamps appear
to be growing in popularity. Ve will
be in need of considerable supplies
of fine material, and being 'Johnny-Corn
-Latelies', expect to pay a 10% premium.

We offer, just off the press, a
pamphlet dealing with the story behind
the SWISS TETE-BECHE, etc. at 10/-d.

r-copy, via airpost.

THE SWISS IMPORTER, INC.,
Cumberland Mills,

Maine,
U.S.A.



YORKS/LAMS GROUP: Hon.Sec: R.A.Hoyle,
Halifax, Yorks.

At the April meeting Mx. Hoyle
acted as discussion leader in a joint
study of the U.P.U. issue of 1900, which
he described as 'the most interesting
of the less interesting Swiss issues'.

In a most informative paper he
described the circumstances which lead
to the rushed printing job with its
inevitable defects. with the aid of
large drawings and full sheet photo-
graphic enlargements he gave a helpful
and instructional demonstration on the
identification of the three different
plates, without the need of a magnifying
glass. It is hoped to publish his
complete paperina future 'News Letter',

Mr. Hoyle's contribution to the
joint display was almost 70 sheets,
showing remarkable ranges of shades of
all values, together with a large number
of varieties, all discovered in common
material. Some unusual multiple frank-
jugs and postmarks followed, and the
highlight of the display was a complete
half sheet of 25 of the 5 c, from the
lower right pane, types Nos. 156-200.

Following his attendance at the
above meeting on Saturday afternoon,
Mr. J.N. Highsted then travelled to
Otley to give a display of Swiss in the
evening - a true indication of the en-
thusiasm of the Group.

Mr. L. Moore has also given a
display to members of the Rotherham
P.S. thus adding to the interest taken
in Swiss stamps in the North.

The market prices of S4ISS
STAMPS seem to be levelling out -
at least for the time being.

Nevertheless, demand still
exceeds supply and now is the most
favourable opportunity to secure any
wanted items.

I hold a full range of

Stamps - both mint and used,

Miniature sheets

Tete-beche & S6-t6nant

Flaws and Varieties

Airmail and other

Commemorative covers.

Send now for approvals, or let me have
your Want List.

1 11 RIMS R
14, Low Lane,

TORRISHOLME,

Morecambe,

Vis871-/IWZYs:
(Continued from page 21.)

pushed a single coach (mountain railways
push cars upward and pull them downward
to prevent an accident should a coupling
break). Elaborat3 systems of braking are
employed using counter-pressure brakes,
additional spur wheels and regenerative
braking by reversing the motors on mod-
ern mountain railways. The first Rigi
trains took 75 minutes for the 4 mile
trip, with a stop for water. Today the
line is electrified.

The SBB (National Railway) came in
to existence on January 1, 1902. The
first attempts by the Federal government
to subsidize or purchase railroads was
defeated in 1891 but in 1898 the Redemp-
tion Law was passed & approved in a Ref-
erendum 278,731 to 115,571. The original
SBB was composed of the 433 miles of the
North Eastern, 204 miles of the Central,
plus 85 miles of lesser lines. Six
months later 183 miles were added with
the purchase of the United Swiss and the
Toggenburg lines. In 1903 Jura-Simplon
was acquired and 6 years later the Gott-
hard line. Between 1913-1922, 5 more
small sections with a total of 95 miles
of track were absorbed and the SBB re-
mains that size today.

With all the problems of communic-
ation that the mountainous Swiss geo-
graphy presented & which were conquered
one by one, it is not surprising that
the Swiss postal authorities should have
so often chosearailroading as a subject
for a philatelic issue. Only a few ofthe
stamps have been mentioned or pictured.

The facts for this short article
were obtained from:

'Switzerland 1850-1958' by Marion Carne
Zinsmeister, published by the S.P.A.

'The Swiss Confederation' by Adams and
Cunningham, published by Macmillan &
Co., London, and last, but most impo-
rtantly, from

'Switzerland's Amazing Railways' by
Cecil J.Allen, published by Thomas
Nelson and Sons, London.

The last book is particularly recomm-
ended to the railway topical collector
and to anyone interested in railroad
building. 0000000

LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec.Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley

The Film Show arranged by Mr.A.J.
Harding and his colleague, Mr. Brown,
for the Society's April meeting, was
highly successful.

To provide the philatelic atmos-
phere the P.T.T. film on the production
of engraved stamps was shown & cannot
be seen too often to appreciate all the
technical details.

Then in lighter vein followed some
travel films of the Bernese Oberland,
the Lucerne and Grisons areas, and a
most interesting one on the Alpine
Emergency Air Rescue Service.

NG
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No.5 MA Y 1967 20TH YEAR

As is usual on this occasion there was a good attendance of members and
visitors and although the total of entries was only 12, the increase in the number
of sheets per entry meant a hurried search for more tables on which they could be
displayed to advantage.

The Adjudicators, MR. LEO BARESCH and NTL. A.J. BRANSTON, made a very
careful appraisal, while the members, who had already had an opportunity of viewing
the entries, held an informal meeting and awaited the outcome with much interest.

Finally, Mr. Branston, speaking on behalf of Mr. Baresch and himself,
said that they had both enjoyed every minute of the time spent in studying the
sheets. For his own part he quite regretted not being a Swiss collector himself:
They had agreed to make individual assessments and were quite surprised when they
came to consult to find how close they were to agreement.

The winning entries were announced as follows:

CUP WINNER: MR. H. DIXON of Leamington Spa, for a truly superb entry on:
THE PRIVATE RAILWAYS OF SWITZERLAND. Mounted on

black sheets and written up in white ink, the information given
included a small route map and hand-done illustrations, outstanding
not only for its presentation but general treatment of the subject.

1 RUNNER-UP': MR. R.A. HOYLE of Halifax, for his entry on 'TETE-BECHE & SE-TENANT'
again a most informative study of the various issues,
well executed and with good material.

HIGHLY 1, MR. R.L. CHRISTIAN of Lincoln, who submitted an entry on the
COMMENDED: 'TRAVELLING POST OFFICE' but treated in an entirelydiffererr

manner, very well written up and described.

2. 101. E.C. SLATE of London, for his 'CANTONALS & RAYONS' comprising
superb examples of these much sought-after stamps.

3. MR. E. LIENHARD of Chelmsford, for his excellent treatment of a vast
subject in the limited space of 12 sheets.

Other entries covered such subjects as 'Tell Hoy t ; 'Pro Patric,' -
Geological Series; Pre-stamp Covers; Current Definitives; Postage Dues and
'Explanatory Labels.'

Mr. Baresch, confirming the comments of his colleague, remarked on the
extremely high standard of all the entries, so that while it was perhaps not so
difficult to select, say the first two, it was much harder to arrange the remain-
der in order of preference, for each had its own points of special interest.

The Chairman, Mr. Slate, thanked Mr. Baresch and Mr. Branston for
sparing their valuable time to come along and undertake this task. All those
present congratulated the winners and as always it was hoped that the unsuccessful
would be more fortunate next year.

During the evening a draft programme was prepared for the next London
Group season and as soon as confirmed would be published.
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NEWS OF MEMBERS 

Mx. J. Pascoe Taylor of Vancouver
not only undertook the arranging of
the 30th Anniversary Party and Annual
Exhibition held in New Westminster in
April, but also received awards for his
Swiss entries: the 'Robert Wullf
Memorial Trophy' for the best 'Foreign'
exhibit: 7 frames of the 1936-42 and
1960-63 Definitives, as well as the
'William Booth Trophy' for the best
'Topical entry with a one frame study
of the 1Ghose Flaws'.

Our congratulations on an excel-
lent achievement.

It is hoped that many have seen
the article on 'SWISS CANCELLATIONS'
by Mx. S. G. Bailey, a comparatively
new Helvetia member, which appeared in
the 'Philatelic Magazine' of April 28th.

This deals specifically with the
various types of large tourist propa-
ganda cancels and provides a most
interesting contribution to the field
of postmark collecting.

We should be pleased to hear from
other members of their activities in
promoting interest in Swiss philately.

WHAT IS YOUR
SPECIALITY

Whether you collect as a hol;by
or with a view to investment, you can-
not do better than enlarge your collect-
ion of SWISS STAMPS.

With their increasing popular-
ity it would be advisable to complete
your main collection: mint, used or
both, and so avoid gaps which later on
may be difficult to fill.

Then turn to one of the many
Ifacets of side-line collecting:

BLOCKS OF FOUR
FIRST DAY COVERS & CANCELS
FLAWS & VARIETIES
TETE-BECHE- & SE-TENANT
SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
AIRMAILS & FLIGHT COVERS
SOLDIER STAMPS -- etc.

Any one of which will make an interest-
ling section in itself.
1

Whatever you need can be
supplied from my extensive stock. Wants
1lists welcome, or send for approval
Iselections.

I\ \ Q-"jr)r 1\10
0.,13 if]

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, Lancs,

THE ELUSIVE CLUB PACKET

We receive from time to time
bitter or reproachful comments on the
dusiveness of the Club Packet. Apart
from the difficulties « which have been
stressed on many occasions - of finding
sufficient supplies of suitable material
to warrant the present high postal
charges, the position is made worse when
as recently occurred, a packet has been
'missing' for several months and has
ally just been retrieved by the Insurance
ampany, after many trials and tribulat-

Fortunately such disasters are
comparatively rare, but it must also be
pointed out that, however seldom a
packet may be received, it is essential
that it should be passed on as quickly
as possible, and the Packet Superintend-
ent, Mr. J.H. Short, advised of its
progress.

If any member anticipates being away
from home for any length of time and can-
not make arrangements for any packet re-
ceived during his - or her - absence, to
be passed on, will they please advise
the Pkt. Supt., and thus minimise the
work and worry.

Have you any material for disposal?
If so, Mr. Short would be grateful if
you would send it along.

With clients in every
part of the world our
business is, of course,
mostly dpne by post.

However, collectors
who have visited our

Offices are astonished at the variety
of our stock and the truly magnificent
array of material which it would be
quite impossible to order by simply
stating catalogue numbers. Unusual
material must be seen before it can
be appreciated, and our world-wide
approval service has been specially
designed with this in mind.

All we require to
know are the weaknesses in, your
collection, your special likes or
dislikes, the theme of a possible
display you may plan for, etc.

You can safely leave
the rest in our hands. Asking to
see material is in no way an obligat-
ion to buy. Why not ask for an
APPROVAL FORM today?

BPA
(  H. L. KATCHEF) ASDA.PTS

THE AMATEUR COLLFOTOR LIMITED

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
London, M.8.

Telephone: JUNiper 0616
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THE SITTING HELVETIA (PERO ISSUES
1 8 6 2 / 8 2 by Lawrence Moore, F.R.P.S., L. PART I.

The printed rate of 3 Rappento Italy, agreed from August 1861, when
there was no 3 Rappen stamp, thus causing the famous 2 Happen I Strubeli i bisect,
together with postal agreements with more and more foreign countries, necessitating
additional values, compelled the Swiss Postal Administration to consider the costs
of stamp production.

Although the 'Silk Thread' issues were cheaper to print that the prev-
ious multi-coloured 'Rayons', they were far more expensive to produce than the
stamps of neighbour countries. The unnecessarily large format used too much
of the costly silk thread paper. The whole purpose of the silk thread was to
be security against possible forgery, but with the adoption of the thicker
paper for the later Bernie prints, the threads were rarely in the middle of the
stamps, , and were so deeply embedded that they were not visible from the front,
so that postal officials complained that the security value of the threads was
nullified.

the 'Silk Threads' in
years was considered to
time beloved 'Strubel-
peterli 1 ), the wind-
Helvetia was likened to
She was devoid of
without eyes, and the
she should appear more
coins. Although the
first issue in a uniform
been felt necessary to
currency in the three
'Happen', 'Centimes' and
new issue it was suggest-
was needed to denote the
linguistically neutral
to indicate the country.

Herr Riess, the engraver at the Bavarian Mint in Munich, was engaged to produce
the original die, although the actual printing in relief was done at the Mint
in Bernie.

SECURITY: By this time the stamps of most European countries was perforated,
and it was considered that perforation in itself constituted a

certain amount of security, so that coupled with the saving in time by postal
clerks and by the public on stamp separation, it was decided that Switzerland
should come into line. However, with true Swiss caution, the Postal Authorities
sought for an additional safeguard against forgery, and so they adopted the
'Transparent Sign', the name by which the Control Nark was first known. A steel
plate of 100 control marks was prepared and a soft cylinder drew the paper over
the plate. Sometimes the pressure was so strong that the oval shapes were cut
through and the paper fell out.  Up to 1675 the control marks were normally
impressed from the back, leaving the front surface of the paper clear for print-
ing, but later they were impressed from the front or printing side, except for
the 1 Franc gold and gold-bronze. Ocgasionally white control marks are found
on the front of the stamps. Double control marks on a single stamp are rare.
The mavk was constant throughout the issue - the Federal Cross within a double
oval (Kz.I.).

PAPER: The first thick white wove paper was ordered from the Sihl works in
Zurich, ready out into sheets to take 400 stamps in panes of 100.

From 1867 a thinner, whiter paper was used, giving much clearer impressions,
while from 1881 a 'granite' paper with small red and blue silk thread fibres
was used as a further measure of security.

ET: For relief impressions the paper had to be gummed before
printing, otherwise the gum would not lie evenly in the

recesses. The whole operation was, therefore, very slow and
complicated.

ERRORS: The issue produced many plate or frame flaws and
nuances of shade, but only the major ones are worth

noting. Single stamps showing traces of the frame-line out-
side the whole design are of no great interest, but if they occur in pairs,
strips or blocks, when the extra lines run between the stamps, they are of some

DESIGN: The design of
their later

be inartistic. The one-
kopf l (after 1 Struwel-
swept hair of Mother
icicles - or even horns:
expression - a blank face
suggestion was made that
in profile, as on the
'Silk Threads' were the
national currency, it had
show the name of the
national longues,
1 Centesimi l . For the
ed that only the numeral
value, while the
'HELVETIA' could be used
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EXCUSE ME MAY I INTERRUPT?
Impressions of a year of Office as President of the Yorks/Lancs Group by:

MISS R. N. SOLLY

For many years my main philatelic interests have been 'G.B.' and 'N.Z.I.
I am a member of several societies and one evening, not so many years ago, at the
Bradford P.S.9 I was 'persuaded' to visit the Helvetia Yorkshire Group - "without
any obligation to join, of course", they said. At this meeting, which I found
most interesting, I was - Ohl so gently - 'bullied' into becoming a member, even
though I had never thought of collecting Switzerland. However, in agreeing to
join, I said: "Only Pro Jsventute, and start from 1943"1

What had I let myself in for? The Group were to visit another Society
(York) with a joint display and the President went round the members asking what
each would show. Came my turn, and I held up six little packets - "These are all
I have," said I. "Right", said the President, "You go home and stay there. No
sleep, no eats and no 'outs', but just mount and write tem up": So frightened
was I that I went straight home and I did mount them - but I did eat and I slept
like a top:

The visit and joint display was a great success and the home society
members - and our own - approved of my 'homework'. After that I contributed
willingly to any such joint effort and this Session thw"put me in the Chair."
Was it, I wondered, to keep me quiet?  Normally, the only thing I do - and still
do - is to pour out the tea.

In the Chair, presiding over a dozen or more eminent philatelists and pract-
ised -bikers, can I get a word in edgeways unless I ask, timidly, "Excuse me - may I
interrupt for a moment?" But don't get the idea that the Yorks/Lancs Group is friv-
olous. Far from it  We have most helpful & interesting joint studies and magnificent
displays, and although it is often quite above my head, I thoroughly enjoy everymoment.

The highlight of my year of office was when I 'led' the Group with a joint
display to the Harrogate P.S., of which I was President some years ago. I was quite
proud to bask in the 'glory' shed by our more expert Helvetians. I don't awn a
'Double Geneva', nor even a 'Large' or 'Small' Eagle, but recently I overheard Dr.
Ritchie and Mr. Moore 'expertising' one, so I know a little of the jargon, and you
can take it from me that the Harrogate visit really was a case of 'POST TENEBRAS LUX':

We would be glad to welcome more members at our Yorkshire meetings in
Bradford, and I'm sure I've proved that any collector - even of my own lowly standard
- will feel thoroughly at home.  It's a grand little group and I've enjoyed every

minutelhere.

My year is almost over and there is only one more meeting (the A.G.M.) for
me to chip in with my diffident - but I assure you, thoroughly effective - "May I

interrupt?"

THE'SITTING HELVETIA" (PERF) ISSUES - Continued from page 29

value, and were probably made when applying the die to the
plate, or when single °lichees were replaced.

6 The double printing (once inverted), which is sone-
times found, is explained by the fact that the original steel
die in raised flat relief, consisted of the central piece
(Helvetia), with the four parts of the frame and the four
corner figures, which were interchangeable for the different
values. For the preparation of the galvanos, the original die was pressed into a soft
metal and 400 of these impressions built up the plate in 4 panes of 100. After the
impression of the 5, 10 and 25 c. on white, and the 50 c. on white and on granite
papers, it was noticed that part of the design had been rocked into the plate upside
down. The inverted segments were immediately set the right way up and again applied
to the soft plate by a very strong second pressure, in the hope that the first
(reversed) impression would be obliterated, but as we now see it often remained
discernible. (To be continued)

We wish all Members a very happy holiday season and good stamphunting
until we meet again in the Autumn



The 5 National Day - Pro Patria stamps with additional charge will
be issued on 1st June 1967. The 5 c. stamp marks the 50th anniversary of the
death of the noted Bernese surgeon and Nobel prize-winner, Theodor Kocher
(1814-1917), while the other four values end the reproduction of ceiling
paintings from St. Martin's church at Zillis (Grisons) in the series Art and
Art Trade,'

92% of the proceeds from the additional charge is intended for the
National Day Collection 1967, in favour of cultural work throughout the country.
The remaining loyo will go to various social and cultural efforts of national
interest.

Details are as follows:

Portrait of Theodor Kocher - one colour: blue
Announcement to the shepherds - 4 colours: green/blue/ochre/

reddish-brown
Christ and the woman of Samaria - 4 colours: red/brown bluish-

/grey green
Adoration of the Magi - 4 colours: light-brown/blue/grey--

reddish-brown
Joseph seated on a throne 4 colours: light-blue/blue/olive-green/

reddish-brown

5 + 5c
10 4- 10 c.

20 + 10 c.

30 4. 10 0.

50 10 C.

Designers: 5 0. Design & steel engraving by Karin Lieven, Chevrens par Anieres,
Ct. Geneva

Other values: designer: Hans Schwarzenbach, Bern

Process & Printers: 5 c. Line engraved intaglio printing by the Postage Stamp
printing Office PTT, Bern

Other values: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.,
La Chaux-de-Fonds.

Stamp size: All: 24 x 29 mm. Picture size: 21 x 26 mm.
Paper: 5 0. White, for line engraved intaglio printing, with luminous

• substance and violet fibres
Other values: 4hite, with luminous substance, lightly coated

viiet fibres

No.of sheets per formcli 50. 4 sheets of 50 stamps (Nos. 1-4)
Others: 2 sheets of 50 stamps each (A & B)

The stamps, which will have unlimited postal validity, will be on
sale at all post offices from 1st June to 31st August, 1967 and from the
Philatelic Agencies from 1st June as long as stocks last, but not longer than
3Ist December, 1967.

The Swiss National DayCollection will issue a first-day cover with
a vignette in raised printing (with the picture subject of the 30*c.'stamp)
and the first-day cancellation used in Bern: '3000 BERN - 1JJSGABETAG 1.6.67
BUNDESFEIERMARKEN 1 will also include part of the same vignette. 'Obtainable
from the various Philatelic Bureaux in Bern, Basle, Geneva, Lausanne and
Zurich which will also use their own cancellations, e.g.. 4000 Basel 2 Wert-
zeichen, 1211 Geneve Bureau philatelique etc. Collection sheets and folders
will also be available.

TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS - From 11 May Slogan Cancels (cont.)

3781 GSTEIG b. GSTAAD - Sommer & Winter
7099 FIDAZ Ferien am Fusse des Flimser-

steins
6936 CALEMARIO - Aria sole vita
6937 CAMEMARIO CASA DI CUBA - Aria sole

vita
Two slogan type publicity cancels

go into use on the same day:

ZERNATT am Matterhorn - Ferien nach lass
RHEINFALL - Europas grftster Wasserfall.

SOLGAN CANCELLATIONS
Jeder Schweizer ans Eidg. Feldschiessen

3/4 Juni - Zurich, Uster & Winterthur
from 16 May - 3 June.

Eidg.
23 Juni - 3 Jun 1967 Neuhausen
am Rheinfall. -Schaffhausen from

AUTOMOBILE. CANCELLATIONS - May 1967

Auto 2 25eme anniversaire de la
Societe philatelique de Sion

27/28 May
3 FAGA - Internationale Fach-

ausstellung fur das Gast-
gewerbe„ Zurich 3-13 Mai 1967.

3/13 may
4 Eidgenlissisches Harmonika-

Musikfest, 27/28 Mai, 19671
Zuri6h.

It

ft
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YORKS / LANCS GROUP

From the Northern Group, which
holds its own Annual General Meeting, w
have received the following details for
the coming season:

OFFICERS 1967/68 

President: MISS N. CHATBURN
Vice-President: MR. J.N. HIGHSTED
Hon. Secretary: MR. R.A. HOYLE

6, Limes Avenue,
Huddersfield Rd.
Halifax, Yorks.
Tel: Halifax 53078

Hon. Treasurer: MR. J.A. EASTWDOD,
2, Wellhead Drive,
Oxford Rd. ,Halifax
Tel: Halifax 62126

Hon. Librarian: MR. H.W. ROBERTSHAW
Hon. Pkt. Sec: MR. I. GILCHRIST
Hon. Translators MR. A.J.L. HUG and

MR. L. MOORE
Public Relations

Officer: MR. R.A. HOYLE
Hon. Social Sec: MISS R.N. SOLLY
Y.P.A. Delegate: MR. R.A. HOYLE
Congress Delegate: MISS R.N. SOLLY

SYLLABUS 1967/68
1967 
Oct. 7th =MRS' DISPLAYS
Nov. 4th PRESIDENT'S DISPLAY

(miss N. Chatburn)
Dec. 2nd 1905-7 STANDING HELVETIA

ISSUES (Discussion Leader:
Mr. R.A. Hoyle)

1968 
Jan, 6th: BOOKLUS & COILS (Discussion

Leader: Dr.G.G. Ritchie)
Feb. 3rd: LAKE STEAMER POSTMARKS

(Discussion Leader:
Iva.. L. Moore)

Mar. 2nd Competition for the
HIGHSTED CUP

April 6th VARIETIES FROM 1930 ONWARDS
(Discussion Leader:
Mr, J.N. Highsted)

April 27th
May 4th Y.P.A. CONVENTION AT

HDDDERSFIELD

We are delighted to congratulate
PR. JACK BEKEN on his successes at
The International Exhibition
'LIECHTENSTEIN WELTWEIT' held at
Mtinchengladbach, W.Germany on 10-13
March 1967. For his exhibit on ...

'LIECHTENSTEIN T*P.O.' 

..0 he received a Btonze Nadal
plus Prize of Honour in the form of a
Gold reproduction of the 2d. Blue
stamp of Mauritius 1847.

He also exhibited 'Hors Concours'
the letter from Prince Carl Eusebius
dated 11th December 1663 - the oldest
known letter of the House of
Liechtenstein.

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS:

1. 20th Assembly of the World Health 
Or anisation: To be held from

8-26 Nay, 1967. During this period a
special cancel will be used showing
the serpent and rod and reading:
'1211 GENEVE - date - Assemble
mondiale de la sante'.

2. 29th Federal Sonajestival 1967 in
Lucerne: Will take place on

19-21 and 26-28 May in the Festhalle.
The mobile Auto 3 will be in attendance
and will apply a special cancel with a
geometrical design and reading:
'8000 LUZERN - 29. Eidg. StAngerfest
19-21 und 26-28 Mad 1967'.

3. In±ernational Alpine Balloon Sport.
Week at Murrea. During the period

10 May to 24 June the normal publicity
cancel of Murren with inscription
'1650 m. Schilthorn-Panotamaland' will
be replaced by a special cancel depict-
ing a balloon against an alpine back-
ground and reading: '3825 MURREN - date
- Internat. Alpine Ballonsport-woche.'

4. 51st International Labour Conference 
at Geneva. To be held at the Palais

des Nations from 5-29 June. The
special cancel to be used has a symbolic
obEign of a globe, wheel and chimney and
will reads '1211 GENEVE - date - Confer-
ence internationale du travail'.

Ulf] 3 4r 1 C 0 UE'S1967
EUROPE - 0th Edition

Price: 57/- + 3/- postage
With thumb index: 66/- + 3/- postage

2=T4g2/..1412=2EIH

Price: 6/6d. + 10d. postage

Bilingual: Text in German and French

Switzerland complete with Railway Stamps,
Liechenstein and Campione d'Italia.
About 200 pages with listing of the most
important varieties, prices for mint and
used block of 4 and FDC's, also numbers
of stamps issued. -Tell illustrated.

Place your order with:
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED
27 Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2

Supplements to the Catalogues are
published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-
ZEITUNG. Annual fee: 25/-d.

For first-class stamps ...

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE • • #

Send your Want Lists to ..*

(ZUMSTEIN & CIE)(Propr.Hertsch & Co.)

P.O.B. 2585, CH-3001, Bernie 1,
Switzerland.:_
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SWISS FISCAL STAMPS
by E. LIENHARD

This article is the result of years of effort ... by our excellent
Hon, Secretary, Mrs. Rawnsley, in trying to get me to write it

Firstly let me define the term 'Fiscal' for the purpose of this
article: "Any label not used for P.T.T. purposes." Presumably railway stamps
and hotel stamps ought to be included under this heading, but as they have been
thoroughly catalogued, there is no need to deal with them here.

My interest in fiscals was first aroused in 1961 when I purchased an
auction lot of 189 stamps and subsequently I was fortunate in obtaining further
supplies from various sources to swell my collection to quite respectable
proportions. I was also fortunate enough to obtain a catalogue of fiscals
published ca.1906 and there are also a number of private lists of a later date.

The catalogue has been of considerable help in arranging the collection,
but it does not explain in any more detail than the stamps themselves the purposes
for which these stamps were, and in some cases still are, used.

It is to be understood that the following conclusions are largely con-
jectural and comments will be welcomed.

There are 3 main groups: Federal, Cantonal and Municipal. Under the
Federal issues are the 'Consular Service' stamps used on passports etc., and
'Exchange Control' stamps used by banks etc. There are various issues of these,
some of which are still in use today.

The Cantonal and Municipal stamps I have found more convenient to deal
with together. Not every Canton does, or has, issued fiscal stamps and I list
the issuing Cantons as a guide: Aargau, Appenzell, Basel, Bern, Fribourg, Geneva,
Luzern, Neuchatel, St.Gallen, Schaffhausen, Schwyz, Tessin, Thurgau, Uri, Valais,
Vaud, Zug and Zurich, but only a few of these Cantons still issue them today.

The earliest fiscal stamp - according to the catalogue - was issued
by Tessin on 8th June, 1855, showing the coat-of-arms and an inscription embossed
on coloured paper. Whereas most of the Cantons issued a multitude of stamps,
Uri, being a late starter, has probably fewest with only 3. The 'face value' of
the stamps ranges from 5 c. to one as high as 1000 Fr. by Valais, for administrat-
ive charges, and one rather odd amount of 110 Fr., again by Valais for judiciary
charges. This latter stamp is a rather large item (2i" x 1.-i") with a receipt of
the same size attached.

All the usual philatelic terms can be
found amongst fiscals and there are even some
other variations, such as those issued by
Summiswald (Ct. Bern) of which I have a s6-t6nant
block of 12 arranged as shown, and with a 50 c.
and 1 Fr, value also in the same set; quite a few
combinations could be contrived.

30 20 10

40 30 20 10

40 30 20 10

The majority of stamps seem to have been produced with as much care as
the regular issues and there are some delightful designs. Printing inks involv-
ing the use of bronze, silver and gold have been used, which, as with some values
of Luzern of 1897, have an intriguing metallic sheen. Bern has some



A typical
fiscal stamp.

HOLIDAYS

are approaching and
there is supposed to
be a squeeze on.

Actually, our sales
contradict this, but this is hardly
the right place for an economic
discourse, except to point out that
after the holidays Swiss stamps
have always had a nasty tendency
to be dearer than before.

The problem is to know
which are the stamps most likely to
go up.

We have no crystal ball,
only experience. This tells us that
presently it would be wise to °cm-
plete gaps in the 2/6d. to 20/-d.
range of material.
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stamps with the dates printed within the design: one value with as many as 24
different dates - not all on one stamp of course. Luzern and Schwyz have dates
overprinted in a different colour.

Some of the uses of fiscals I can state with certainty,
such as the 'Poster Taxt stamps of St. Gallen and Tessin -(some of
the former I removed from posters myselfl) - and the same stamps
can also be found on copies of wills. Geneva used some fiscals
for stamp duty on letters of credit or cheques, of which two in my
collection are dated 18th Jan. 1861 and 14th Mar, 1862. In Basel
stamps are stuck on receipts of hotel bills - at least on the re-
ceipt I have, unfortunately undated, but is not more than 10 years
old. There exist stamps of the Grisons with the coat-of-arms but
inscribed "Staats Taxe", used on a receipt of a hotel bill dated 28,2.57,  These
I have placed in the Federal section. In Bern (Town) there existed an "Accommo-
dation Tax" of 20 Rp. on 1.7.61 and 26.7.61. From the years 1888 and 1889 I have
a number of receipts apparently made out by the brewers to publicans for payment
of their a000unts. On these receipts the stamps (Ct. Bern) have been cancelled
with postal cancellers. It seems unlikely that it was some form of C.O.D., but
possibly a knowledge of postal practices of those years might explain the mystery.
Occasionally one finds fiscals cancelled with post office or railway cancels, but
the reason eludes me.

Beyond these greater or lesser certainties I can only translate with
the help of the dictionary - even the catalogue is in Fmach - and hope the
answers correspond to reality.

Thus we get "Hospital Tax from Geneva and Herisau (Ct. Appenzell),
"Table Salt Tax" from St. Gallen and "Motorcycle Tax" from Geneva. It may be
significant that the Motorcycle and Hospital Taxes both started in 1902.

One stamp that seems to crop up quite frequently to puzzle collectors
is the large lozenge-shaped 10 o. from Geneva with the inscription "Loi du 1
Fevrier 1865 - Lettre de Voiture", which I translate to mean "Act of 1st Feb.1865
- Consignment Note", but as to what the Act and consignments were brings me back
to the guessing stage.

There are to me still many mysteries connected with fiscals and any
information will be greatly appreciated,
as of course, I will be happy to provide
answers if I possibly can.

To save time and reforwarding
of mail in connection with this article
it would perhaps be best if correspond-
ence is sent direct to the following
address: Mr. E. Lienhard,

9, Essex Avenue,
CHELMSFORD, Essex,

=== ==== == === =

In these days of quick change

few things remain static for very long.

All the more reason to be

sure that all blank spaces are filled

before some stamps become elusive.

From my extensive stock I can

supply all stamps - mint and used - to-

gether with varieties, flaws and other

items to make your collection more inter-

esting. Send for approval solections

or submit want Lists.

J. S. A 'JIM 8-fri30,NC
14, Low Lane, Torrisholmet

MORECAMBE, Lancs.

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

151, Park Road,

St. John's Wood

LONDON, N.W.8.

Telephone: JUNiper 0616.



1

1 Oct. 1862!
-do-
-do-
-do-

1 Mar. 1863
1 Oct. 1862

Jun. 1863
1 Aug. 1863

-do- )

2 a. grey
3 cm black
5 c. brown

10 cm blue

20 c. orange
30 c. vermilion
40 0, green
60 c. bronze
1 Fr. gold
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THE SITTING HELVETIA EPERO SSUES
1862/82

Occasionally we find stamps with unprinted white portions. These
were caused by bits of paper or other foreign bodies falling onto the paper
during the process, so that the parts of the paper beneath received no ink.
As the stamps were gummed before printing, the gum often spread to the front
of the paper and took the printed impressions. If such stamps were later
washed - or even floated - the printed gum would fall away, leaving white spaces.

GOLD & BRONZE COLOURS: As with certain other countries (e.g. Prussia) at this
time, it was considered appropriate to print the

higher values in metallic inks. At first the 60 c. was to have been in sliViur
yellow, but it did not print cleanly, so the bronze was chosen, and the gold
for the 1 Franc. This kind of printing was still in an experimental stage,
and the varying processes used from time to time can be seen in the resultant
stamps. The 60 c. bronze was first underprinted with yellow, and then with
red, while the 1 Franc was underprinted in yellow and then in brown. While
these inks were still tacky, the bronze (or gold) powder was sprinkled over
the surface and the surplus removed; but the resultant bronze and gold were
very grainy and not brilliant enough, so a new method was adopted.  Under-
printing was as before, then a clear varnish applied and the metallic powder
sprinkled before it set. Underprinting twice led to troubles. After
running off 100 or so, the plate was cleaned and dried, and then the printed
sheets were again laid on the register points, in the same order, to match
the already printed colour base. The second, dryer, and often stronger
printing, resulted in a good metallic glint, but did not always register with
the first printing, and, therefore, we have the misplaced printings or 'double
relief with nearby traces of the first impression. These occur on the
1 Fr. Gold and the 60 c. Copper-bronze.

PERFORATION: The perforating machine used was not completely reliable and
while the gauge throughout was 11, there are many cases where

one or more of the perforation holes are out of alignment. There are also cases
of double perforation. Naturally these irregularities are best seen in pairs
or blocks.

PROOF IALSetc. Hand impressed die proofs in black on white card are known
for all values except the 15 c., 25 c. and 40 C.

Imperforate colour trials on the original white paper with Control
Mark exist in all the adopted colours, but trials on paper without the Control
Mark are frequently found in colours which were never used, including blue on
silvers Zumstein's 'Handbuch' lists some colour trials as being in the
colours of other values, although it is noticeable that most of them are on the
2 c. It could be that because the corner value segments were interchangeable,
the 2 c. corners would be 'set No.1 1 and would normally remain fitted to the
die. With the 2 c. value corners in position / galvanos would be made and
trial runs printed in various colours, including those finally adopted, without
going to the trouble of changing the value corners for each change of ink. One
proof is known with different values in each of the four corners.  Trials in
the finally adopted colours are known with the appropriate values, and these
can probably be regarded as plate proofs, especially those on paper with Control
Mark.

Perforation trials are well-known, including some tinted paper.
Some of the plate proofs were used to test cancelling stamps and suitable inks,
and there were washing tests to ensure that the cancelling inks were indelible.

TEE EFFECT OF POSTAGE RATES ON THE ISSUE: The original purpose of the first
values was as follows:

printed matter rate up to 15 grams inland
11

" 40 grams to Italy only
for local letters up to 10 grams.
for letters up to 10 grams throughout Switzerland

and in the 'Rayon Limitrophe'
for registered letters up to 10 grams inland
letters up to 10 grams to Italy, France & Belgium
letters up to 15 grams to Germany
letters up to 7-1-- grams to Spain
to avoid multiple franking to overseas countries,

including U.S.A.
(Continued overleaf...)



You are interested in rare
stamps .... THEN participate in
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Obviously the values could be used
to make up any current rates and were
not individually limited to their orig+
inal purpose. The rate to England was
fixed at 50 c. and could only be made up
by a mixture of values, or over-franking
with the 60 co, until the 50 c. violet
was issued on January 12th 1867.

From 1st Sept, 1868 the single
letter rate to Baden, Baravia, Wurttems
berg, Austria and the North German Con-
federation was fixed at 25 c. uniform
rate, instead of the previous variations
so the 25 c. light green took the place
of the 40 c, green whioh, however,
remained valid until 1875. In 1874 a
thinner paper, giving a clearer printing
was used.

The 2 c. stamp became red-brown for
a short while and then olive.

A new value of 15 c. yellow was
issued to cover certain INachnahmet
(C.O.D.) transactions and for some
registered ('charge') letters, largely
due to the efforts of Hinteameister,
the Booksellers, of Basle,

In 1876 the 30 c. value became
superfluous and the 40 c, grey on white
paper appeared. It will be seen that
this had a fairly short life.

(To be continued)

(Continued fain page 35.) To commemorate the marriage of
the Hereditary Prince Hans Adam to
Countess Marie Agla8 Minsky, which will
,take place on 30th June, a special
miniature sheet is to be issued on
the 29th.

This will consist of a pair of
stamps, the left bearing the portrait
of the Prince and the right that of
the Countess. Above the stamps are
the coats of arms of the bride and
groom, enclosed in a pavilion.

Designs: Fr. 1.50 - blue
Fr. 1.50 - red

STANDING HELVETIA

The article recently published in
the 'Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitungt:
ISTEHENME HELVETIA! by Hans H. Stocker
has now been reprinted in book form,
and is a most valuable contribution
towards the study of these issues.

All copies ordered prior to
publication have now been despatched,
and we can, accept further orders.

The book, size approx. &i" x
and consisting of 80 pages, is beauti-
fully printed on art paper. The text
is in German, but is so profusely
illustrated by photographs that read-
ers who are not well versed in that
language should not have much diffi-
culty.

The book costs 15/- including
postage and packing.

Orders from 'home' members should
be sent to the Hon. Secretary:
Mrs.Rawnsley, while members in the
United States and Canada should direct
their enquiries to Mr. J.B. Simpson,
Helvetic Stamp Co., Box 134, Wall St.
Station, New York, N.Y. 10005, who will
be holding stocks.

Adalbert Pitch, Vienna
Alfred Nefe and Rudolf

Toth, Vienna
Austrian State Printing

Works, Vienna

Printed on sheets of 15 unnumbered
blocks.

A special cancellation will be
used, which has the initials tH.A.'
and gAt on either side of a crowned
ILI and 'VADUZ AUSGABETAG
29.6.1967.

'AMPHILEXt AWARD

It gives us great pleasure to
announce that MR. LAWRENCE MOORE of
Leeds has been awarded a Silver-bronze
medal at the tAmphilext International
Philatelic Exhibition in Amsterdam,
for his SWISS STRUBELIS, and we send
him our congratulations.

(Auctions by correspondence)

My auctions give you the
t opportunity to complete your
!collections with interesting Swiss
and foreign stamps .... and at a
reasonable prices

My catalogue is at your
disposal, free of charge.

The next 'Tele-Auction' takes
place on the 28th October, 1967.
Please follow my advertisements in the
'Swiss Philatelic News' (SBZ).

STUDIO PHILA.TELIQUE.

P.O. Box 2366,

3001 Berne, Switzerland.

gL
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Printers:

1;Y TELE -AUCTIONS'
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1. Arlberg-Kandahar Race
-Mfirren

2. World Skating
Championships, Davos

3. 36th International
Motor Show

;23 4. 50th Trade Fair, Basle
5. t La cinquieme Suisse'
6. Pro Patria
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1966 COMMEMORATIVE 1(,)-?STMARKS
Our annual check list of commemorative postmarks for the preceding

year is a little later than usual, owing to lack of space in recent issues.
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7. Opening of new building of World Health Organisation
8. Second National Junior Philatelic Exhibition, Lucern
9. International alpine balloon sport week, Marren
10. Congress of International Union for Conservation of nature and its

resources, Lucern
11. 24th Federal music festival, Aarau
12/13. 'Bundesfeier t - National Fete - Bern and Zurich
14. 'Bundesfeier t celebration at the RIAU Meadow
15. 6th Swiss Federal 'Pathfinder' camp, Bonaduz
16. Year of 'La cinquieme Suisse"!
17. 47th National Trade Fair, Lausanne
18, Heinrich Federer commemoration, Brienz
19. TOLMA i

l St. Gallen
20. Netherlands art & postage stamp exhibition, P.T.T. Museum, Bern
21. Pro Juventute
22. International Philatelic Gathering, Basle
23. Day of the Stamp, Basle



YORKS/LANCS GROUP. Hon.Sec. R.A.Hoyle,
6, Limes Ave.Huddersfield Rd. Halifax*

On Saturday, 6th May, the Yorkshire
Philatelic Association were the guests of
the Bridlington Society for their Annual
Convention. Readers who know this part
of East Yorkshire will readily agree that
no more beautiful setting could be found
U4= Bridlington, with its delightful
bays, old world harbour and the glorious
cliffs of the Flamborough peninsula. Even
the weather, at first threatening to wash
everyone into the sea, cleared to provide
a most perfect afternoon. The venue of the
Convention was Sewerby Hall, whose lawns
and gardens reaching to the cliff edge
provided ample opportunity for relaxation
for the less serious philatelists.

For your Northern Group of Helvetia,
such a setting provided the perfect excuse
to show the flat. In fact, so well was
our Society advertised that visitors could
have been forgiven for thinking that this
waw the Helvetia Society Convention: It
was most gratifying to your writer to find
such a well attended study circle during
the evening. Not only were most of the
Bradford regulars in attendance but several
Helvetia members from East Yorkshire who
are always welcome guests at this annual
function. Your Society was also pleased
to meet several visitors who, judging by
their enthusiasm, could well become
'hooked' in the not too distant future.

As usual on such occasions your
Society tries to show as many aspects of
Swiss philately as it can in 1-1--2hours.
These ranged from pre-adhesive postal
history items, Strubeli, miniature sheets,
Bundesfeier cards, soldier stamps, large
maps of Switzerland showing all the land-
scale stamps at their appropriate points,
to a remarkable display of modern first
flight covers from one of our visitors.

Altogether a most successful and
enjoyable meeting which we hope will have

helped to further interest in Switzerland
and Swiss philately.

R.A.H.

TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCELS 

From 15th June:

6106 INETENSTEIN Wallfahrts Ort --
7099 TRINMULIN - Sonne Ruhe - Erholung
6462 SEEMORF (UR) - Schloss a Pro

From 24th June:

9656 AIT ST. HOHANN Sommerferien -
Wintersport

TOURIST SLOGAN CANCELS 

Adelboden is to have new pictorial
slogan cancels for summer and winter:

From 7th June: ADELBOLEN - Unersch8pf-
liches Wandergebiet

From 1st Oct.: Das Winter Sonnen-Land
ADELBODEN 1400-2000 m.

POSTMARK NEWS

1. AUTOMOBILE CANCELS 

Auto 2 Neuhausen am Rheinfall
15 Eidg. KleinkAliberachtitzen-
fest - 23.6. - 3.7.

" 3 Ratli (ZR) - Pesttag zu Ehren
des Industrie-Pioniers Caspar
Honegger - 3 June

" 4 Geneva - 77e Assemblee des
delegues de l'Union des societes
philateliques suisses 314 June

2. SPECIAL CANCELS 

a) To mark the occasion of the session
of the 'Million Dollar Round Table' 

at Lucerne from 4-10 June, a pictmial
cancel depicting the Chapel bridge will
be used. The inscription, however,
reads only: '6000 LUZERN - date -
Sonderpoststellel.

b) 67th Federal Gymnastic Festival,
Bern, 17-18 & 22-25 June. The

special cancel to be used reads:
'3000 BERN - 67 EIDGEN8SSISCHES TURN-
FEST 17-25 JUNI 1967.'

c) 600 Anniversary of the 1Gotteshaus-
bundl (te-iiiie of the House of God)

in Chur. The special cancel to be used
on 1/2 July depicts the emblem of the
League, an ibex, and reads:
'7000 CHUR - 1/2.8.1967 - 600 JAHRFEIER
GOTTESHAUSBUND'.

?iJiJTftJiJ .CA141,00118
1 967

E U R 0 PEITL__50th Edition

Price: 57/- + 3/-,postage
With thumb index: 66/- 3/- postage

SWI_TZIa-ERLAND P_OpENSTEIN

Price: 6/6d. + 10d. postage

Bilingual: Text in German and French

Switzerland complete with Railway Stamps,
Liechtenstein and Campione d'Italia.
About 200 pages with listing of the most
important varieties, prices for mint and
used block of 4 and FMC's, also numbers
of stamps issued. Well illustrated.

Place your order with:
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED
27 Maiden Lane, Strand, London NO2

.11n• ...... 0000

Supplements to the Catalogues are
published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-
ZEITUNG. Annual fee: 25/-d.

For first-class stamps ...

—RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND  & EUROPE..., 

Send your Want Lists to ...

(.ZUMSTEIN & CIE) (Propr.Hertsch & Co.

P.O.B. 2585, CH-3001, Berne 1,
Switzerland.
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NEW ISSLE PROGRAMME
FOR SECOND HALF OF 1967

Preliminary details of the remaining new issues scheduled for 1967 have
been released by the P.T.T. These are as follows:

No • Values Price

18 Sept. PUBLICITY STAMPS - Second Series 4
50 years of 'Swiss Week' 10 Rp.
50 years of 'For the Aged' Fund 20 "
San Bernardino road tunnel 30 "
75 years of Central Office for

International Rail Travel 50 " 1.10

DEFINITIVE SERIES 4
Nelfenschiessen: House of the

Chevalier Lussy
Seedorf Uri: A Pro Castle

70 Hp,
200

Zug: St. Oswald's Church 250
Engleberg: Benedictine Abbey 350 " 8.70

POSTAL CARD for internal service 1 2221a 0.20

PRO JUVENTOTE1 Dec.

Indiginaus wild animals 10 + 10 Hp.
20 + 10
30 + 10 "
50 ±20 " 1.60

Total for 2nd Half Year 0418 11.60
" " 1st " " • • • 2.20

Total for 1967 13.80

Increases in postal rates which have been agreed by the Federal Council
and which will come into force as from 1st November, necessitate changes in the
definitive series. It-will also be noted that the 5 + 5 c. Pro Juventute stamp
is apparently being discontinued and that the surcharge on the 50 c. value is
being raised to 20 Hp. There is no official notice as yet of any change in the
high values.

LONDON PHILATELIC EXHIBITION IN AUTUMN
The British Philatelic Exhibition will be held at the SEYMOUR HALL,

Marble Arch, 1V.1., from NEDNESDAY, November 1st to SATURDAY, November 4th 1967.
Collectors are invited to submit material for display (with a modest

charge for frames), and a competitive entry in this exhibition can pave the way
for award-winning entries in future international stamp exhibitions.

A prospectus is being obtained and the Secretary (Mrs. Rawnsley) will be
pleased to send full details to anyone interested. So far little Swiss material
has been seen in previous years at this exhibition. Why not try your luck?



A MODERN DISCOVERY OF GREAT INTEREST
As is well known, stamps used by Post Offices for I T1 cancellations

come from their normal stock of ordinary stamps. There is no reason, nor like-
lihood, that coil stamps should be used for this purpose unless stocks of ordinary
stamps are in short supply. In such a case the Postmaster would have to break into
his stock of coil stamps (reserved for the vending machine outside his Post Office)
until the shortage has passed.

This was the case in Zurich between May 9th and May 20th, 1966, at a Post
Office in the centre of the city! For twelve days letters which arrived insuff-
iciently pre-paid had the 20 c. (358Rp) coil phosphor stamp affixed, sometimes
together with other stamps) and cancelled with the 'T' in circle cancellation. We
were fortunate in buying a small lot of covers from this period, all addressed to
the 1Schweizerische Kreditanstalt' (Credit Suisse), one of the leading banks, where
a stamp collecting employee spotted this and saved the covers from destruction. The
wonderful thing is that by virtue of the bank's official arrival date mark the
period of use is perfectly documented.

Once this little lot has found its way into various collections it can
reasonably be assumed that no more material can be found and, therefore, we urge
all collectors who are interested in this type of 'postal history' to secure at
least one cover immediately. Our offer is strictly reserved for Helvetia members 
at home and abroad until  September 15th. Only after that.date will orders from
non members be considered. We can offer the following covers:

When ordering please state alternative as only a few covers are available in each
group. 

With 1 coil stamp@
n 2 !I

'I 3 tl

n 5 tt IT

27/6.
32/6.
37/6.
47/6.

(16 available
(18 available
(14 available
(one only available)

• • *
• • •

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS 

1. The 0th International Conference 
for Public Instruction will be

held at the Palais Wilson, Geneva, from
6-15 July, and during this period a
special cancel will be used reading:
'1211 Geneve - Conference internat.
instruction publique.'

2. National Fete celebrations at 
the Rdtli. The special cancel

to be used on 1st August depicts the
Schiller stone and has the inscription:
'8441 Rena - 1.8.1967 BUNDESFEIER
AN HISTORISCHER STATTP,

3. This year two more cities are to
use special pictorial 'National

Fete' cancellations:

a) LAUSANNE - shows the Cathedral and
reads: 11000 LAUSANNE - FEWE

NATIONALE 1.8.1967.'

b) ST. GATJRN - depicts the Saint and
the bear and reads: /9000 ST.

GALLEN - 1.8.1967 - BUNTOESFEIER.'

These may be ordered from the Kreis-
post direcktion 1000 Lausanne or from
Betriebsdienst der Kreispostdirektion
9000 St. Gallen not later than 27th July
1967.

LIECHTENSTEIN ROYAL WEDDING 

It is announced that a Special
postal cancellation will be used on
all mail posted from Vaduz on 29th and
30th July, during the celebrations to
mark the wedding of the Crown Prince
Hans Adam to Countess Marie Agla8
Kinsky on 30th July. This will be
a heraldic postmark with the inscript-
ion: 'VADUZ - VERMAHLUNG - 30.7.1967.1

A special souvenir envelope will
be available to take the commemorative
miniature sheet - to be cancelled as
above - and will be available from the
Postwertzeichenstelle der FUrstlichen
Regierung, 9490 Vaduz at a cost of
Fr.3.50.

STAMPS WORTH WATCHING 

The following are items which are
being 'tipped' at the present time:

The two 1959 'Europa' stamps (Z,349/
350) overprinted for the PTT Conference
at Montreux. Only 650,000 pairs were
issued compared with over 36 million pairs
of the ordinary stamps.

The 1953 Kloten Airport stamp

All 'Pro Aerol stamps, especially
Nos.35 (1941) and No.41 (1946)
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THE S ITTI NG H ELVET IA EP ERF ISSUES 
(Conclusion)

In 1881 a change was made in this series and the stamps were printed on
GRANITE PAPER: A paper with fine red and blue silk threads embedded in it which

was introduced as a further safeguard against forgery. The gum
was better, although rather thick and crackly. The Control Mark remained as be-
fore. The values printed on the granite paper were the 2 c. olive; 5 c. brown;
10 c. red; 15 0. yellow; 20 c. orange; 25 c. green; 40 c. grey; 50 c. purple-
lilac, and the 1 Franc gold. By this time colours for certain purposes were
being adopted, following the recommendations of the first U.P.U. Conference in
Berne in 1874.

The granite paper series had a very short life, because the issue was
superseded in 1882 by the 'Standing Helvetia' (with the 'Cross & Figure' for the
low values), and by an official notice of 14th May 1883, all the stamps of the
issues between 1862 and 1881 were to be declared invalid from October 1st, 1883.
All post offices had to return unsold stocks by October 20th, but the stamps
held by the public could be exchanged for the new ones up to 30th June 1887.

After that date the remaining stocks were offered for sale for
collecting purposes at the following rates:

The other values were not offered singly, but only in sets. A single
set of 9 values was 50 c., but for 10,000 sets the rate per set was 20 0. No
difference was made between the white and the granite papers, but obviously the
proportion of remaining white paper stamps would be very small.

The overprint 'AUSSER KURS 1 was applied to stamps handed in for ex-
change before the decision to sell the remainders. This overprint - signifying
l out of circulation' or 'obsolete' - took two forms, one with capital letters
throughout and the other with the initials only in capitals.

SCARCITY VALUE: As a general rule the early stamps on white paper are scarcer
mint, while those on granite paper are scarce used, especially

of course, the higher values. Unfortunately the release of the remainders
provided ample raw material for the faker, and there are many forged postmarks,
or more difficult still to detect, authentic postmarks deliberately backdated.
Because of this known danger, it is difficult to guarantee any postmark on the
granite paper stamps except on full and complete cover with corroborating
transit and arrival marks.

Because of the way in which the market became flooded with these
remainders the issue fell into disrepute and no subsequent Swiss definitive
issue was 'remaindered.' The 'Sitting Helvetia' purl'. stamps were largely
neglected until comparatively recent times. Now, with the material in much
shorter supply it is found to be one of the most interesting of the early issues,
offering immense scope at no great cost.

During the twenty years of their use, the stamps served a variety of
purposes, and provide a particularly rich field for the collector of postmarks
whichcover almost every early type, from the straight-line to the various forms
of circular cancels, including the neat 'dwarf or 'thimble' types, as well as
other more unusual types, such as Ticino 'ovals.'

Covers bearing these stamps are still plentiful aid as the period of
use covered the early years of the railwqr system and the introduction of the
travelling post office, early T.P.O. cancellations - and also ship letter marks
- are frequently found, often on the reverse of the cover, and, therefore, some-
times overlooked.

1 8 6 2 / 8 2 by LAWRENCE MOORE, F.R.P.S., L.

TBE MTD

WANTED

Our Member, Mr, S.S. Beale of
12, Mont le Grand, Exeter, Devon,
would be glad to hear from anyone
who has spare BUNDESFEIER CARDS,
mint or used.

Or any mint POSTAL STATIONERY
items for disposal, either for cash
nr avrthanDva_

• • •

1 STEHENDE HELVETIA' BOOK

Are there any more members who
wish to order a copy of this book?

We are about to place our final
order with the publishers and do not
want anyone to be disappointed by
ordering too late. Price 15/-d.

nrIFTE arla



• ROUTE. MARKS
A GREAT NEW FIND

Herr Werner Liniger of the PTT
Museum in Bern, who has done so much
valuable research on the subject of
route marks, has just reported in the
'Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitungl a most
important item which has just been dis-
covered and which provides a very int-
eresting piece of postal history.

On 3 August 1692 the stretch of
railway on the Selnau-Sihlbrugg line
as far as Sihlwald was opened. Not
until 1 August 1697 were the last 4 km.
from Sihlwald to Sihlbrugg completed
and thereby the link-up with the
Gotthard line.

Between 3 August 1892 and
1 August 1897 a single-horse postal
coach operated on this section, which
used the cancellation 'ROUTE SIHLWALD.'

The example just found (and
illustrated is an exceptionally clear
cover from ADLISCHWEIL (now Adliswil)
in Ct. Zurich to WEIACH, also in Ct.
Zurich.

In the bottom left corner is a
10 c. 'Cross & Figure' stamp cancelled
with the normal circular mark of
lAdlischweilt which is also repeated in
a straight-line strike at the top. In
tt Eaddition is a circular 'Zurich

at 27.VII.96 and a superb
'ROUTE SIHLWALDI straight-line,

Herr Liniger states that this
hitherto unknown route mark could well
be the last of its kind to be found.

A FURTHER 'TIP'

Among the middle issues the 1930
10 Fr. definitive 1Jungfraul grey-green
in used condition has been rising
steadily, and is the best of the high
values of this period.

THE GOTTHARD MAIL  COACH

Our very good friend, Mr. Jack Beken
on one of his visits to Switzerland, saw in
a museum one of the old postal coaches which
formerly covered the route from Fluelen, on
Lake Lucerne, over the Gotthard Pass & down
to Camerlata in Italy.

As the coach time-table was also on
view he kindly made a copy which he passed
on to us and it is given below:

, T.E.E212_20a2L1.133DIEAL HARD 2

FAHRPLAN

ab 16.20

an 18.00
ab 18.00

an 19.40
ab 19.40

an 21.30
ab 21.40

an 00.10
ab 00.10

a 0.
an :12:410
b120

an

5

ab 02.45

an 04.05
ab 04.05

an 05.15
ab 05.15

an
ab 1°10 :15
an 09.00
ab 09.00

an
ab 1(0):34g

an 12.25
ab 12.25

an 14.10

The curious thing about this time
table is the tightness of the schedule,
where for a journey lasting 22 hours
breaks are Shown of only 10 minutes at
Andermatt and Airolo and 5 minutes at
Bellinzona and Lugano.

How did this allow for the changing
of horses and when was mail taken up or
put off at the intermediate points? Not to
mention possible passengers.

In an article published in our 'News
Letter' a few years ago, Herr Tresch, whose
family have owned for many generations the
Hotel Stern & Post at Amsteg, one of the
relay stations on this route and a post
depot, stated that 15 minutes provided a
very quick change.

Any further comments on this subject
would be very welcome.

E.J.H.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Before the commencement of the
utumn session spare time to look at
your collection and make plans for
additions and studies.

Special attention should be
given to the Middle Issues: Tell Boy,
ell, Helvetia with Sword etc., with

all papers, colour changes, provision-
als, postal stationery, flaws and
arieties, tete-beche and s6-t6nant -
y items are already becoming elusive.

For approval selections of these
d all other tiems - or send Want Lists

FLUELEN

AMSTEG

GOESCHENEN

AUDERMATT

GOTTHARD HOSPIZ

AIROLO

FAIDO

BODIO

OSOGNA

BELLINZONA

BIRONICO

LUGANO

MENDRISIO

CAMERIATA

411.

L....EARN/1S I-1BONG-
14, Low Lane, Torrisholmel

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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STAMP COLLECTING AT SEA
Having received the Helvetia Philatelic Society's 'News Letter' for a

couple of years now and avidly reading all the articles, I thought perhaps a
small contribution from the Forces of Great Britain might interest some. I
can only represent the Navy, but I am sure members of the Society who may be in
either the Army or RAF may have had similar experiences.

I started collecting Swiss stamps at the tender age of 8, and, as my Mother

is Swiss, stamps came very frequently into my collection. Over the years, as
she sorted out drawers of old papers, numerous postcards of Switzerland came to
light with the corners neatly cut off: Needless to say these corners had
found their way into my collection.

In 1959 I joined the Navy and my Swiss collection, now numbering a few
hundred, went with me. The first 3 years of my service saw me at Chatham,
Portland and Portsmouth, haunting the stamp shops of these towns. I bought
the usual sets of recent stamps but the gaps in old sets still remained to be
filled and, not knowing of the existence of the 'Amateur Collector' in those
days, I did not know how to go about filling them.

On to 1962 when I went overseas for the first time - to the island of
Malta in fact. Not long after arrival, and in the company of a friend who was
collecting New Zealand stamps, we went hunting the local shops of the town of
Valetta. The shops in the main street all boasted Maltese stamps, plus many
sets of Commonwealth, so my friend soon had a stock of New Zealand stamps in his
pocket. But Switzerland? "Where is that, sir?" they would say and look
blankly at me. For the first few months I felt despair and wondered if Swiss
stamps had become a rarity on the island, but then somebody suggested I should
visit a tiny shop down one of the back streets, and one day after much walking
I found it. "Swiss stamps, please," I said and the old gentleman produced a
school exercise book from the rear of the shop, in which were stuck about 100.
A few of them were 'Sitting Helvetias' and I smiled for the first time on my
stamp hunting trips. These 100 stamps cost me 10/-, book and all, and I dashed
away quickly, lest he changed his mind

Another time I was on my own down a back street in Valetta when I came
across an old junk shop. Books and other rubbish were practically spilling out
of the doors but there, pinned to the middle of the door, were pages that had
been ripped out of an old stamp album. The pages had gone yellow and were
starting to curl but the stamps, from all countries, were in good condition.
There were quite a few pages and I slowly scanned each one, and my search was
rewarded. Near the bottom of the door was one page full of Swiss stamps, about
30 in all, nearly all 'Sitting Helvetia' and some 'Tell Boy.' But the one stamp
that caught my eye was a rStrubel.' There, slap in the middle, unperforated,
all four frame lines showing and a clear date stamp in the middle, was a stamp
I thought I would never see in my collection. The owner, an old man, was stand-
ing behind me and I asked him how much for the whole page. Ten shillings was
the reply. I pointed out some flaws on the other stamps and after haggling
over the price and throwing in a 1/- Bic as well I had the whole page for 3/6d1

Later on, nearing the end of my term in Malta, I found a stamp dealer who
warned me that he didn't have much call for Swiss stamps but managed to produce
Some sets which I bought, and a mint Air Mail.  Unfortunately for him, he
looked up the -wrong stamp and sold it to me for 6d.

Back in England again in 1963 I slowly started filling the gaps in some of
the old 'Pro Patria' sets that I had and in January 1966 I joined HMS NUBIAN. I
was surprised to find that there were many other sailors on board who collected
stamps, but mostly commonwealth or Great Britain. "Switzerland?" they would say,
"Why Switzerland?" But they all looked through their 'swops' to see if they had
any I might have missed, although none came to light. I joined the NUBIAN in
Singapore and there again I went stamp hunting with some lads who knew where the
shops were. Here, as in Malta, haggling over price was the order, and it was
surprising how many stamps could be picked up for a few cents. I am still on
the NUBIAN at the time of writing and I have been to Singapore, Cochin, Gibraltar,
Malta, Aden, Mombassa, Mauritius and Bahrain up the Persian Gulf, and in all these
places I either had blank stares some wouldn't even believe the place existedl)
or they pulled out musty old books and I could pick up bargains galore. Mind you,
the secret is not to go to the modern shops, but to stray off the main streets and

(Continued overleaf)
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TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS 

Commencing 12th July:

K.443 1451 L'AUBERSON Visitez son
Muse d'automates

K.444 1450 STE-CROIX - Centre
Tourist ique

K.445 4934 MADISWIL Linksmadedorf'
im Oberaargau

K.446 7499 SCIVITTEN (AIBULA)-
Rnhiger Ferienort

K.447 6952 CANOBBIO Balcone su
Lugano

The above cancel for Ste-Croix
replaces the one put into use in 1950.

Commencing 20th July:

K.448 4313 MOHLIN - Dorf der drei
Kirchen

K.449 9462 MONTLINGEN Prnhistorische
Fundstntte

K.450 9402 MUSCHWIL - Zwischen
Bodensee und St. Gallen

K.451 NIEDERURNEN Ausgangsort
fUr Wanderungen

K.452 9428 WAIZENHAUSEN Baldon Uber
dem Bodensee

K.453 7531 MUSTAIR - Frescos Carolingas
The cancels for M8hlin and Salzen-

hausen replace those put into use in
1944 and 1946 respectively.

CASAIOctilS1967

AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS

Auto 2 Tramelan - Concours hippique
national - 29/30 July

" 3 Mellingen - Bldg. Pontonier,-
wettfahren - 9 July

3 Bern - Wachtturm Kongress 1967
20-21 July

SLOGAN CANCELS 

bUfa 12-16 Sept. 67- BUrofach-
Ausstellung Zurich 11 - 8000 Zurich

to 16 Sept.
Badenfahr 1967 12-20 Aug -

5400 Baden 1 - 20 Aug.
Tell Freilichtspiele Interlaken -

3800 Interlaken to 31 Aug
Spectacle 'Son et Lumi6ret Sion -

1950 Sion 1 - 31 Aug.
Internat. Musikfestwochen Luzern -

16 Aug - 7 Sept. 1967 -
6000 Lucerne 6 July - 5 September

Concours hippique national Tramelan
27 au 30.VII.1967 - 2500 Biel,
2800 Lelemont, 1 - 30 July

Marche-concours nationale de chevaux
Saignelegier 12/13 aout 1967 -
2300 La Chaux-de-Fonds

1- 13 Aug.
Int. Pferdesporttage Modestadt

St.Gallen 8-10 Sept, 1967. -
9000 St.Gallento 19 Aug and
from 4 - 9 September

011on Villars 26-27 aout champ. du
monde + d'europe - 1000 Lausanne

Aug.
Fetes de Gen6ve 11-13 aout 67 -
1200 Geneva 17 July - 13 Aug.

ft

EUROPE - 50th Edition

Price: 57/- 3/- postage
With thumb index: 66/- + 3/- postage

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN

Price: 6/6d. + 10d. postage

Bilingual: Text in German and French

Switzerland complete with Railway Stamps
Liechtenstein and Campione d'Italia.
About 200 pages with listing of the most
important varieties, prices for mint and
used block of 4 and FMC's, also numbers
of stamps issued. Well illustrated.

Place your order with:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED
27 Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2

SUPPLEMENTS to the Catalogues are pub-
lished in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN
ZEITUNG. Annual Fee: 25/-d.

For first-class stamps:

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND& EUROPE 

Send your Want Lists to:

(ZUMSTEIN & CIE) (Propr.Hertsch&Co.)

F.O.B. 2585, CH-3001, Berne 1,
Switzerland.

POSTAL CODES 

Germany: D-775 Konstanz
Austria: A-6800 Feldkirch
France: F-67 Strasbourg
Italy: I-10100 Torino

For Switzerland 'CH' should be used,
e.g. CH-900I St.Gallen and 'FL' for
Liechtenstein.

STAMP COLLECTING AT SEA (Continued
from previous page)

find the little shops that have a
few foreign stamps stuck in their
dirty windows. And, if one is lucky,
who knows, it is still possible to
pick up anything from a 1Strubelt to a
'Double Geneva'

The PTT Weekly Bulletin No.30 of
30th June states that a 5 figure
postal code is to be introduced in
Italy as from 1st July.

It is emphasised that correspond-
ence should have the initial letter
of the country before the code number
and town, i.e.
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NEW ISSUES ON EPTEMBER i8TH
PUBLICITY STAMPS, SECOND SERIES AND NEW DEFIN1TIVES

Following the preliminary announcement in last months 
! Helvetia News Letter',

full details of the new issues have now been received.

(a) PUBLICITY POSTAGE STAMPS (Second Series)

10 c. 50 Years of Swiss Week, 1917-1967. The institution of Swiss Week
which was set up during the First

World War for the promotion of products of Swiss manufacture, now celebrates
its 50 years of existence. The gear wheel in the design is used as a
symbol for the interaction of economic forces and Swiss precision work.

20 c. 5_0_Lt2xs_2stnt_younda e ed 191-196. The Foundation for
the Aged, established

under the patronage of the 1 Schweizerische Gemeinntitzige Gesellschaft' (Swiss
Benevolent Society) in October 1917, engages in old-age welfare work. The
stamp marking the Jubilee shows the sun and an hourglass as symbols of life.

30 0. Opening of the San BernardinoRoadTunnel. Towards the end of this year
the road tunnel through the

San Bernardino will be placed in service, providing the country with a second
internationally important north-south link open throughout the year. The
stamp shows a northern view of the San Bernardino massif, and the tunnel
entrance.

50 c. 75 Years of the Central Office for International Railway Transport 1893-1968. 

On let January 1893 the first international agreement on railway transport
entered into force, followed in 1924 by the Agreement for the Regulation of
International Railway Passenger and Goods Transport. The Central Office in
Bern supervises the implementation of these agreements, which are of great
importance for international railway transport. The sieised railway wheel
,,Lthin the lightly outlined globe shown on the stamp points to the international
significance of the railways.

Technical details are as follows:

10 c. Gear wheel and emblem of Swiss week: 4 colours (green/, greY, red!, lt.blue)
20 c. Hourglass and sun: 3 colours (red/yellow/green)

San30 c. S Bernardino massif: 3 colours (green violet/red)
50 c. Railway wheel and globe: 4 colours (Blue, reddish-blue/grey/yellow)

Designers: 10 c. Hans-Rudolf Lauterburg, Bolligen
20 c. Heinrich nmpel, Zurich
30 c. Burkard Waltenspfil l Basel
50 c. Werner Mftlemann, Bern

Printers & Process: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds

Stamp size: 36 x 26 mm. Picture size: 33 x 23 mm.

Paper: White postage stamp paper with luminous substance, lightly coated with
violet fibres.

No.of sheets per cylinder: 4 (A.B.0. & D). 22.2.2f_st2E2s_pr sheet: 25

Continued ...
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SEPTEMBER NEW 'SOBS (Continued)

b) DEFINITIVE STAMPS AND INLAND POSTCARD: Revised postal rates for parcels and
inland postcards, which come into

force on 1st November 1967, necessitate new stamps for parcels which will be
additions to the 'Architectural Monuments' series:

70 c. Iliussy-H8chhusl, Wblfenschiessen (Nidwalden). One colour: brown
This is one of - if not the - oldest chalet type houses in

Switzerland and is very carefully preserved.

Fr. 2.- A Pro Castle Seedorf (Uri). Two colours: orange, background chamois
security tone For further details see below).

Fr.2.50 St. Oswald's Church Zug. Two colours: green, background chamois
security tone). Probably the finest late Gothic parish church in

Switzerland, begun in 1478 and the tower added in 1557. The exterior is
rich in sculptures, both Gothic (ca.1500) and later.

Fr.3.50 Benedictine Abbez_of Engelberg (Obwalden). Two colours: violet, back-
ground chamois security tone). The present buildings with their

beautiful painted ceilings and wood carvings date from 1730-37 having
been rebuilt after a fire in 1729.

Designer: Hans Hartmann, Mniz. Steel en aeaLy____Ain: Albert Yersin, Echandens

Printers & Process: Line engraved intaglio printing by the Postage Stamp Printing
Office PTT, Bern

Stamp size: 24 x 29 mm. Picture size: 21 x 26 mm.

Paper: White paper for line engraved intaglio printing, with luminous
substance and violet mixture of fibres

No of sheets per cylinder: 4 (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4). 11.o1staaps sheet: 50

The new postcard with appropriately designed postage figure and desig-
nation of country on a background impregnated with luminous substance meets the
requirements of machine handling of letters and cards. It is produced by the
letterpress process by the Postage Stamp Printing Office PTT in Bern.

The new stamps and cards will be on sale at all post offices and mobile
offices from 18th September; the publicity postage stamps being issued in place
of ordinary stamps - unless the latter are expressly asked for - until stocks are
exhausted. They will also be available from the philatelic agencies in Bern,
Basel, Geneva, Lausanne and Zurich with appropriate cancellations.  The First
Day cancellation used in Bern reads: 3000 BERN - 18.9.1967 - AUSGADETAG. Collect-
sheets and folders will also be available.

Five special First Day covers are available for the publicity stamps,
four having an appropriate designed vignette for each stamp and the fifth for
the series. One special cover is available for the new definitives.

SCHLOSS A PRO
The castle of A Pro at Seedorf, in Canton Uri, which is featured on

the Fr. 2.- definitive stamp, a medieval style structure 400 years old, has
been saved from becoming a ruin by the efforts of the cantonal authorities of
Uri and many private donations. During the past two years it has been com-
pletely restored inside and out.

The castle was built between 1556 and 1558 by the Swiss knight Jakob
A Pro. The A Pros were not natives of Uri and the surname suggests that they
came originally fda Prato', that is from Prato in the Livinental, known now as
the Leventina. Jakob A Pro came to Uri in 1513, where he set up as a wine and
corn merchant, soon acquiring a fortune and being appointed to various offices.
In due course this ambitious man, who would nowadays probably be described as
one of the 'newly rich', decided to build a castle on the medieval pattern.

Originally it stood on the bank of the river Reuss but is now situated
some 200 yards away. Built in late Gothic style it presents a romantic appearance
with its steep gables and its encircling walls guarded by a moat.

From now on part of the castle will be used for receptions and the
holding of functions such as classical concerts, while the rest will comprise a

-- . \
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THE STANDING HELVETIA ISSUES
1882  - 1907 By LAURENCE MOORE

A paper presented in a joint study and display to the Helvetia Philatelic
Society (Yorks Group) _in February 1967.

No other Swiss issue offers such scope tor the student because,
although there were only seven values and the design - with only minor modifi-
cations - remained constant for 25 years, there were changes of colour with many
nuances of shade. The gauge of perforation was altered several times, and
there were, of course, the two impressed Control Narks, as well as plate wear
with many repairs, re-engravings and retouches, together with other errors and
varieties, bringing the total of separately collectable stamps up to a very large
number.

Let us first examine the reason for the line-engraved issue and the
method of production.

By the year 1879 it was realised that the 'Sitting Helvetia' stamps
of 1862-81, relief printed but gummed before printing, were too slow and too
expensive to produce now that the numbers required were so much greater. It
was agreed that there must be a quicker and cheaper method of printing and the
line-engraved process was decided upon; but several difficulties were encount-
ered, and it was not until April 1882 that the 'Standing Helvetia' appeared for
values of 20 c. upwards.

In the meantime, experiments in line-engraving were made and the
'Libertas' essays were designed. The dies for the 20 c. & 25 c. values were
ordered from MUllhaupt and were actually delivered by them to the postal
authorities. Die proofs of these, espeoially on the original oval thick card,
are greatly desirable, but so-called 'proofs' of other values, although fairly
common, can only regarded as unofficial. The Libertas Head design was not
adopted, because it was decided that at long last Mother Helvetia should 'stand
up for herself". The basic frame of the Libertas design - the value tablets
and the band of stars symbolising the 22 cantons - was retained and although
there was an intermediate essay of Standing Helvetia with no upper corner values,
the ultimately adopted design showed them back in position.

Printing of the 'Standing Helvetia' was at first by NUllhaupt of
Bern by the copper-plate process. From the original steel die, matrices were
prepared and from these were made service patrices which were pressed into a
graphited mass of soft lead, then alloyed by an electrolytic process with copper
to produce the I galvanos t . The actual printing plates at first were of 200
stamps. Hand presses were used and the ink colours mixed by hand as required.
Hence the variation of impression and the many shades. From 1900, the engraver
Girardet, on his own initiative, installed machine presses, using plates of
400 types divided into 4 fields of 100 stamps. In 1904 the galvano method was
dropped in favour of acid etched steel plates.

PERFORATION. Gumming; followed by perforating was done at the Federal Hint
in Bern. The space on the printing plates between individual

stamps was roughly 5 mm., but after printing and drying, followed by gumming and
drying, the paper shrank so that the space could be as narrow as 3 mm. The
perforating machinery was not reliably accurate, and really well-centred stamps
are exceptional. We collectors are a comical crowd, and while we shun what we
call badly centred stamps where the design leaves a much wider white margin on
one side that the other, we leap for joy if we find the perforation so misplaced
that it hits part of the adjoining stamp:

Herr Hunziger of Basle, the well-known Expert, in a recent number of
the 'Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung', shows two enlarged illustrations, one of
which is of a 25 c. (Z.73E) with a sideways shift of the design to the right
well into the perforations, while the alignment is so bad that the top
perforations go immediately across the head of 'Helvetia.'

The perforation gauge is often so irregular that it cannot be measured
to the catalogue scale. Herr Jnggli-Weber at one time measured the precise
variation of some of the perforations, and his table is sham on page 110 of the
Zumstein 'Handbuch'. A perforation measuring gauge of the normal type is not
really required to distinguish the various perfs., because it is usually suffic-
ient to count the number of vertical teeth, as follows:

Perf. 14 vertical teeth Perf. x 11 13 Ina?'
" (see note under 'Control Marks')" ... 11

x 12 ... 14 vertical
(Cont. on page 48) teeth.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SERVICE

One of our members -
MR. W. R. MORRISON, of 'Tor Uaine/,
William Street, Helensburgh, Dunbarton-
shire, Scotland, is willing, from
SEPTEMBER onwards, to accept orders for
the photographing of stamps.

Since the use of special equipment
is not involved, the following points
should be noted:

It is not possible to bring up
stamps under heavy postmnrks, or to show
watermarks. Yellow stamps (e.g. 15 0.
Sitting Helvetia perf.) are extremely
difficult to photograph. In general,
any stamp wHoh can be seen clearly can
be photographed, but if a stamp or
portion of a stamp is not clearly visible
under a magnifying glass (e.g. many
retouches of /Standing Helvetia'), then
it will not photograph satisfactorily.

These points are emphasised to
avoid possible disappointment.

If members are interested, the
. proposed procedure is as follows:

1. Stamps or covers, fully protected
and packed, should be sent by

registered post or recorded delivery,
together with full return costs and a
suitable envelope for return.

2. Negatives will be made as soon as
possible and the stamps etc.

returned within a few days. Prints
will follow in due course.

3. Prints will be made of the size
required, and unless otherwise

requested, will be of the whole item.
If only portions of the stamp(s) are
required, an explanatory note and/or
sketch should be provided. The finish
will be glossy, unless matt or lustre
is preferred.

4. Negatives will cost 1/- each and
prints will be:

4 x 3" ... 9d. each

..... MOM WI,.

Editor's Note: Examples of the work
have been seen and are

excellent, It is felt that this is a
service which could well be of great
use to members

LONDON GROUP - Autumn Meetings will
commence on Wednesday, October 11th. The
full programme will be published next
month.

LIECHTENSTEIN NEW ISSUES

On 28th September will be issued
(a) 3 new stamps bearing symbols of
Christianity; (b) a commemorative
stamp for Johann Baptist }Michel, and
(c) a stamp for EFTA. Details are:

ALPHA & OMEGA; 3 colours:
wine red/dk Brown/gold
CROSS, symbol of victory);
(Tropaia); 4 colours:
ochre/orange/blue/gold
MONOGRAM OF CHRIST; 3
colours: bIueidk-brn/gold

Designer: George Maier, Mauren
Printers: Heliogravure by Courvoisier
Stamp size etct 26 x 36 (23 x 33) mm,

in sheets of 20 stamps
Paper: White with brown & green fibres

(b) 1 Fr. Portrait of JOHANN BAPTIST
}MICHEL, preacher, teacher,
historian and poet; 2
colours: green/brown

Heinrich Heusser, Oberggeri
Two colour printing by the
Postage Stamp Printing
Works PTT, Bern

etct 26 x 41 (23 x 38) mm.
in sheets of 20 stamps.
White, with luminous sub-
stance violet fibres

SYMBOLIC - incorporating
letters EFTA; 4 colours:
gmn-oliveigreen/rediblue

Josef Seger, Vienna
Heliogravure by Courvoisier

etc% 36 x 26 (33 x 23) mm.
in sheets of 20
White with green & brown

fibres.

All the above may be ordered
from the Postwertzeichenstelle des
Fgrstlichen Regierung, 9490 Vaduz from
25 September, A special first day
cancellation: 'AUSGABETAG - 28.9.1967
- VADUZ/ will be used.

AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS 

Auto 2 SAIGNELEGIER Marche-concours
national de chevaux

12/13 August.
" 2 CHESIERES - Course inter-

nationale de cote 011on-Villars
22/27 August

" 4 BALEN - 120 Jahrfeier Spanisch .-
Brgtlibahn Badenfahr 1967 -

12/13 August

STANDING HELVETIA ISSUES (Continued)

Although the ll and the ll x 12 both
show 14 teeth vertically the two can
be separated because the first has the
early broad oval Control Mark, while
the latter has the narrow oval
(KZ.II).

Next month we will deal with
the Control Marks.

(To be continued)

&ix d"... 1/6d.
82 x 62"... 2/6d. "
10 x 8" •.. 4/-d. "

Sizes include some white margin. Post...
age and packing of prints extra - allow
the cost of one print of the largest
size ordered.

The bill will be sent with the
returned stamps, unless cash is

sent with order.

(a) 20 Rp.

30 Rp.

70 Rp.

Designer:
Printers:

Stamp size

Paper:

(c) 50 Rp.

Designer:
Printers:
Stamp size

Paper:
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The issue of stamps, known in general terms as the 'Historical Series',
which appeared in 1941, in the middle of World War II, not inappropriately had
Swiss warriors as the theme. Many ideas for subjects for the new issue were
submitted by eminent artists in a national competition, but it was not until the
idea of using historical figures from paintings by old Swiss artists was put
forward that a suitable theme was found, embodying not only past achievements but
also emphasizing the perils of the time.

For the 50 0. value consideration was given first to the works of the
famous artist Urs Graf (1496 - 152-) 1 then later to a group of 'Old Swiss' and a
design of a single figure, all in turn rejected and eventually the final choice
consisted of an interpretation of the statue by James Vibert which stands in the
entrance hall of the Bundeshaus - the Parliamentary Building - in Bern, represent-
ing the 'Oath of the Three Swiss'.  Although the rather harsh lines of the statue
appear a little flat, compared to the more vital subjects of the other values, it
nevertheless emphasises the spirit of steadfastness on which the Confederation was
founded and has endured, and at the same time provides a link between the previous
issue and the new series.

On the 60 c. value the figure of Tell was again used, but instead of the
familiar portrait from the Kissling monument at Altdorf, the new figure was a far
more militant one from a painting by Ferdinand Miler (1853-1918), Switzerland's
most celebrated painter, noted for his battle pictures.

From Odler's famous painting, 'The Retreat from Marignano
l come the

designs for the 70 c. and 80 c. values; the 'Fighting Warrior' and the 'Dying
Warrior'. Yet another famous painter, Nicolas-Manuel Deutsch (1484-1530
provided the inspiration for the 90 c. stamp with the flamboyant 'Standard Bearer'.

The subjects for these five values were all full-length figures, but
for the remaining stamps bust portraits of outstanding Swiss military leaders were
chosen. On the 1 Fr, is the portrait - by an unknown artist - of Colonel Ludwig
Pfyffer (

1 524-1594) who, it is said, inspired such loyalty among his officers that
many of them paid their own expenses to be in his regiment. He saw much service
in France, particularly during the Huguenot risings, but lived to retire to his
native Lucerne where he became known as the Uncrowned King of Switzerland.

Jfirg Jenatsch (1596-1639) who is shown on the Fr.1.20 stamp, was one
of the most striking figures in the troubled history of the Grisons in the 17th
century. He was involved in many conspiracies and was leader of one in 1637
resulting in the expulsion of the French from the Grisons. He came to an untimely
end, being assassinated during a banquet in Chur by members of the Plantas family.
His career is important by reason of the long conflict between France and Spain
for possession of the Valtellina, a major episode in the Thirty Years War.

General Francois de Reynold (1642-1722) who appears on the Fr41.50
stamp, had a less spectacular career, but nevertheless played an important part in
the country's history. He was Chief of the Swiss Army on foreign soil and was
also a Marshal of France. He was one of the great fighters for the independence
of the French speaking Swiss.

Lastly, on the Fr.2.- stamp is seen Colonel Joachim Forrer (1782-1833)
a native of St.Gallen, who commanded the Swiss Army during the Napoleonic Wars,
and was one of the founders of the modern Swiss Army.

The whole series was produced in line engraving by that master of
his craft, Karl Bickel, whose superb attention to detail is so well demonstrated,
particularly in the 'Standard Bearer', in the elaborate costume of Ludwig Pfyffer
and in the lace collar of Jurg Jenatsch.

Because this series was in use for a long period it is worthyof close
study, although singularly free of major varieties. The 70 c. and 80 c. values
have broken frame lines and there are distinct shade differences in the Fr.1.50
and Fr.2.-. A major re-entry, now Sficially recognised, occurs on the Fr.1.50
in the word 'Helvetia' and inscription at the top, and there is a double print of
the Fr.2.-

E.J.R.

---o0o---



MEOURSHIP LIST 

Since the circulation of the new list
last month a number of amendments have
been received, as follows:

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:

TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS

The following pictorial cancels are being
withdrawn and replaced with new ones
bearing the same designs but including
the postal code numbers.
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DAVIES, P., 36, Gerard Read, Alcester,
Warwickshire.

8875
6828

AMDEN
BALERNA

8064
6010

KERNS
KRLENS

FORT, R., 30, Corringham Road,
Wembly Park, Middx.

3294 BUREN-an-der- 6605
AAEE 4322

LOCARNO 5
MOPE

HOLTON, W.T.t 21, St. Michael's Crescent,
Luton, Beds.

6900
6976

CASSARATE
CASTAGNOLA

1441
6877

RUTLI
RUVIGLIANA

ROCKEY, Lt.Col W.K., 9, Melrob Street,
Forest Hills Apts.,Anna-

1605
6487

CHEXBRES
GOESCHENEN

7279
6353

SEEWIS DORF
WEGGIS

polis, Maryland, U.S.A. 1882 GRTON

UNITED NATIONS MOBILE EXHIBITION

A mobile exhibition with the theme
'United Nations Stamps: Messengers of
Peace & International Co-operation will
Tour 7 Swiss cities between 15th August
& 3rd September 1967. The PTT Auto No.3
will be in attendance using a special
cancel reading: 'BUREAU DE POSTE AUTO-
MOBILES - 15.8 - 3.9.1967 - EXPOSITION
ITINERANTE DES TIMBRES POSTES DES
NATIONS UNIES' and U.N. symbol in base.

Lausanne (Place de la Republic) 15/16 Aug.
Neuchatel(Place Numa Droz) 17/18
Bern (Klein Schanze) 19/21 "
Lucerne (Bahnhofplatz) 23/24 "
Zurich (BUrkliplatz) 25/27 "
Basel (BarfUsserplatz -

Klagenmauer) 28/30
Geneva (Rotonde du Quai du

Mont Blanc)

For first-class stamps:

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE

send your Want List to:

(  •.ZUMSTEIN& CIE.)(Propr.Hertsch & Co.
P.O.B. 2585, CH 3001 BERNE,
Switzerland.

,
Montreux septembre musical -

(J820 Montreux to 30th Sept.
Settimane musicali agosto-ottobre Ascona-

i 6612 Ascona to 30 Sept.
Basler Freilichtspiele Egmont Goethe

' Beethoven, MUnsterplatz 19 bis
30 August - 4000 Basel

1011on-Villars 26-27 aoUt champ. du monde
d'Europe - 1000 Lausanne 2-26 Aug

Braderie Fete de la montre 2-3 sept.1967.
La Chaux-de-Fonds - 2300 La Chaux-
de-Fonds 1-13 Aug. on alt. days.

S WITZERLAND

Irice 1:10-,z44 will be all too evident
when the autumu .,..,1,11,0gues are
published. So be wio,o_ Check
up on your requirements and
your Want Lists to me.

Apart from the early issues
there are many sections which should
not be overlooked: Sitting Helvetia
perf., Standing Helvetia, Tell series,
Airmails, early Pro Juventutes and
Pro Patrias, Tete-beche and Se-tenant,
etc. etc. -- These and many more are
available from my stock.JJiiiith f 01\1(1

1

New cancels as from 10th August:

3771 ST.STEPHAN Sonnig und Nebel-
frei 1000 m.

6452 SISIKON Tellskapelle -
Axenstrasse

6422 STEINER - Im Stauffacherland
9220 BISCHOFSZELL an Thur & Sitter
8722 KAITBRUNN Naturschlitzgebiet

( ZUMSTEIN) CATALOGUES 1968.

EUROPE -, 51st Edition

Price: 57/- + 4/6d. postage & packing
With thumb index: 66/- +. 4/6d.

postage & packing
SWTIZERLAND/
LIECHTENSTEIN Price 7/- + 10d. post &

packing.
Text in French/German,
Totally revised, with new illustrations
printed on de luxe paper. Prices for
Blocks of Four, Ease's. - Quantity
figures - Major Varieties. 220 pages
strongly bound.

Place your order with:
HARMS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED,
27 Maiden Lane, Strand, London W02.

SUPPLEMENTS to the Catalogues are pub-
lished in the 'BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-
ZE1TUNGI. Annual fee 24/-, with extra
supplements on white sheet: 26/-d.

SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS 

48e Comptoir suisse Lausanne 9-24 Sept.
1967 - 1000 Lausanne to 24 Sept.

OHA Oberlgndische Herbstausstellung
31 Aug. - 9 Sept. 67 -
3800 Thun to 7 Sept.

ZIASPA, 18 Zarcher Herbstschau 28 Sept.
8 Okt.67 - Zurich 8000 to 19 Aug.
and from 1 Sept. - 7 Oct.

WEGA, Gewerbe- und Landwirtschafts-

2/ 3 Sept. ausstellung Weinfelden. 29 Sept. -
3 Okt.1967 - 8570 Weinfeldeh to

. 30 Se tP

14 Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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SOLDIER STAMPS OF SWITZERLAND
By E. J. RAWNSLEY

Many collectors of Swiss stamps find that regimental or soldier stamps
can provide a subject for an interesting sideline, although some purists may
not regard them as strictly philatelic, since they were not issued by the postal
authorities. Nevertheless, the fact that their use as stamps was sanctioned
and accepted by the postal authorities and that their use covers two periods in
the postal history of the country, does give them an official character.

Soldier stamps - to give them their generally accepted title - have
been issued only during the two World Wars, 1914-18 and 1939-45, when Switzerland
although a neutral country, had to keep a large force on active service, engaged
principally on frontier guard duties. It is not always realised
that such forces, although non-combattant, suffered heavy losses
resulting from accidents such as avalanches, while guarding mount-
ain passes, as well as from the virulent influenza epidemic which

swept over Europe towards the end of
World War I. The regular postage issues
of the monument to Les Rangiers (Z.NF 6)
and the memorial at Porch, near Zurich
(Z. NF 16), which represents the flame
of sadrifice, pay tribute to those who
served.

Monument at Pooh The Swiss Army is based entirely on 'Los Rangiersi
the militia system and is not a standing army, which

is forbidden by the Federal Constitution. A General is appointed only during
a war; at other times all its members, from private to colonel, from the age
of 19 to 40, after an initial training period, continue to follow their normal
occupations and are then called up only for brief periods, for refresher courses
or on mobilisation. The only exceptions are instructors, who are professionals
and corps and divisional commanders who aive full-time service.

In Switzerland, as in other countries, the servicemen enjoy exemption
from postage for their mail. All letters had to bear a seal or rubber stamp
of the C.O. in order to be passed free of charge by the post office.

The Swiss stamp dealer, Paul Locher of Spiez, who became a specialist
in the soldier stamps, published catalogues listing the stamps issued in each
of the Wars, copies of which, alas, are now very difficult to find. Volume I
(1914-18) is the most comprehensive, since fewer stamps are involved, and
includes information such as the names of the designers - many of them well known
Swiss artists, the names of the printers, numbers issued and other relevant facts
such as major varieties etc.

The idea of the stamps came from Oberlt. Fred Bieri, a Bernese artist,
who in June 1915, while serving as an adjutant in the 38th Battalion, designed
the first two stamps (listed in the catalogue as Nos. 214/215); these were
distributed to soldiers as souvenirs.

Then on 16th March 1916 the Lesezirkel Hottingham organised in Zurich
a charity fete for the benefit of soldiers at which 3 stamps (Nos.331/3) were
sold and realised the sum of Fr.588.

However, the credit for initiating the use of such stamps to provide



A aesign by
Fred Bieri

Feld postkarte .von der Truppe
rte postale militaire a l'usage de la tire*
Gartolina postale militate ad uso dole tru_ _

... ..

P41me des Aboendeos.
Nom de le del alittecl,..
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SOLDIER STAMPS OF SWITZERLAND (Continued)

comforts for soldiers and grants to dependents of those who
lost .their lives, must go to the 11th Regiment (Solothurn).
Dr. Stiner, the regimental doctor, in May of 1916, organised
the sale of soldier stamps, which for this regiment alone,
between then and demobilisation brought in a revenue of
Fr.30,000. Other units quickly took up the idea and so
soldier stamps were born.

It is stated that the price at which the stamps were sold
was not uniform, but varied from 5 to 20 Rp. for the perfor*
ated stamps and up to 50 Rp. for the imperforate. They were
mostly sold through the Quartermaster Offices and the proceeds
paid into a central fund.

As the issue of these stamps was gradual, the bulk of them
making their appearance during 1917-18, the number issued during
World War I is not very high, with a total of some 390 issues,
for many units used the same designs, merely altering the
inscription. Due to the prevailing methods of printing there
are many varieties, flaws etc. all of which add to the number.

They were produced by lithography, typography or hello-
gravure., and consisted mainly of small sheets ranging from as

low as a pair up to some six issues which were in sheets of over
100 stamps. Many were multi-coloured and although the printing
may seem a little crude compared with present day techniques,
they were the forerunners of this type, employing up to 5

different colours, at a time when the official Pro Juventute arms stamps were in
only 3 colours, a point which in itself makes them particularly interesting.
The designs naturally are largely based on patriotic emblems, military subjects
and so on. Among the many famous printing firms employed were Benziger & Cie
of Einsiedeln and Orell-Fassli of Zurich.

It is stated in the catalogue that the Army was reorganised in 1925 and
thereforev.the
listing of the
various groups,
which follow
the inscript-
ions_ on the
stamps them-
selves, are
according to
the old•
system in

,which the Army /1",

co/

ocAN,

es
4 1 )

Cwas divided into
6 Divisions, plus
a number of aux-
illiary units
which included
the then very
small Air Force,
Field Post,
Military Police,
Reserves, etc. The cancellations used are military ones, ranging from the
simple 'Field Post' to the more elaborate types as shown in the above illustrations.
The next instalment will deal with the issues of World War II.

(To be continued

F. P. No S. -- 0. 8( 13. V11. 17. 1,000,00(
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1 86 2  - 1 907 By Lawrence Moore
Part II.

THE CONTROL MARKS 

The first mask shows a cross formed of 5 almost perfect squares,
4 for the arms and 1 in the centre - a I Greek l cross. This was considered to

be a heraldic error and it was altered in 1894 to a cross with arms longer
than their breadth. The oval of the second mark is slightly slimmer and the

two lines of the oval almost run into one, whereas in the first mark there is
a distinctly visible space between them.

The mark was impressed into the paper before printing by a steel
plebe of 400 marks. The earlier 'Sitting Helvetia' were impressed from the

back, but by the time the 'Standing Helvetia' were
 being planned it was done from the front. That is,

the stamps were printed on the same side on which the

o r
va..4 mark had been applied. This explains why sometimes

it can be so difficult to detect. A particularly
difficult distinction is between Types 

I C' (Zumstein
660 to 710) and Types I D I (Zumstein 66D to 72D).
Both issues have the same perforation (11i x 11) and
by the time the 'C' types were printed, the control
Marks on the impression plate were becoming well worn,

so that on most stamps the mark is indistinct. This was the last use of the

broad oval and the 'D I issue was the first use of the narrow one.

If the postmark date on the 'C
I type falls between 1891 and 1893 it

is simple. Otherwise the only real test is to immerse the stamp in a slowly

drying fluid (ordinary water will do). Careful observation during the

drying period will usually be rewarded by a short but clear view of the mark,

which retains the fluid until last. Herr Bahler recommends the use of benzene

for this test. Some collectors have made a metal measuring gauge rather like

a double-ended screwdriver, one end the precise width of the wide oval, and

the other end similar in width to the narrow oval; but the glimpse during the

fluid-drying process is brief and it is far better to get the two control marks

firmly fixed in the mind's eye.

VARIETIES AND ERRORS 

With continual use over a long period the plates were subject to the

usual accidents and the work being printed often 
guttered from the results of

either carelessness or other mishap. While most collectors know perfectly

well the main causes of errors it might be well here to mention the main ones,

with notes on the effect on the issue under review.

1. Perforation errors. Misplaced perforations have already been mentioned,
but there are also the usual perforation defects, such

as blind perfs, caused by missing perforation pins and other errors to which

the early perforated stamps of any ceuntry were subject.

2. Plate defects and plate wear. The results of defective and cracked plates
can be seen on many of the stamps, usually

in the form of hairlines, slightly bow-shaped, although some are 'trapeze

formed'. One well-known plate defect is 'Helvetia with a long pen behind her
ear' (66E Pf.4). Apart from cracks, the plates suffered other defects and
perhaps the best-known of all is the 

I IMLVETIL I plate flaw, which can be found

om167D, 68E and 88A. Actually the wavy white line across the top of the
letter is not at all like the cross stroke of the 

IT', but we like to use

fanoiful and easily recognised names in such cases.

The original plates served only to produce the service plates and were

never used to print the stamps direct. Because of continual wear the service

plates were often repaired or renewed. Repairing consisted either of retouching,

burnishing or re-engraving defective or weakly defined parts of single clichees.

Repair was usually to the service plates and only exceptionally to the original

plates. From the stamps themselves it is impossible to detect whether the

repair was to the original or to the service plate. Retouching was done by the

use of different instruments, the burnishing steel, the roulette or the burin, and

the tool used can be deduced by the effect on the stamps - uniform or irregular,

in the form of lines or a pattern of dots. In 1901 the service plates of all

values were replaced by new ones prepared from the original dies.  The later

plates of the 25 o & 40 0. values were no longer electrotypes but were produced
by the new method of etching on steel.

(To be continued....)

The 2 Control Marks
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In November 1967 will be published the

ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED 
CATALOGUE 

SWITZERLAND / LIECHTENSTEIN XiXth Edn.

Price: about 35/- postage

The trustworthy guide for specialists of
the stamps of these two countries.

Other Zumstein Catalogues:

EUROPE 1968: Price 57/- + 4/6 post/packin
With thumb index 66/- 4/6 -do.*

SWIAZERIAND LIECHTENSTEIN 1 68 - Pocket •

size. Price 7/- 10d. post/ king

LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec: Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley

PROGRAMME FOR 1967-68 

Wed, Oct. 11 EARLY ISSUES UP TO 
RAYON III - All Members

" Nov. 9 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Dec. 13 POSTMARKS - All Members -

and Auction
.122.
Wed. Jan. 10 STRUBELIS, PRE-STAMP AND

EARLY COVERS - Guest
Speaker: Mr. A.F.Newman

" Feb. 14: MR. H.L. KATCHER WILL
AGAIN ENTERTAIN MEMBERS 
at 151, Park Road, NW8.

" Mar. 13 STANDING HELVETIA ISSUES 
Fri. Mar. 15 VISIT TO 'WEMBLEY P.S.
Wed. Apr. 10 MAJOR VARIETIES - All

Members

" May 8 ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION

All meetings - except February -
at the Kingsway Hall, Kingsway, W.C.2.1
(Room 31), from 6.30 - 8.30 p.m.

We hope to see as many members as
possible on OCTOBER 11th including, of
course, all new members, and some whom
we do not seem to have seen for some
tine.

Members residing outside the London
area are cordicilly invited to attend any
meetings if in London on these dates.

SPECIAL CANCELS 

1. Comptoir Suisse: 9/24 Sept. Special
Auto 3 cancel: 11000 Lausanne -

9.9.67 - 48e Foire nationale comptoir
suisse Lausannet.
2. 70th Jubilee of 1st aonist Congress 

1897 in Basel: Israeli Philatelic
Exhibition. Auto 2 cancel: '4000 BASEL-
ISRAEL BRIEFMARKEN-AUSSTELLUNG -
23-24.9.67.
3.A_Lg2nmssof_l_nt2.iti-natio1Uniona _a

for Geodesy and Geophysics to be
held in Zurich, Bern, Lucerm& St.Gallen
from 25 Sept. to 7 Oct. Opening Day
cancel in Zurich: 18000 Zurich-Inter-
nat. Union fur GedAsie mud Geophysik -
25.9.19671, with supplementary rectang-
ular cancels in the other towns during
period of the Conference.
4. REGIOPHIL V. The 5th Regional

, Philatelic Exhibition in Grenchen
(Solothurn) 29 Sept.-1 Oct. Special
cancel reads: /2540 GRENCHEN
REGIOPHIL V - 29.9 . 1.10.19671.

THE /SMALL/ ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUE OF
SWITZERLAND & LIECHTENSTEIN 

The second edition of the new style
small Zumstein catalogue provides
collectors with an excellent guide, not
only to the stamps themselves, but also
indicates the current market trend.
Printed on art paper, with an attractive
cover and clear illustrations, this
240 page volume has the text in both
German and Frenchandcoversall issues,
including Officials, Telegraph, Railway
Stamps and Campion° d'Italia, as well
as the section on Liechtenstein.

Prices are given for mint, used,
blocks of 4 and FLes, and the numbers
issued are also given. It is so up-to
-date that the Publicity stampsII(not
issued at the time of publication), as
well as the forthcoming Pro Juventute
1967 are included.

The catalogue does not attempt to
compete with the much larger Specialised
Edition, but gives the major varieties
and is, therefore, an excellent working
'catalogue of the greatest value to all
collectors of Swiss stamps. Its modest
price of 7/- makes it a welcome addit-
ion to any philatelic library.

Supplements to the catalogues are
published in the BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-
ZEITUNG. Annual fee 241-, with
extra supplements on white sheet 26/-.

Place your order with:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED,
27, Maiden Lane, Strand,
London, WX.2.

For fine RARITIES SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE

send your Want List to:

ZUMSTEIN AND CIE
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.)
P.O.Box 2585. CH-1001. BERN.

Some sections of Swiss stamps are
always great favourites: Standing
Helvetia and Air Mails, to name but
two widely differing subjects.

Is your collection complete in
these yet? If not you will be wise
to complete them now. Send your Want
Lists to me.

Do not neglect the so-called
'Middle issues/ and the earlier
commemorative and charity stamps.

Approval selections on request.

14 LowLane-TorrisholmA_MORMAMRP-Lnnng
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SW1 SS COIL STA M PS by nux Gaz
NOTE: This article originally appeared in 2 instalments in the Helvetic St

amp Company

(New 'York) 'News Letter', from which it is re-printed with permission of J.
 &

M. Simpson. Since its appearance, however, numerous additional facts have come to

light, and the author would like to thank Mr. Rene Amrein in Dasnacht (Zurich), whose

articles in the 'Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung
l appeared simultaneously with those in

the above-named organ, for a number of now included, highly interesting deta
ils which

derive from his painstaking research in this field.
n ww* nn 11n0014.14.00.

The collecting of Swiss coil stamps, until fairly recently, has been the dom
ain

of very few specialized collectors - mostly because these stamps, once out o
f the

dispensing machine, could not truly be distinguished from sheet or booklet stamp
s - but

since the issuance of the 1960 post-riders and building series, in which the coil

stamps are printed from slightly different plates that are listed in all maj
or

catalogues, interest in all Swiss coils has grown; and the following remarks
 are aimed

at the collector who unknowingly may possess in his collection rather valuab
le coil

stamps of earlier issues.

Until :. ,bout 1937 or 1938, Swiss coil stamps
cannot honestly be distinguished from sheet or

booklet stamps, unless one may come across a paste-

up pair or single; but even that is no guarantee

that such a stamp L from a coil roll since it
could be produced manually by anyone in possession

of two mint stamps, one of which needs to have a
Fig. 1

sheet margins Thus stay away from these pre-1938

items. (See Fig. 1). Positive identification can

be made only with faulty dispensed coil stamps that have one or both horizon
tal rowa

of penis cut wrongly, and where gripper holes from the machine show.

Since 1938, however, the turning over of some of the most common
 Swiss stamps

may pay dividends to the alert collector, and someone in the know may extrac
t from the

cheapest Swiss pound mixture many times its purchase price by pulling out co
il stamps

and knowing how to treat them.

The Swiss PTT, for control purposes, and probably also because it started

to manufacture coil stamps on unending rolls of paper, began about 1938 to p
rint on

the back of each fifth stamp in each row of ten stamps a control imprint, in
 the

colour of the stamp, that consisted of a letter (A through K; one letter per
 row) and

of a four-digit number, as shown in the drawing overleaf (Fig. 2).
 The numbers, in

an ink approximately matching the colour of the stamp, always end either wit
h a zero

or a five; and when the printing sheets were later separated into rolls, ea
ch roll

had the same letter as well as a continuous control numbering on its stamps
.

Unfortunately for collectors, the imprint is printed over the gum, and thus 
one must

use extreme care when washing such stamps off paper, because the number disa
ppears

unless one 
t baby-sits' with such stamps. As a matter of fact a prize s

hould be

offered to the person Jho comes up with a foolproof system of washing or pee
ling off

paper Swiss coil stamps with a control number. (Note: fr
eezing does NOT work;

the number usually stays on the paper instead of on the back of the stamp!)
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showing in the design, as well as
completely wrongly cut stamps may
result. (Fig. 4)

Fig. 4.

A so-called 'thick
tooth variety (lis-
ted in Zumsteints
catalogue as a re-
curring variety)
and conversely a
' thin-tooth variety'
are also found in
coil stamps only,
irrgul'x intervals in the roll.Thicg corr.-

tooth on coil
with control
number.

disad-
machine

These 'correction teeth' result from the gradual
justment of endless paner roll and perforating
during the manufacturing process.

Fig. 5.

THIN CORRECTION TESS

Aftwwww0A

Thick
t
, 

Thin

JULAIV\

I d J..1.74.4. IN, `..• NAN V .411 let.G I (ANL c.f.)

Of the 1936-46 "small
views" series and its added
values, the following
denominations exist in coil
form - all on regular, un-
grilled paper: 50. green, 5c.
brown, 10c. violet (re-
engraved), 10c. dk . brown, 10c.
lt. brown, 10c. green, 20c. red
(San Salvatore) 20c. brownish,
30c. blue and 30c. bluo-green.
(Fig.3)

Some of the 10c.
stamps of this
series were
dispensed from
double rolls (the
one known such
machine was loc-
ated in Aarburg-
Oftringen rail-
way station) and
horizontal coil
pairs (rare) may
be found where
both stamps have

a number. While the lower
values were available through
thousands of single-roll stamp-
vending machines which are found all over Switzerland, the two 30c. types were
furnished only in full coils to users of old-style franking or mailing machines;
and thus they are much rarer than the others. All denominations, however, were
available, from about 1939 to 1951, in unsevered sheets of 50 stamps - with one
row often featuring all numbers and letters - at the Philatelic Agency in Bern,
but very few collectors at that time bothered about these stamps at all. There
also existed rolls of the 40c. blue-grey stamp of the 1948 values Jhich were made
from pcsted up sheet stamps. This denomination does not have any control numbers.

All Swiss coil stmns are normally perforated on all four sides, and thus
only every fifth stamp (the one with the number) is truly a variety; but coil
stamps very often can be distinguished by at least one machine-cut edge where all
perforations are infrequently cut too short; or if the dispensing machine is
badly adjusted, freaks with grip holes

Particularly
collection-worthy, of course, would
be such a correction tooth specimen
with control number!! (Fig. 5.)

A sketch of the thick and thin
correction teeth is given in Fig. 6.

(To be continued) Approximate size and shape of coil
correction teeth (enlarged), found
on vertical sides of stamps or
1936 1o 1958 series.
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THE STANDING HEIVETIA ISSUES
1 8 6 2 - 1 9 0 7 By Lawrence Moore Conclusion.

VARIETIES AND ERRORS

3. Retouches. These are a study to themselves, and athough very many are listed

in Zumstein, they are still being discovered.

4. Laqs....91 se.a occasionally occurred when the paper was dampened before printing
and then received no ink on the under-folded part.

5. Off-sets - or, as our printer member would .*ay - 'Set-offs
l . This could arise,

mechanically, when the printing cylinder was left empty of paper while

•
running and the inked plate gave an impression to the metal of the

cylinder, which day- raarked.it upot tho,baok of the next sheet to be inserted.

These impressions are usually fairly complete . . Off-Sets caused by careless stacking

of still wet sheets after printing are more often misplaced or partial
.

6. Double prints occur in this series, although they are fairly rare. They cou
ld

be cf,used when the hand press gave too weak an impression the first

time and the operator re-impressed the sheet, which shifted slightly, 
or when a sheet

failed to come clear after printing and went a second time under the c
ylinder with

a slight misplacing so that the two impressions were not quite in regi
ster.

. Reverting to our earlier mention of the fact that although there we
re only seven

values, the number of separately collectable stamps was considerable, 
it is interest-

ing to note haw these arise.

In the various perforations are:

Gauge: 10 different
a/2
t

4. .0 5 "
x 11. 28 "

x 12. 19 11 It

beage*,

(66A to 724 76F and 27F, 93B & 98B)
(66B to 71B5
(660 to 710, 66D to 75D, 86A to 93A,

95B and 100B)
(66E to 75E, 860 to 920 and 94A to 100A)

stamps

A total of
62

In the

basic different stamps.

different control marks and watermark are:

KZ1 17 stamps

KZ2 ... 20 11

Watermark • 25
••nnn•111...e

A total of 62 stamps

It will be readily seen that when one adds the many ehades, plate

perforation shifts, off-sets etc., the number of collectable items is

that it is wise to check very carefully before giving away apparent du
plicates.

Acknowledgements: HenrJos. Bahler, R.D.P., F.R.P.S., 
L.

Herr Hunziger, A.I.E.P.
-- THE END --

flaws, retouches
terrific, so

Kingsway Hall, Kingsway, anWEDNESDAY, 8th NOVEMBER, 1967 at 6.45 p.m.

The Agenda will be found on the reverse side of the Balance Sheet enc
losed

with this issue.
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SPECIAL -CANCELS.

1. ALComtoi_p sse_Lausanne. TO be
held from 9-24 Sept. 1967. A special

cancellation was used by Auto 3 readingz
1000 Lausanne - 9.9.67 - 400 Foire national
comptoir suisse Lausanne'.

2. 70th Jubilee of 1st Zionist Congress
1897 in Basel: Israeli Philatelic

Exhibition to be held an 23724 September.
The mobile P.O. Auto. 2 used a special
cancellation reAing: '4000 BASEL - ISRAEL
BRIEFMARKEN AUSSTELLUNG 23H,- 24.9.67"

3. 14th Congress of INTERNATIONAL UNION
FOR GEODESY & GEOPHYSICS which is being

held at Conference centres in Zurich, Bern,
Lucerne and St. Gallen from 25th Sept. to
7th Oct. 1967.• A special cancel was used
in Zurich on the opening day, 25th Sept.,
reading: 8000 Ztiriah - Internat. Union fdr
Gedftse und Geophysik.1- 25.9.1967', while mail
posted during the period of the Conference
received a supplementary rectangular
cancellation for Zurich, Dern, Lucerne &
St. Gallen.

4. REGIOPHIL V. The 5th Regional Phil-
atelic Exhibition was held in Grenchen

(Solothurn) from 29 September to 1st
October 1967. The special pictorial
cancellation which was used at this event
reads: '2540 GRENCHEN REGIOPNIL

V - 29.9. - 1.10.1967.'

AUTOMOBILE CANCELS

Auto 2 Modestadt St.Gallen 8-10 Sep.
1967. Int. Pferdesporttage

9/10 Sept.
2 Neuchatel - Fete des vendang-

es ler octobre - 30/9 - 1 Oct
3 ITMA 67 - 5. Internationale
Textilmr.bOhincA LuSstellung,
Basel - 27 Sept. . 6 Oct.

4 OHA THUN Steffisburger Tag
3 September 1967 (Oberldndis-
che Herbst-Ausstellung.

4 'Alfa - 12-16 Sept. 1967 -
Barofach-Auestellung -

Zurich 11
4 ZdSPA 10.,'Zdrcher Herbet-

shcau - 20 Sept. - 8 Oct.

SLOGAN CANCELS 

Comptoir de Martigny du 30 sept. au
8 Oct. 1967 - 1920 Eartigny to 7/
10

25 Jahre Olma St. Gallen 12-22 Oct.
1967 - 9000 St. Gallen to 21 Oct.

Neuchatel Fete des vendanges lex
octobre - 2000 Neuchatel 11-30

Sept. on alternate days

PICTORIAL TOURIST CANCELLATIONS

4912 AARWANGEN 1267-1967 (From 6 Sept.
to 31 Oct. in place of regular
one)

From 18th Oct:
2553 SAFNERN ) naturschdtzgebiet
2554 EEMNISBERG ) an der alten Aare

NOW  21 )( EI A R .S OLD
It is with SOBB pride that we are now celebrating our 21st BIRTHDAY,

and we are marking this occasion with a "BIRTHDAY VOUCH11111, worth up to
E5 (%14.00) to the recipient. If you are not on our mailing list and
you are interested to hear more about this offer, please drop us a line.

. *-X-* **-)C. -*** *** -X.** :: *** *41. *** *** *** *vOur 1968 CATALOGUE IS NOW AT THE PRINT.W.S.1! We have finally completed the break
In our this is the most interesting 4ng up of the De Watteville collec
edition yet, as it comes at the end of a year tions and we know that many Helvetia
which showed substantial price falls in the  I:readers, may like to have the opportun
stamps of most countries. As one expected, ility of purchasing the remainder
of course, Swiss Stamps, fax from dropping in 0collec-tions which we can offer at rea
price, (Miniature Sheets excepted) are:march- bargain prices.  Full details of
ing on gaily, once more proving that as far  ilthese collections can be furnished on
as stamp investment goes the collector who irequest, but space here only permits
holds "Switzerland" is on to a very good Ythe essentials..:
thing. Our catalogue shows a total of 4255 i!l. SITTING NELVETIASs 263 stamps-,
price changes, of which 4927.J.Irallpward. p Est. Cat.vlue £114...Price £18

Our printing of the 1967 edition was
insufficient and we have, therefore, printed V.
more this year. This enables us to maintain
last year's selling price in spite of g3.
increased production costs.
The catalogue will again be available if

through Mrs. Rawnsley or direct from us at D4.
13/6d. plus 1/. post & acking inland and

,

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood NO
Tel. JUNiper 0616

Can. 02.70 post free. i5. STANDING HELVETIAS,Vol. III
Cat. approx. £140 Price £25.

1 The above catalogue quotations are
01967, i.e. lower than to-day's values.
l Each volume comes in a spring-back al-
Ibum.

NUMERALS: Cat. value
over £170 ...Price £30

STANDING HELVETIAS, Vol. I.
Cat. value nearly £200. Price

E42/10/-
STANDING HELVETIAS, Vol. II
Cat. estimate £70 Price £10
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SOLDIER STAMPS OF SWITZERLAND
By E. J. RAWNSLEY Conclusion

On the outbreak of World War II in 1939 Switzerland immediately called up
her armed forces under the leadership of General Guisan. In the years between the

two Wars the structure of these forces had been modernised and expanded to comprise:

4 Army Corps
9 Divisions
3 Independent Mountain

Brigades
1 Fortress Brigade

plus Light Brigades and units

which do not form part of the
army corps, such as anti-air-
craft troops, sappers, miners,
telegraphists etc.

It is stated in the
second volume of the Locher
Catalogue (1939-45) that it
is not permitted to give the
exact composition of the Forces
but for our purpose the following gives a working basis

for the arrangement of the stamps:

1. Infantry: Fusiliers, riflemen, machine gunners, anti-
tank and anti-aircraft gunners.

2. Light troops; Dragoons, cyclists, motor-cyclists,
motorised machine-gunners, tanks.

3. Artillery Field & mountain guns, howitzers,
mechanised and fortress artillery.

4. Eault.221ms Sappers, pontoneers, miners, telegraph-
ists, radio-telegraphists - most of them motorised.

5. Air Forces: Pilots, observers, anti-aircraft troops,
air observers and information services.

6. Lied11221122teripalry_S2Evices: Doctors, dispensing

chemists, stretcher bearers, veterinary surgeons,

farriers.

7. Eulta lki: Escorting soldiers, army train etc.
8. Supply Services: Butchers, bakers, etc. - all

motorised.

9. amszorLaszicest Munition trucks, tractors etc.

The normal privileges of free franking of service mail came into force, but

in addition there was no delay in again instituting the use of soldier stamps as a
means of raising funds:. Considerable stocks of the issues of 1914-1918 apparently
existed, for a number of those first used were of these earlier stamps overprinted

11939'.
With so many new units the range of

stamps issued between 1939 & 1945 was far
greater. Whereas previously the total .
number of designs issued amounted only to.
some 390, over 2000 different designs were
issued during World Wax II, to which must
be added perf. or imperf., varieties,
printing flaws, paper colours, special
overprints, miniature sheets etc., making

an impressive total of collectable items.

The vast improvements in printing techniques are readily seen and many

of the stamps are beautifully designed and produced. Great ingenuity is used in

designs applicable to the various units and although a large number are on

patriotic themes, others indicate a very real appreciation of the hazards of wax.

Mountain rescue work, for example, is seen on the stamp showing a stretcher case

being brought down a mountain. Others have a humorous touch, such as the crossed

bone and spanner on a medical corps stamp:

The collector who is seeking a new side-line will find this field of



LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec. Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley,
32, Ebhelbert Gdns, G.H., Ilford.

Despite a number of absences due
mainly to late holidays, there was a
good attendance at the first aubumn
meeting, including some new members
whom it was a pleasure to welcome.

The subject for the evening -
'EARLY ISSUES UP TO RAYON III' - proved
a little difficult as most of those
present could only produce a limited
number of items. Thanks were, there-
fore, due to the Chairman, Mr. E.C.
Slate, who brought along a selection of
very nice material which showed ex-
amples of the Cantonal issues and the
Rayons. Not only were the stamps
superb, but those an cover also in-
cluded some exceptionally fine
cancellations.

OUR 'NEWS LETTER'

The Editor would like once more
to invite members to contribute arti-
cles for our 'Helvetia News Letter'.
Subject - relative to Swiss stamps, of
course - and length are optional,
and illustrations, provieled they will
photograph °Yearly, can be
included.

Shorter items Sgb news of any
discoveries, etc.... will also be
most we/come.

 ....1n•n•n•nnn•n•••01..
In November 1967 will be published the
Z UMSTEIN SPECIALISED

CATALOGUE

SWITZERLAND / LIECHTENSTEIN XIXth Edn.
Price: about 35/- + postage

The trustworthy guide for specialists of
the stamps of these two countries.

Other Zumstein Catalw„ues:
Eglga12622: Price 57/- + 4/6 post/packing.

With thumb index 66/- + 4/6 -do-
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 196.9.1,.. - Pocket 

size. Price 7/- + 10d. post/packing.
Place your order with:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMIT7i1,
27, Maiden Lane, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

Supplements to the catalogues are
published in the BERNER DRIEFULREEN4
ZEITUNG. Annual fee 24/., with
extra supplement e on white sheet
26/-.

For fine RARITIES SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE

send your Want List to:
Z UMSTEIN AND CIE
(Propr. Hertsch SO Co.)
P.O. Box 2585, 011-3001, BERN.

YORE'S LAWS GROUP: Hon.Sec. R.A. HOYLE,
Limes AIM, Huddersfield Rd. Halifax

The opening meeting of the Group at
Bradford was well attended. The pro-
gramme consisted of MEMBERS' DISPLAYS 
Nine members, including Mr. 14G.- Wightman
- a welcome visitor from Nottingham -
presented a variety of subjects, ranging
from presentation booklets, postal
stationery, airmails, Pro Patria and
early Pro Juventute to outstanding and
unusma items such as a Thurn Taxis
mark in combination with .a pair of
Rayon I (Mr. Moore) and a study of the
church at Zillis with the aid of the
stamps and photographs (Mr. Wilson).

The next meeting, on November 4th,
will be the Group's Presidential'
Display by MISS N. CHATBURN.

.....n•••nn•nn* ••••••n••••nn••

MEMBERS' ACTIVITIES 

We are very happy to congratulate
MR. J. 11. SCHUMACHER of Windsor, Ontario,
who journeyed to Cincinatti, Ohio, U.S.A.
and at the CINPEX 167 Exhibition there
was awarded the Trophy in the Foreign
Section for his SWISS POSTAGE DUES 1378-
1909, only failing to secure the Grand
Award by 2 points.

•••••••••••••0001

We also hear that MR. L. E. LISTER
of Worthing recently visited the
Brighton P.S. and gave a display of
Swiss stamps which Aroused much interest.

Are you seeking

SWISS STAMPS

Pto enhance your collection?

Write to

S?RUN3
at 14, Low Lane, Torrisholme

MORECAMBE, Lancs.

From stock: Mint or Used Stamps;

Miniature Sheets; Tete-beche and

Se-tenant; Officials; Postage

Dues; Airmails; Flight and

Commemorative Covers; FDCs • • •

etc. etc.

If the material you want is not

mentioned, write giving details or

send a want list.

Approval selections on

request.

•n••••••••0111111,00
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News 0 letter

President:

L.MOORE, M.B.E.,
F.R.P.S.,L.

Hon. Secretary & Editor:

MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,

32, Ethelbert Gardens,

Gants HilI.ILFORD.Essex.

Hon. Exchange Pkt. Supt.:

MR. E: LIENHARD,
9, Essex Avenue,

CHELMSFORD. Essex.

NEW APPOINTMENTS TO HELVETIA

The full report of the A.GX.
appears on page 63.

Following the proposal put
forward under item 8, it now gives
us very great pleasure to announce
that:

MR. L. MOORE, F.R.P,S.,L,

has agreed to accept the Office of
President.

We feel sure that all members,
and in particular the Yorks/Lancs

Group - henceforth to be known as
the Northern Group - will be
delighted at this well deserved
recognition of Mr. Moore's untiring
effort to promote Swiss philately
and his great interest in the wel-
fare of the Helvetia Society

The office of Hon. Packet
Secretary also became vacant follow-
ing the resignation of Mx. J. H.
Short, after holding office for 14
years. While being very sorry to
lose his services it is felt that
he has more than earned a rest from
this somewhat onerous task.

Mr. Short had stated he would
not relinquish his post until a
successor had been found and we are
happy to announce the appointment
of

MR. E. LIENHARD of Chelmsford

to this office.
Mr. Lienhard is young and ener-

getic and already has some bright
ideas which it is hoped will boost
this facility and encourage members
to corixibute material.

Some preliminary comments on the
subject will be found on page 67.

Founder:

E.H.SPIRO

cçc
<<e\"I

,
Hon. Treasurer:

MR. A.J. HARDING.1

31, Somerset Way,

IVER. Bucks.

NEXT LONDON GROUP MEETING

to be held on Wednesday, December
13th: POjTMARKS - All Members
and - if sufficient material is
available - this will be followed
by an Auction.

PRO JUVENTUTEI967
The 1967 set of PRO JUVENTUTE stamps,

to be issued, on 1st December, will comprise
4 values only. Owing to the forthcoming
changes in postal rates, the 5 c. stamps will
no longer be of importance and will cease tio
be included in either the Pro Juventute or Pro
Patria series. To avoid loss of revenue to
the Pro Juventute Foundation, the additional
premium on the 50 c. stamps has been raised
from 10 to 20 e., so that the set continues to
have a face value of Fr.1.60. This issue will
also be the last depicting native wild animals.

The Pro Juventute Foundation will
receive 90% of the proceeds-from the additional
charge, while the remaining log, is intended for
other youth assistance work of national inter-
est. Details are as follows:

ROE DEER (Capreolus capreolus Ej )
- 4 colours: green/grey/yellowish-
brown/violet-brown

PINE MARTEN (lartes martes LL-2 )
- 4 colours: red/grey/dark brown/

reddish-brown
ALPINE IBEX (Capra ibes Zi.;1 17 )
- 3 colours: light brown grey/

violet-brown
50 + 20c. OTTER (Lutra lutra LLIJ ) 4 colours:

blue/grey/light brown/violet brn.

Designer: Celestino Piatti of Riehen
Printing: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
St222_14au 24 x 29 mm. (21 x 26 mm.)
Paper: White postage stamp paper with

luminous substance, lightly coated,
with violet fibres.

No, of shoots  per form cylinder: 2 (k & B)
No. of stamps per sheet: 50
Lettering on sheet margin: 'Pro Juventute

1967', names of
animals (four languages) and statement of
value.

A stamp booklet with gold-coloured cover
has been prepared at the request of the Pro
Juventute Foundation. It contains 8 x 10+10c.
stamps; 8 x 20+100. 1 and 4 x 30+10c., and can
be obtained from the Foundation, the Philatelic

encies PTT or the trade. Price: Fr. 6.-
including 40 c. cost.

The stamps will be available at all post
offices and mobile post offices from 1st Dec.
1967, to 31st Jan. 1968, and from Philatelic
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RECENT SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS 

1. OLMA 1967 - St. Gallen 12-26 Oct.
To mark the 25th event, the mobile

Auto 4 used a special cancel reading:
'9000 ST. GALLEN - 12.10.67 - 25 JAHRE
OLMA'.

2. 50:1H ONIVERARY TE31_IERLANDS
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE IN SWITZERLAND.
To mark this event the Netherlands

postal authorities organised philatelic
exhibitons in Zurich and Geneva from
27th Oct. - 5 Nov., with the same theme
as that held at the PTT Museum in Bern
in 19661 Special cancels showing a
linked cord were used reading:
'8000 ZURICH 13-21.10.67 - Hollgndische
Handelskammer far die Schweiz 1917-1967'
and '1200 GENEVE - 27.10-5.11.67 -
Chambre de Commerce des Pays-Bas pour la
Suisse 1917-1967'.

3, 75TH ANNIVERSARY OF CENTRAL OKbICE 
FOR INTERNATIONAL RAIL TRAVEL - to

be celebrated in Bern on 4th December
and to mark opening of new headquarters
of the automobile post office at
Gryphenhflbeliweg 30, a special cancel
will be used depicting a winged wheel
and reading: '3000 BERN - 75 JAHRE
ZENTRALAMT FUR DEN INTERNAT. EISENBAHN-
VERKEHR',

4. DAY OF THE STAMP 1967 - to be held
on 3rd Dedember 1967 at Stans.

The special cancellation to be used has
a design taken from the Winkelried
monument, with inscription: '6370 STARS
- TAG DER BRIEFMARKE 3.12.1967',

5. NEW POST BUS SERVICE CHUR-BELLINZONA
via the San Bernardino  road tunnel.
This new service comes into operation

on 2nd December and a special commemorat-
ive postmark will be used in Bellinzona,
showing a post-horn and reading: 16500
BELLINZONA - 2.12.67 - APERTURA LINEA
POSTALE BELLINZONA-CHUR'.

6. OFFICIAL OPENING OF TEE SAN BERNARD-
INO TUNNEL. This will take place on

1st December 1967 and will provide a
direct link between Hinterrhein and San
Bernardino Villaggio. A commemorative
postmark will be used at Chur on that
date reading: '7000 CHUR 1.12.1967 -
APPERTURA GALLERIA - SAN BERNARDINO -
TUNNEL ER6FFNU1TG.'

AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS 

Auto 2 Comptoir de Martigny Martigny
du 30 sept. au 8 oct. 7/8 Oct.
1967,

3 Morgarten - Histor. Schiessen
und Schlacht-Gedenktag

Morgarten 15 Nov.
4 21. MOWO AUSSTELLUNG - Mode,

Wohnen, Haushalt. Kunst -
Berner Ausstellungshalle 9-19
Nov. 1967 - Bern, 15-19 Nov.

PRO JUVENTUTE 126/. (Continued)
encies from 1st December 1967 as

long as stocks last, but not longer
than 30th June 1968. Postal validity
is unlimited.

A special First Day cover will be
available (at a cost of 30 c.) with a
vignette of the Roe Deer from the 10 c.
stamp. The same design is used for
the special PDC cancellation, with the
inscription '3000 BERN - PRO JUVENTUTE
AUSGABETAG 1.12.1967', from Bern

only, or with normal cancels (i.e.
Basel 2 Wertzeichen, Geneve Bureau
philatelique etc.) from the Philatelic
Agencies at Bern, Basel, Geneva,
Lausanne and Zurich. Collection
sheets and folders will also be
available.

SUBSCRIPTIONS 1968

As our next issue is likely to
get tangled up in the Christmas mail,
this is a preliminary reminder that
renewal subscriptions of

10/- - Great Britain & Commonwealth and
$1.40 - United States of America

will become due on 1ST JANUARY, 1968.
except for those who have paid in
advance or very new members.

If a form is enclosed with this
issue, your subscription will be due,
and we would remind you that prompt
settlement - -	greatly helps  the Treasurer. == - - - - - - - - -=== =

H.L. KATCHER

151 Park Road
St.John's Wood
London, N.W.8.

It

ft
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

The annual General Meeting was duly held on Wednesday, 8th November, 1967
at the Kingsway Hall, London, Vir.0.2.

Apologies for absence were received from Miss E.P. Ellison, Er. L. Moore and
Mr. H.R. Pearson.

1. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS A.G.M.

These were read by the Secretary and agreed.

2. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES: These were dealt with later.

3, CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS 

Mr. Slate said all members would agree that the Society had had a very
good year. Attendances had been better and this was certainly the best attended
A.G.M. for many years. The Committee would welcome suggestions for forthcoming
programmes, especially from the newer members, whose interests and desire for
knowledge are much greater. The Society exists for the benefit of the members
and every endeavour will be made to provide the displays that they want. He
would like to record his thanks to all the Officers and Committee Members for
their work during the year, and hoped that the coming year would be ever more
successful.

4. HON. SECRETARY'S REPORT'

Mrs. Rawnsley confirmed the year's success, with the acquisition of 28 new

members and attendances up on the previous figures, making for livelier and more
stimulating meetings. The efforts of members resident outside London to combine
business with pleasure and thus to attend meetingSare much appreciated. The Yorks
/Lanes Group continues to flourish with undiminished enthusiasm and members there
do valiant work in promoting the interests of both Swiss philately and the
Helvetia Society, while keen supporters in the Worthing area are working to est-
ablish a Group in that area.

With regard to the 'News Letior t , grateful thanks are due to those who have

contributed articles for publication. Given continued support from old and new
contributors it is hoped to maintain the standard - or even improve it - in the
coming year.

Mr. Traub proposed a vote of thanks which was seconded by Mr. Brooks.

5. HON. TREASURER'S REPORT

The Balance Sheet had been circulated and Mr. Harding said it showed a very

healthy financial situation, with the 
tNews Letter' and postage accounting for

the major expenditure, while books for the library are purchased as and when they
become available. It had been suggested last year that some of the balance should
be transferred to deposit account; t100 had been so transferred and had already
earned C2.5.0d.

Mr. Harding wished to thank Mr. Brooks for his help in auditing the accounts.
Adoption of the accounts was proposed by Mr. Short and seconded by Mr.Prior

and passed.

HON. PKT. SUPERINTENDENT
tS REPORT 

Mr. Short stated that owing to the scarcity of material and the temporary

loss of one packet, only three packets had been in circulation. Sales had been

very good: C14.3.3. had been included in the Balance Sheet and a further C3.12.2,
had since been handed to the Treasurer. With the steady flow of new members it

Was difficult to find enough material for packets to encourage them and to look
after older members as well, while new insurance regulations added further prob-
lems. Mr. Short had stated that having served as Packet Superintendent since
1954, he now wished to relinquish this post and had been fortunate in finding a
successor to take on the task, Mr. E. Lienhard of Chelmsford.

Mr. Slate, on behalf of all members, proposed a most sincere vote of thanks
to Mr. Short for his many years of service to the Society and all that it had
involved, since a country-wide circuit entails much more work than that of a
local Sociati where members are in close contact. Ex. Mitchell seconded this.

A discussion then followed on says and means of improving the packet situation
and various suggestions were put forward, which will receive considerdion.

(Continued on page 64)

To all Members residing Overseas we send our sincere Greetings

for the FESTIVE S E ASON , and a

PROSPRROTT S N W Y
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REPO OP THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (Continued)

7. ELECTION OF OFFICERS & coggmluguaigA2E_Lzifik
The following were elected ten bloc':

Proposed by Mr. T.W.Prior, and seconded by Mr, J.H. Short and passed.

8, MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS

Following the discussion at the previous A.G.M. it was proposed by
Mr. E.H.Traub that the Rules of the Society be amended to allow for the election
of a President for a period of two years and to be eligible for re-election at
the end of that period.

After a short discussion this proposal was seconded by Mr. T.C.Brooks
and carried unanimously.

Mr.Traub then proposed that Mr.L.Moore of Leeds should be approached
and asked if he would accept the office of President. Mr.Mborels tireless
efforts on behalf of the Society were well known to all members and it was right
that these efforts should be recognised and rewarded insofar as this was possible.
This proposal, seconded by Mr.L.E.Stiles, was carried unanimously.

Mrs. Rawnsley said that although Mr. Spiro no longer took any active
interest in the Society it was not intended to forget all the work he had done
in past years in building up the Society and his name would continue to appear
on the 1News Ldter1 as Founder. This proposal was also carried.

9. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 

(a) Guarantee Fund for the 1 0 International Philatelic Exhibition. All
Societies were being approached and asked to guarantee a sum towards the cost
of organising the forthcoming Exhibition, and to agree to subscribe 10% now
and possibly a further 10% in 1969. After considerable discussion it was
finally agreed that the Society should subscribe C25. This was proposed by
Mr. Slate, seconded by Mx. Mitchell and carried unanimously.

(b) Mr.Traub said he had obtained copies of two new Swiss philatelic publications,
both in German, which have appeared this year. He thought these might be
useful and would endeavour to ascertain the subscription rates.

There being no further business a vote of thanks to the Chairman was proposed
by Mr. Brooks and seconded by Mr. Stiles, and the meeting closed at 8.15 p.m.

The remaining short period was passed in general discussion.

SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS 

Ab 1 Nov. 1967 - Neue Posttaxes
Des le ler novembre 1967 - Nouvelles

taxes postales
Dal le novembre 1967 - Nuovo tasse

postali (used in most large towns)
Helvetas Entwicklungshilfe durch

Schweizer Fachleute Postcheck 80-3130
(Thun, Basel, Aarau, Zurich, Chur -

20 Oct. - 10 Nov.
Helvetas Assistance technique par des

professionnels suisses C.C.F. 12-8855
(Kausanne, Neuchatel 20 Oct.-10 Nov.)

Kampf gegen die Vereinsamung - 30 Jahre
Stiftung far das Alter - Olten,

Zurich, Luzern
Lutte centre l'isolement - 50 ens

fondation pour la vieillesse -
Lausanne, Fribourg

Lotta contro la solitudine - 50 anni
fondazione per la vecchiaia- Bellinzona

21 MOWO von 9-19. Nov.1967 - Berner
Ausstellungshalle - Bern 1 Oct.-19 Nov.

Journ6e des Nations unies Geave 24 Oct.
Geneva, 20 - 31st Oct.

SWITZERLAND AT SEYMOUR HALL

Two members of 1Helvetial -
MR. H. DIXON of Leamington Spa and
MR. I. TILLEN of Birmingham, upheld the
prestige of Switzerland at the recent
British Philatelic ExhibitioninLondon.

Mr. Dixon showed IStimbelt issues
of 1854-1862 on covers, showing
examples of all three printings,
beautifully mounted and the covers
included very fine early cancellations.

Mr. Tillen exhibited a most inform
-ative study of 'Swiss Express Labelst
showing the various types in use from
1908 to date, a most interesting dis-
play. Both received a Diploma of Merit.

The emphasis on the postal history
side of stamp collecting was more
marked than ever this year and many ex-
hibits showed a remarkable amount of
research into the subject.
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Actual errors in colors of the control imprint of this series on both
10 c. dark brown and light brown exist with the number in rod (very rare), but
the 20 c• has been reported with brownish instead of vermilion numbers. Almost
all control imprint colours do vary, and a sub-specialist might be kept busy for
years collecting imprint color shades: Mis-regist rations, such as control
numbers being printed across two stamps instead of only one, also may be found,
but not as a frequent occurrence, on most Swiss coil stamps.

The next Swiss coil issue was produced for the Swiss 'Expo' of 1935
in Zfirich. From dispensing machines on the fairgrounds only, the 5, 10 and
20 c. values of the small 'Expo' set (crossbow and flowers) on ungrilled paper
were available to the public (the sheet stamps of this set, with one exception,
being printed on grilled paper). The 'Expo' coils are easily recognisable

as soon as one possesses a pair because they were
printed in rolls that alternated the German, French
and Italian language stamps in this order (Fig.7).
Each fifth stamp again had a control imprint on the
back, on the gum; it now consisted of one of the
letters L, M, N I 0 or P and a four-digit number. The
l one exception' mentioned above is the 10 c. 'Expo'

stamp in German language. Both sheet and coil stamps of this value were printed
on ungrilled paper, and the distinction here must be made from the length of the
printer's imprint at the lower edge of the stamps (see any standard Swiss
catalogue). It may be further noted that, as far as is known, NO entire un-
cut sheets of this coil issue were ever made available to the public.

When the 1949 'Technic' series replaced the small coils of 1936/48
(the values of 1948 being quite scarce, by the way), the denominations of 5, 10,
20, 25, 30 & 40 c, were manufactured in coil form; but only the three lower
values were available from machines. The three higher ones again were only
available in full coils for old-style franking machine users. All six stamps,
though, could be bought, until about 1961, at the Philatelic Agency in Bern,
in sheets of 50 with two rows on each sheet (without top and bottom margins)
featuring control imprints made of a four-digit number and one of the letters
L through P. A few errors and varieties in numbering did occur: both stamps
are known (used from Basel-Bruderholz) with green instead of brown-carmine
control number (very rare); and reportedly in 1958, for some reason, the
old control number imprint of the small size coils, with letters, A,B,C,D and
E was used on both 10 and 20 c. coil stamps. (very scarce).  The control
imprint on this issue runs vertically, and wrongly out pieces, with gripper
holes showing, as well as the thick and thin booth varieties are found on all
values of this issue. The 20 c. item in this issue is further recognisable
because it was printed from a different cylinder, and in addition it is coarser
as well as whiter looking in appearance. Thus the 20 c. denomination is, in

effect, a different stamp, and the 1968 Zumstein Specialized Catalogue will
list it as such.

went along very nicely until specialists began to notice, also
5, 10 and 20 c. values of this set began to appear with a
control imprint. The old numbers had measured exactly 2 mm.,

the new ones were about Zi mm. high, and the
letters are of a different type. Thus a sub-
variety came into existence - fortunately oriy

• for the three more current denominations of
this sot (Figure. 8).

In the meantime the Swiss PTT readied the
issue of the post-riders and monuments sot.
At about the same time all sorts of experi-
ments were begun with different types of coil
dispensing machines. The most frequent type

of stamp vending machine in Switzerland is the one into which one throws a 20 c.
piece and receives one 20, two 10, or four 5 c. stamps (the latter either in a
strip of four or in two strips of two). But other machines began to be used
after 1960 - particularly the one dispensing foreign rate (50 c.) stamps. Still
others give out strips of five 20 c. stamps, a block of 4 of the 5 c., a pair of
50 c. (where both may have the control number)etc.

Of the 1960 issue only the 5, 10, 20 and 50 c. values initially ex-
isted with coxibrol numbers (of the larger size letter and four number control
imprint type.) (Continued overleaf...)

Things
in 1958, that the
differently sized

••••

Fig. 8
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that rolls of 500 stamps will have all
three-digit, and those of 2000 stamps
all four-digit numbers, while on the
most frequently used rolls of 1000
stamps three and four-digit numbers
alternate, those ending in 5 having
three and those ending in 0 having four
digits.

This new horizontal (inverted in
relation to stamp design . normal)
control imprint of three and four digits
exists on luminous paper for all 4
denominations, but only in the 10 & 20 0.
values on white paper; and since white
paper is being discontinued the 5 & 50 c•
coils may never (hopefully) appear in
this sub-variety.

(To be continued)
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LIECHTENSTEIN
... NEW ISSUES

The P.T.T. have released the following
details of the forthcoming new stamp
issues on 7th December:

1. The start of a new series of
definitive stamps with /PATRONS OF

THE CHURCH/ as the theme. The first
4 values will be:

S.S. Peter & Paul (Wauren)
4 colours: dark blue/grey/
brown/dark violet.
St. Nicholas (Balzers) - 4
colours: brown-red/yellow/
dark brown/orange.
St. Fridolin (Ruggell) - A
colours: blue-green/blue/
yellow/red-brown.
St. Anna (Vaduz Castle) -
4 colours: ultramarine/red/
Violet/ochre.

Designer: George Malin, Mauren
Printiw Rotogravure by Courvoisier

S.A.
Staspsi_.zes 26 x 36 mm. (23 x 33 mm.)
Paper: ' White, with brown a. green
No.per sheet: 20. (fibres.

2. A special stamp for /Aid for
Development/

50 + 20 Hp, A budding twig as symbol
of growth: 4 colours: blue/dark
green-olive/light green/red.

Designer: Josef Seger, Vienna
Print : Rotogravure by Courvoisier
Stamp size: 36 x 26 mm. (33 x 23 mm.)
Paper: White, with brown & green
No.per sheet: 20. (fibres.... _ ..

3. A new inland postcard (not included
in normal subscriptions). This

shows a pastoral scene on the address
side, with imprinted armorial stamp.

20 Rp. for the single card and
20 + 20 Rp. for the Reply-paid card.

Colour: Green
Designer: Louis Jager, Vaduz

Heliogravure by Courvoisier

Available in packets, with
pictures from the 11 districts, at
Fr.2.20.

Special First Day Covers will be avail-
able for Items 1 & 2 at a cost of Rp.40
each. Both will have the same PDC
cancel: VADUZ AUSGABETAG - 7.12.19671.

NUMBERS ISSUED 

PRO JUVENTUTE STAMPS 1966 - The P.T.T.
have released the following figures:

5 + 5 c. 21,014,000
10 + 10 c. 18,202,000 including
20 + 10 c. 13,633,000 248,855
30 + 10 Q. 6,832,000 booklets
50 + 10 0. 7,435,000

SWISS COIL STAMPS (Continued)

All four were printed from completely
different plates. The differences
between these and the sheet stamps are
listed in all major stamp catalogues.
Thus with this issue one must not rely
on the /washable/ control imprint for
identification of a coil stamp - although
a stamp from this issue WITH a control
imprint is the better property. All
four coil stamps from this issue were
available in sheets of 50 (with two
control number rows) from the Philatelic
ency until early in 1966, and blocks

of four (particularly in used condition)
of any coil stamp of this set are fast
becoming excellent property by being
scarce. Now only strips of 5 are sold
of all coil values, because the present
coil numbering machine imprints the
control number and at the same time
tears the endless paper rolls into
single or double coils - often resulting
in poor perforations and missing teeth.

In 1963 these four same denominat-
ions were also produced on luminous
paper, with violet silk fibres in it;
thus another sub-variety came into ex-
istence (for a brief time available in
sheets of 50). And since about June
1966, these same four denominations have
appeared with a completely new control
imprint: horizontally running numbers
of 3 or 4 digits WITHOUT a control
letter (Fig. 9)., The P.T.T. advised

TOURIST PUBLICITY CANCELS - As from
15th November:

3437 RilDEROWIL both same
3431 SCH miUANDEN-i-EMMENTAL design &

Heimat Klaus Leuenbergers

9534 MOIL Sommerfreude -
Wintersport

.11.101.n••n•nn•n•••••nnn

20 Hp.

30 Rp.

70 Hp.

Fr.1.20
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Our newly appointed Packet Secretary is raring to go! Already he has
thought up some ways of boosting this service, which has been a little in the
doldrums recently, and we give below an idea of the first moves in this direction.
If any members have other bright ideas on the subject Mr. Lienhard will be only
too glad to hear about them.

"YOUR EXCHANGE PACKET"

The problem of an Exchange Packet must, to a large extent, be known to
all members. The main one - of lack of material - lies largely in your own
hands. However, to make a little go a long way, I have decided to try a
slightly different approach. The size of a Packet has been 15 - 24 booklets
and this I propose to reduce to about 6. For a start this will mean that more
people receive something and the booklets submitted will get into circulation
more quickly, and this in turn should attract more material for the Packet.
Apart from some other 'if's' and 'but t s', this sounds like a fairly logical fairy
tail ... the future will tell.

Tb allow the Packet to function efficiently, the following points must
be adhered to:

Owing to the new increased insurance rates, each Packet is now insured
for only 4 months. So the quicker you deal with the Packet and send it on,
the more Members will be able to see it, but in any case a long standing rule
gives a 48 hour limit.

The reduced size Packet can be sent by ordinary letter post and a
certificate of posting (cost ld.) must be obtained at the Post Office and forward-
ed, together with the completed Advice Form (and remittance, if any) as soon as
possible to the Packet Secretary. This allowsthe progress (or lack of it!) to be
noted. Failure to send the Advice Form and certificate of posting makes the
Member liable for any loss incurred.

Each Member owes it to the others on the list to co-operate to the best
of his or her ability and failure to do so may put him at the end of the list or
be removed altogether. If a Member expects to be away from home for any length
of time, please advise the Packet Secretary in good time so that the Packet may
be re-directed. E. LIENHARD (Hon. Pkt.

Secretary)

MR. MOORE AT 'THE ROYAL'

Mr. L. Moore gave his maiden display
to members of the Royal Philatelic
Society in London on 26th October and
it was very well received.

His subject, it goes without say
-ing, was Switzerland. After touch-
ing briefly on the early postal hist-
ory from the Roman routes over the
passes onwards, the sheets on display
consisted of a selection of very early
covers - including the rare Jurg
Jenatsch letter - the discovery of
which we recorded some years ago - and
which he retrieved from Switzerland
for the occasion, and also letters
from the period of the Helvetic
Republic.

Turning to stamps the Rayon
issues and the Strubelis, of both of
which Mr. Moore has made detailed
studies, were dealt with at some length
and the display ended with a section on
the Ship Posts of Lakes Maggiore& Como.

It is hoped that members of the
London Group will have an opportunity
of seeing some of this superb material
in the not too distant future.

AMENDMENTS TO TEE MEMBERSHIP LIST ...

(a) NEW MEMBERS

CARRAGHER, N., 'Bel Horizon', Vi'rexton,
Nr. Banbury, Oxon.

EDMINSON, D.E., 8, Malvern Drive,
Woodford Green, Essex.

EVANS D., 46, Brewster Road, Leyton,
London, E.10.

EISNER, M.R., 5 Seatonville Crescent,
Whitley Bay, Northumberland.

HOBBS, P., 46, Audley Grove, Bath.
MAYOSS, F.,47, Mayfield Drive,

Loughborough, Leics.
RILEY, P.J.G., 41, Augusta Gardens,

Folkestone, Kent.
ROSENBERG, A.E. 1 36, Allen Terrace,

Berkeley Heights, N.J.
07922, U.S.A.

SHEPPARD, G., 13, Hayling Gardens,
Worthing, Sussex.

SULLIVAN, A., Box 3, Portland, Oregon
97207, U.S.A.

Reinstated:
ELLISS, a.J., 'Ship Hotel', Aberdaron,

Pwllheli, Caernarvonshire.

(ip') CHANGES OF  ADDRESS

PRINCEP, A., to 21, Wellington Road,
Nantwich, Cheshire,

PRIOR, T.U., to 108, Garner Road, Waltham-
stow, London E.17.

TOBLER, E.L., to 98, Olde Wood Road,
Glastonbury, Conn.06033, U.S.A.



AMATEUR COLLECTOR CATALOGUE
1 96 8

This is expected from the printers to-
wards the end of the month.

As usual the Society will be
obtaining a stock and orders can now
be placed with the Secretary (Mrs.
Rawnsley). Cost: 13/6d. + 1/- post.
and packing.

Overseas members may order
direct from The Amateur Collector Ltd.,I
151, Park Road, London, N'.W.8.

Cost: 18/- (U.S. $2.50, Canada $2.70)
post free.

Full listing; latest price changes.
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.... ...
It is with very great regret

that we have to record the death of

MRS. A. V. HEMMING

of Purley, Surrey. For health
reasons Mrs. Hemmings had spent the
last few winters in the more bene- *
ficial climate of Malta and had .
planned to take up permanent resi-

idenee, but suffered a fatal heart
[attack just after her arrivalthere

-miunnnounotiropmamwommommomammnuenffnemenew pAoree:

a few weeks ago.

In November 1967 will be published the

ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED 
CATALOGUE 

SWITZERLAND EIN XIXTH EDN.
Price: about 35/- + postage

The trustworthy guide for specialists of
the stamps of these two countries.

YORKS/LANCS GROUP: Hon.Sec: R.A. Hoyle,
6, Limes Ave.,Huddersfield Rd.,Halifax.

/MISS JEKIMAIS SWISS JOURNAL/. This
was the subject of Miss N. Chatburn for
her Presidential Display at the November
meeting of the Yorks/Lanes Group. Some
members may be familiar with this de-
lightful little book, but those who are
not may be interested to know that it is
a first-hand account of the travels of 7
out of 64 tourists who left London on
June 26th 1863 for the first tour of
Switzerland arranged by Thomas Cook, and
was the start of a tourist movement
which now involves millions who take
their holidays abroad.

Miss Jemima, who was artist to the
expedition, was commissioned by the
Junior United Alpine Club to write an
account of her adventures. Her manu-
script was not found until 1947 when it
turned up in a blitzed East End of
London warehouse, together with a select-
ion of documents relating to the early
history of Thomas Cook and Sons Ltd.

Among famous places visited by the
tourists were Paris, Geneva, Chamonix,
Sion, Kandersteg, Interlaken and the
StaUbbach Falls, Grindelwald and the
Oberland, Brienz, Lucerne and the Rigi,
to finally leave Switzerland by way of
Neuchatel. Hiss Chatburn traced the
story of this journey, which was illus-
trated with stamps, postmarks, photo-
graphs and illustrations, covers,
steamer cachets and flowers. Altogether
a wealth of information which brought
back many happy memories, both to your
writer and all members who have had the
pleasure of visiting this beautiful
country.

R.A.H.

Other Zumstein Catalogus:

EUROPE 1968: Price 57/- + 4/6 post/packing
With thumb index 66/- + 4/6 p.& p.

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1968 - Pocket 
size. Price 7/-- + 10d. post/packing

Place your order with:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED,
Strand, London W02‘elt4bt571tif-2

Supplements to the catalogues are
published in the BERNER BRIEF F ..
ZEITUNG. Annual Fee 24/-d, with
extra supplement on white sheet, 26/-

YID MO.*

For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE

Send your Want List to:

ZUMSTEIN AND CIE
(Propr. Hertsch & Company)
P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001, BERN.

,.:".V.V.r.,-1.". 4113$315.4:4W4VAVA.MWM.. .33tWITSSVAISVOMOVNIVIMMOV11.1414:1,WIAint$IPIMAVINVIJOVIMIMinroi.

CHRISTMAS is not far away

Why not treat yourself to some

items for your Swiss collection?

There is time to send for

approval selections of stamps - mint

or used ... all issues; covers -

commemorative, F.D.C., flight, etc.

Miniature sheets International

offices Flaws and Varieties

and many other sections. The choice

is extremely wide.

Write now to:

-ARMSTR,
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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BEST WISHES FOR THE FEST:VE SEASON
AND FOR 1968

TO ALL MEMOERS

N OTES aaTrif:
ACifji\le? 6134.1\illjA VA

On 13 December 1015 a contract was concluded with the Fischer Agency of Bern
to undertake the letter post service of Geneva for a period of 15 years, for an
annual fee of 28,000 livres (about 42,000 gold francs)

In 1816 the Agency employed one inspector, one controller, two cashiers, two
office workers, two postmen and an office boy. The main office was in Geneva:
Carouge and Versoix had secondary offices and Chene a distributing office. Prior
to 1816 local mail in Geneva had been largely delivered by hand or by private
messenger; after that date two postmen were detailed to deliver mail.

Some idea of the complicated tariffs for a'simple l letter of minimum weight,
2/8 ounce (7i grams) is given below, calculhted in sols; 1 sol 5 c.

Oa' • • • 2 Sols

40404, *00 4
•IP • ••• 6 tI

••• ••• 8

Solothurn, Thun, Berthoud, Aarberg, Cerlier, Sion & Piedmont 10

Sections of canton Bern, except the city of Bern and localities
of Thun, Berthoud, Aarberg, Cerlier, Oberhasli & Grindelwald 12

Balsthal, Olton, Aarau, Zofingen, Lenzburg, Brugg, Canton of
Basle, City of Lucerne, Bienne, Neuveville & Brig ... ... 12

Baden, canton of Schaffhausen, canton of Lucerne (excepting the
city), Zurich, Munster, St. Litter, Oberhasli & Grindelwald 14

Cantons of Zug, Uri, Schwyz, Unterwalden & Zurich (excepting
the city) ... ... ... . • • 000

Canton of Thurgau and city of St. Galen 400 *41,0 006

Berisau, Arbon, Appenzell •,840 • • • • • • * • • • • •

GraubUnden, canton of Glarus, Wallenstadt, Ticino, Porrentruy,
Delemont & Sonceboz 04148 4** 18

Parts of the territory of Milan ... ... 20

Letters weighing ounce (16 grams) cost double, those of 5/8 ounce ai times,
those of 3/4 ounce 3 times, those of 7/8 ounce ai times and those of 1 ounce 4
times the price of a 'simple' letter,

E.J.R.

20TH YEAR

,•o•
177,4

Within the canton of Geneva **IP 00*

Savoy, Rolle, Nyon, Coppet

Other parts of the canton of Vaud ••• •••

City of Bern, Canton of Fribourg ••411 •••

16

16

19

VI

IT

It
**ID • • • 0•.

• n•41 *41



CHRISTMAS
GREETINGS

and congratulations to

all Helvetia Society members on the

occasion of the increase in value

of their Switzerland collections:

Devaluation results ina
501P higher value .. even though
the Amateur Collector Ltd., are not
yet increasing prices :

H. L. KATCIER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

151 Park Road,

St. John's Wood

LONDON. N.W.8.

00E1129
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REVIEWS OF NEW CATALOGUES

ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE of
Switzerland and Liechtenstein

X1Xth Edition, 1968

This catalogue is a MUST for all
serious collectors of Swiss stmaps.

It eontains full information on all
the stamps of Switzerland and also
special issues such as Specimens,
Ausser Kure, Booklets, Kocher, Hotel &
Railway stamps, Campione d'Italia and
Liechtenstein, with prices for single
stamps, pairs, blocks of four, rare
franking combinations, plate flaws,
retouches, double transfers and other
varieties (with numerous illustrations,
many of them enlarged), first day covers,
marginal inscriptions of Pro Juventute
& Pro Patria.

The past two years have been diff-
icult ones for philately/ especially as
regards prices. This thoroughly revised
catalogue gives account of changes, and
of recent investigations and discoveries
in some special chapters. The prices
for well.-known and popular varieties,
plate flaws and retouches have again
risen considerably, due to the increas-
ing demand from a steadily graying
number of specialists.

Bound in water-resistant Syntosil,
with 674 pages, it cost 35/- + 4/6d.
postage and packing and is obtainable
from HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., Durham
House, 16 John Adam Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

PICTORIAL TOURIST CANCELLATIONS

4912 AARNANGEN 1267-1967 used from
6 Sept. to 31 Oct. inplace of the
regular cancel

From 18th Oct.
2554 MEINISBERG Naturschttzgebiet an

der alten Aare
2553 SAFNERN Naturschtitzgebiet an

der alten Aare
From 18 Dec.
3626 HtNIBACH Ferien am Thunersee

PICTORIAL SLOGAN CANCEL - from 2 Dec.

LANGNAU das sch8ne Dorf im Emmenthal

RECENT SLOGAN CANCELS 

Weltmeisterschaften Genf 27 Februar -
3 Mnrz 1968 - 3000 Bern 1, and

4000 Basle 1.

Mondieux, 27 fevrier - 3 mars 1968
Geneve - 1700 Fribourg 1 and

2000 Neuchatel 2.

XVII° Epreuves internationales de ski
20-21 janvier 1968 Le Brassus, Vallee
de Joux - 1000 Lausanne 16 Dec. 1967

to 20 Jan. 1968

AUTOMOBILE CANCELS 

Auto 3 Frohe Weinachten Joyeux Noel-
Buon Natale-PRO i UTE 1967

Zurich 9/10 Dec.
" 4 ESCALADE GENEVE 1607-1967

Geneva 9/10 Dec,
AMATEUR COLLECTOR

'SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE'  1968

The latest edition of this invalu-
able work maintains its usual high
standard and continues to be a boon to
those who prefer to have their catalogue
information in English.

While price rises of recent years
have been checked for most countries, it
is noticeable that Swiss stamps continue
to appreciate - except forniniature
sheets. Although not as spectacular as
last year, new price increases indicate
that Swiss stamps are a sound investment
as well as giving endless enjoyment to
the collector.

94, Pages, printed on art paper,
open flat binding, and clearly illust-
rated, it covers all issues, with major
varieties, prices for mint, used and
blocks of 4, as well as much other
interesting information.

Available at 13/6d. + 1/- post and
packing from The Amateur Collector Ltd.,
and also from the Hon.Secretary of the
Helvetia Philatelic Society.

North American collectors can order
direct from the Amateur Collector, or,
through Lindquist Publications Ltd.,
153 Waverly Place, New York 10014, U.S.A.

E.J.R.



VARIETIES, 20c. POST-RIDER
1960-66

Extra line in Line through 2
tail & smear of 20 & extra
in hind legs lines in ear &

collar

-4Open collar
11111ito tail from

Postrider coil (1960) from
faulty dispenser with grip.
holes across stamp at numeral

height.
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SWISS COIL STAMPS
By FELIX GANZ (Conclusion)

An interesting plate flaw exists in the 1 1" row of both luminous and white
paper varieties of the 20 c. coil, as well as with the new letter-less control
number: a thick, smeary line recurs on every 24th stamp of this row between
the hind legs of the horse, and an extra diagonal line is drawn through the
horse's tail (Fig. 10). Minor plate flaws also reour on this 20 o. valae on
every 24th stamp: (a) line through the 1 2 1 of '20 1 , plus extra lines in the
horss's ear and the rider's collar; (b) horizontal dash in the horse's right
front leg. Entire rolls of this same 20 c. stamp show the rider with an 'open
collar' instead of a closed one; and finally it also exists with printings from
a worn and thus whitish printing place which produced, for a very short while,
the rare 'white tail' variety. Variations in the colour of the control imprint
have also been found, notably the 20 0.
denomination can come with a variety of
imprint colour anywhere from rose to
brown-red.

The 5 and 50 c. values may be found
with control imprints intended for the
other denominations (normal; blue for
the 5 0., violet for the 50 c. stamps),
and the 50 o. stamp, by an undetected
manufacturing error, has been found as
a paste-up tete-beche coil pair (three
are known), with the added resulting
error of control numbers being applied
upside down on part of such rolls
(about 60 such specimens are known).
And finally the 10 c. coil stamp of
1960, on white paper, older style numb.
er, exists with white (normal) as well
as with a thick yellowish gum that
almosts discolours the front of the
stamp. To conclude with yet another
variety of this set there are entire
coil rolls on which the numbers are
mis-registered or altogether absent. Fig. 10

:worn plate Short line in
front leg-

The last chapter in Swiss coil stamps began
as an experiment in several dozen major post
office parcel post sections late in 1965. The
PTT then began to try out a novel, time-saving
dispenser for parcel post window clerks. For
the experiment the parcel post values of 40,60,
90 c. & 1 Fr, of the original 1960 issue and the
four supplementary values of 1963, Fr. 1.30, 1.70,
2.20 & 2.80 (some of them already withdrawn from
sale in sheet form at the time) were made up into
coils - and control cumbers appear on everyfifth
stamp of these rolls as well. Of these values
the Fr.2.80 stamp exists with inverted control
number. These stamps are otherwise identicalto
the sheet stamps of the same designs, and only
the control imprint (letter L through P and 4
digits) tells the difference and correction
teeth (thick and thin) can be found. Singe the
earliest use of these high denomination coils

was strictly limited to parcel post clerks (and loose stamps could not be bought
legally), a sort of black market developed over these 8 denominations late in
1965. By May 1966 however, the PTT relented and made available to collectors
strips of 5 of each of these denominations - one of them with the sought-after
number. Bow long this experiment will last, and how soon one may expect to see
other parcel post values with control imprint, no *.one seems to know. If it
proves successful there is reason to believe that the presently current Fr.1.30,
1.70 and 2.20 denominations of 1964/66 (as well as the newest (1967) 70o., Fr.2.-,
2.50 & 3.50 values, will also appear with a control imprint; and since the old
type numbering machine has bowed out in the PTT printing works, all parcel post
values may eventually appear with the letter-less three or four digit number (im-
printed horizontally). The 40 Q. stamp is already available (1967) in this sub-
variety upon recent information,
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SWISS COIL STAMPS (Continued)

Finally it should be mentioned (and a listing is attached) that some other
stamps were hand-made (pasted up) into coil rolls, with none of the stamps having
control numbers, but some of them are known wrongly cut by the dispensing machine.
Notable among these are the Automobile post stamps of 1953, and lately several
Geneva UNO offices stamps have become known in the same condition.

From all that has been said it may be seen that the collecting of Swiss coil
stamps is probably a field for the specialist; but it is a highly intriguing
specialisation nevertheless. If you want to start your collection now you will
have quite a time finding all denominations, and to find them in mint condition is
probably easier than used.

An interesting cover with miscut coils, used abroad. First
questioned as to validity (note the IT" marks) but later

accepted and delivered.

ZUMSTEIN NUMBERS OF SWISS STAMPS IN COIL FORM WITH CONTROL IMPRINT ON BACK
1938 202, 203A, 207
1938-42 215, 242, 257 Small views
1948 285, 286, 287, 289, 290
1939 228y, 229A, 230y, 232y, 235y, 234Y, 236Y, 237Y, 238y (Expo)
1949/50 298, 299, 301A, 302, 303, 305 (large ITechniciviews, small size numbers)
1958 ca 298, 299, 301A (large 'Technic' views, larger size number)
1960 353E4 3568, 358R, 363R (Post-riders and Basel view, white paper, 4 digit

and letter imprint)1963 353RL, 356RL, 358RL, 363RL (idem, on luminous paper, 4 digit control
numbers and letter)1966 353RL, 356RL, 358RLI 363RL (idem, on luminous paper, 3 or 4 digit control
numbers, no letter)1965 362, 364, 368, 369, 391, 392, 393, 394 (parcel post window rolls; letter
and 4 digits)1967 362L (without letter in control number)

Zumstein numbers of Swiss stam s that were •asted us into coils
from regular sheet stamps - without any control numbers

1910-33 12511, 152, 157, 170, 183 (Toil boy)
1920,-33 12611, 153, 154, 158, 172, 174, 184 (Tell)
1932 186, 187 (Disarmament
1934 195, 196, 198 (Views
1948 290 (Views)

(Continued on page 74)
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POSTAL ABBREVIATIONS 

For those who may be only start-
ing to take an interest in early Swiss
covers, the following notes may be
useful;
A.E.D. AFFRANCHI ETRANGER JUS4U'A

DESTINATION (Foreign rate
paid to destination)

AE/JF AFFRANCEI ETRANGER JUSQJJ'A LA
FRONTIERE (Foreign rate
paid to frontier)

AMB. AMBULANT (i.e. T.P.O.)
B.B. BRIEF BUREAU (= Letter Office)

B.F. BUREAU FRANCAIS (= French
Office)

B.H. B.:kL-P1 HELVETIQUE

B.S. BALE SUISSE
C.T. CORRISPONDENZIA TICINESE
C.V. COL VAPORE (= By steamer)
F.D. ) Also 'FISCHER PAR DELLE'
F.F. ) and 'DISCHER PAR FERNEY'

found on letters from Swit-
zerland to France 1823-27.
Numerals indicate Kreutzer
due to Swiss mail contract-
ors-Fischer. Without numer-
als similar marks are found
on internal letters from
Geneva to Della or Ferney.

H.R. HELVETISCILM REPUBLIK-
LBAK LETTRE BALOISE - 4 KREUTZER

LBpH LETTRE BALOISE par HUNINGUE

L.G. LETTRE GENEVOISE

L.N. LETTRE NEUCHATELOISE (usual
with number of Kreutzer)

LETTRE VAUDOISE

L.Z. LETTRE ZURICHOISE

P.D. PAYE A DESTINATION (=Paid
to destination)

P.F. PAYE FRONTIERE (=Paid to
frontier)

P.P. PORT PAYE (= Postage Paid)

R.L. RAYON LIMITROPHE (=Limited
Zone)

R. or Rte ROUTE e.g. Rte Lucerne

T.B. TRANSIT BALE (or BERN)

T.G. TRANSIT GENEVOISE

T.V. TRANSIT VAUDOISE

T.Z. TRANSIT ZURICHOISE

CHARGE

RECOMMANDEE )
EINSCHREIBEN ) Registered

RECOMMANDIERT)
This by no means exhausts all

the markings which help to make early
covers interesting, but gives those
most often found. E.J.R.

LONDON GROUP: Hon. Secretary -
Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley

The December meeting was one of
the largest ever known and a lively
evening was enjoyed by all.

The subject for the programme was
POSTMARKS, and a wealth of material
was provided. Worthy of mention were
Ship postmarks, including one from the
Brienzersee and stampless covers with
Ticino oval cancels from Nr.L.E.Stiles;
a varied selection of pre-stamp covers
with interesting frontier marks by Mrs.
C.M.Scholey; a further selection of
early Covers including 2 'R.L.'
(Rayon Limitrophe) - Lugano-Milan and
Geneva-Thonon from Mr.J.H.Short, and
straight-line cancels, frontier marks
and railway cancels from Mr.C.E.
Redmill.

Some members brought along auction
lots and brisk business was done.

The Pkt. Secretary, Mr.Lienhard,
reported on his efforts to get the Pac-
ket going. Several small packets are
in circulation and others will follow.
If you have any spare material for dis-
posal he will be glad to receive it.

IMPORTANT 

Will London Group members please
note that as Mr.Katcher will be leaving
London for America in mid-February, to
take part in the forthoemina.,;_lbilatelic
Exhibition there, he has, with great
regret, found it necessary to cancel
his plans for the February meeting,
which was to have been held at 151 Park
Road.

When the programme was arranged
back in the summer his participation in
this event was not envisaged.

It is now proposed that the meeting
on OCTOBER 9th 1968 should be held at
the A.C. premises.

Meanwhile an alternative programme
is being arranged for February 14th,
and the meeting will be held at the
Kingsway Hall, Room 31. Further details
will be given next month.

SLOGAN CATALOGUE 

A new and revised edition of this
PTT publication is now available.'

This has been enlarged to include
also the Tourist Publicity cancels (as
per K List), arranged with number, date,
text and picture of each cancel.

Thanks to the 'Foundation for the
Development of Philately' it has been
possible to produce the book at the
low price of Sw.Fr. 15. This price
was announced before devaluation and
the new overseas price is not yet
known.

It is available from the PTT
Philatelic Agency Bern,Parkterasse 10,
3000 Bern (Post cheque A/c 30-6456)
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SWISS COIL STAMPS (Continued)

1953 314,315 (Automobile post stamps)
1959 348 (Europa)
1960-66 360, 360L, 363R
1964 402,403,404 (Expo Lausanne)
1964(?)

Others possibly exist.

SWISS AFTERNOON AT THE N.P.S.

Thanks to an invitation from MX.
Brooks, the Secretary was able to see a
magnificent display of Swiss stamps
given by NR. MAX UEHLINGER, an Honorary
Member of our Society, at a meeting of
the 'National Philatelic Society on
December 9th.

This covered handstamps of Basle,
Cantonals and Transitional issues,
followed by Federal stamps, Rayons,
Strubelis, Sitting Helvetia Peri., Cross
& Figure and Standing Helvetia, with
special emphasis on shades, retouches,
cancellations etc.

So interesting was this display
that a promise was obtained from Mr.
Uehlinger to give it again to 'Helvetia'
in the 1968/9 programme.

NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec. R.A. Hoyle,
6 Limes Avenue, Huddersfield Road,

Halifax, Yorks.

At the meeting held on 2nd December
Mr. Hoyle gave a most comprehensive
display of the 'STANDING HELVETIA'
issues of the 1905/7 period. This
included mint and used singles and
blocks, plate flaws and retouches,
some again in blocks, including a
study of No. 86A, perhaps the most
interesting of all the 'Standing
Helvetia' stamps. Many of the re-
touches were illustrated by enlarged
photographs, a method which certain-
ly adds interest and enables fine
detail to be easily and clearly seen.

MEMBERSHIP LIST

Please note the following amendments:

(a) New Members 

NISTELY, C.P., 7B, Robin Hood Lane,
Sutton, Surrey.

SALMEN, Mrs. J.A., 28, Windsor Rd.,
Worcester Park, Surrey.

(b). Change of Address:

BARDIGER, M., to 4 Third Avenue,
Chelmsford, Essex.

FAIRCLOUGH, J.R. to 37 Thanet Road,
Bexley, Kent.

(c) Resignations 

INNES, Miss S., Edinburgh
PERKS, F.W., Handcross, Sussex.

MEMBER'S REQDEST 

One of our Canadian members would
like to exchange Canadian stamps for
those of Switzerland or Great Britain.

Would anyone be interested? If so
please contact:

Mr.R.L. Matthey,
171 Cares Avenue,

Smith's Falls,
Ontario, Canada.

The following ZUMSTEIN
Catalogues were published in Novembers

ZUMSTEINSPEOIALISED CATALOGUE

SWITZERLAND / LIECHTENSTEIN XIXth Ed.

Price: 35/- + 4/6d. Post & Packing

The trustworthy guide for specialists
of the stamps of these two countries.

Other Zumstein Catalogues:

EUROPE 19681 Price 57/- 4/6d. post/
packing

With thumb index 66/- + 4/6d. p. & p.
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1968 - Pocket
size. Price 7/- 4. 10d. post/Packing

Place your order with:

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED,
Durham House, 16 John Adam Street,

Strand, London, W.C.2.
•••• elm NM

Supplements to the catalogues are pub-
lished in the BERNER BRIEFMARRENZEITUNG.
Annual Fee 24/- with extra supplement on
white sheets 26/:.

For fine RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND
EUROPE .. send your Want List to

ZUMSTEIN & CIE
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.),

P.O. Box 2585, CH-30011 BERN.

OVI 26,
OVII 23,

27,
28

32 (OMs)
(22 ?)

OIV 96, 101 (95 ?)

J.S.REIMS RCNG.
Sta.d,cs

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
to all Helvetia Members and will

be at their service in the coming

ear for all requirements of Swiss

stamps, covers, cancellations,

varieties, blocks of 4, etc..

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
MORECAMBE,
Lancs.


